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Introduction

In the last decades, the modern world has paid close attention to microscopic
objects in order to acquire unprecedented material properties that may offer
amazing benefits for human lifestyle. In this respect, numerous investiga-
tions refer to nanoscale structures as a challenging area with novel physical
phenomena. Such small objects show interesting properties that are only
understood by means of the fundamental basis of Quantum Theory, in com-
parison to the classical properties assigned to the macroscopic world. This
theory, based on the wave-particle duality of the essential constituents of
matter, determines the existence of quantum confinement effects responsible
for the physical phenomena observed at the nanoscale. Since the de Broglie
wavelengths of the charge carriers are of the order of the spatial dimensions
of the above-mentioned nanostructures, quantum confinement plays a key
role in defining their physical properties. Advancement of miniaturization
techniques provides new design of nanoelectronic-based devices, composed
mainly by semiconductor materials, whose electronic functions can be con-
trolled leading to useful applications. This is the aim of nanotechnology. It
is a recent, multidisciplinary area that attempts to build up faster, more
efficient, and more intelligent devices by means of top-down and bottom-
up nanofabrication techniques [1]. Particularly, artificial crystal structures
containing between 1,000 and 100,000 atoms, the so-called Quantum dots
(QDs) [2], are being widely investigated because of their novel potential uses
as versatile basic components for microelectronics engineering purposes. A
wide variety of studies suggest that such QDs, whose properties depend on
their composition, size and shape, have huge technological interest in, e.g.,
substituting classic computation silicon devices [3], offering a wide range of
electronic and optical properties [4, 5], or acting as biological labels [6, 7, 8].
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Colloidal semiconductor QDs are synthesized following the well-known
Wet chemistry routes [9]. Highly monodisperse nanocrystals (NCs) with
precise size and nearly spherical shape are obtained by using organic li-
gands in solution. The electronic structure of these QDs resembles that of
real atoms, since quantum confinement leads to quantized energy levels of
carriers with preserved spherical symmetry [10]. This is the reason why they
are usually known as artificial atoms. This quantum confinement can be
traced back to the different band alignment between the material compo-
sing the QD and the surrounding media, or between neighboring materials
in multishell systems. Concerning the last case, several heterostructures are
being synthesized which offer significant modification of their physical pro-
perties compared with single-composition QDs. Braun et al. reported on the
first preparation of a spherical multishell system [11] and it was concluded
that there is an important interplay between layers. Later, the synthesis of
hetero-NCs with radially graded composition [12] or type-II or quasi-type
II core/shell NCs [13, 14] has been achieved thanks to well-established and
extremely precise growth techniques [15, 16]. The possibility to engineer
charge carrier wave functions in these structures may enable optimization
of nanoelectronic applications [17].

The term Quantum dot is derived from the most widely accepted classi-
fication of the so-called low-dimensional structures, which depends on the
confinement degree that exert on the charge carriers (electrons and holes).
QDs confine carriers in all three dimensions. Instead, Quantum Wells are
two-dimensional heterostructures that confine carriers along one direction,
whereas quasi one-dimensional structures, the so-called Quantum Wires
[18], show long lengths and confer free carrier motion along the growth
direction. The transition from the spherical shape to quasi one-dimensional
structures can be achieved by increasing the aspect ratio of NCs. Among
nearly one-dimensional structures is worth to mention an elongated variant
of spherical QDs called Nanorods [19], i.e., which are nearly cylindrical NCs
with an aspect ratio lower than nanowires. Furthermore, recent experimen-
tal methodologies have produced more complex heterostructural systems
based on nanorods that are called Nanodumbbells [20]. They are composed
by a nanorod sandwiched between two semispherical caps.
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In this Thesis, the electronic structure of semiconductor nanocrystals is
theoretically investigated. To be specific, the k·p method [21] is employed
to model conduction band states by means of the effective-mass and en-
velope function approximations. This one-band model is a good approxi-
mation when conduction band states can be considered fairly isolated from
possible valence band perturbations [22]. Regarding most III-V and II-VI
wide direct-gap semiconductor nanostructures, as the ones studied through
this Thesis, the one-band model is a reasonable approximation. This semi-
empirical method enables the addition of nonperiodic potentials such as
impurity atoms, heterojunctions or external electromagnetic fields to the
k·p Hamiltonian [23], taking advantage of a reasonable computational cost.
Such flexibility let us investigate the physical properties of semiconductor
NCs in various quantum confinement conditions. Initially, a detailed des-
cription of the interplay between the spatial and dielectric confinements is
carried out in a simple molecular system formed by two coupled impuri-
ties in a QD. Including polarization potentials derived from dielectric res-
ponse mismatches, in addition to the intrinsic spatial confinement present
in nanocrystals, it is shown how the physical properties of a H+

2 -like sys-
tem hosted in a QD can be designed to fullfil the requirements needed to
act as the physical building blocks for quantum computation purposes [24].
Once dielectric mismatch effects in simple QDs are carefully understood,
the attention is mainly focused on the role of the most important con-
finement in nanostructures, i.e., the spatial confinement. More complex
systems subject to anisotropic spatial confinement are rigorously addressed
when electronic interactions come into play. Configuration Interaction (CI)
and Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods are employed to assess the
many-body problem in elongated systems. Although high computationally
demanding theories, they offer complementary accurate depictions of the
energy balance in multi-electron systems within low- and high-density cases.
Transitions from high to low correlation regimes, as well as novel phases
of mixed correlation, are pointed out by monitoring addition spectra and
optical spectra. Furthermore, absorption spectra simulations of core/shell
heterorods stand out the key role of asymmetric spatial confinement in the
description of one- and two-photon-induced excitation transitions. The im-
portance of anisotropic confinement effects in NCs is attracting widespread
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interest and it will be the fundamental issue during this work.

The research activity developed is exposed according to a coherent discu-
ssion of the results obtained, which have been published (or to be published
inminently) in international scientific journals. This PhD Thesis memory is
set out as follows:

The first chapter outlines the theoretical models employed to investigate
the electronic properties of semiconductor nanostructures. The EMA model
within the Envelope function approximation (EFA) will be introduced to
provide the lowest-energy conduction band states in finite heterostructured
crystals. Afterwards, Coulomb interaction will be incorporated in nanocrys-
tal simulations by means of Configuration Interaction (FCI) approach and
Density Functional Theory (DFT). Firstly, a brief theoretical description
about FCI basics will be exposed, including a novel computing code that
has been applied to improve the time-consuming of the CI simulations.
Ground states and occasionally several excited states will be calculated in
few-electron regimes. Absorption energies and their corresponding rates
will be also obtained within the dipole approximation in the FCI scheme.
Secondly, large-electron densities will be addressed via DFT within the so-
called Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA). The fundamental basics
will be briefly explained in order to eventually understand the perturbation
scheme chosen for computing absorption responses.

The second chapter describes the molecular properties of two shallow
donor impurities. Quantum confinement effects will be evaluated when the
system is hosted inside a free standing spherical QD. Additionally, dielectric
confinement effects will be included in a second step to take into account
the different dielectric response of the QD and its environment. Highly
non-additive effects will be shown, leading to specific physical properties of
potential interest for quantum computing.

In the third chapter the electronic structure of quasi one-dimensional
systems will be investigated. Highly anisotropic confinement effects will be
monitored by means of addition energy spectra and electron-density profiles.
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Furthermore, elongated nanostructures under inhomogeneous confining po-
tentials, such as those provided by an applied electric field or the presence
of heterostructural effects, will be characterized by constructing their ab-
sorption spectrum. Finally, the key role of asymmetries in the confining
potential of core/shell heterorods will be evidenced, providing in turn theo-
retical explanation to unexpected experimental results.

The fourth chapter deals with a description of the electronic correlation
effects in the few-electron regime of wurtzite multishell nanowires. Multi-
electron states will be considered in an effective 2D potential formed along
the radial direction of a multishell nanowire. Addition energy spectra for
ground states, electron density profiles and also conditional densities either
for the ground state or excited states will be analyzed.

Finally, a summary of the main conclusions obtained will be stated.

The following list contains the publications derived to date from the The-
sis project:

1. J. L. Movilla, A. Ballester and J. Planelles. "Coupled donors in quan-
tum dots: Quantum size and dielectric mismatch effects" Phys. Rev.
B, 79 (2009) 195319.1-61

2. J. Planelles, M. Royo, A. Ballester and M. Pi. "From quantum dots
to quantum wires: Electronic structure of semiconductor nanorods"
Phys. Rev. B, 80 (2009) 045324.1-52

3. A. Ballester, J. M. Escartin, J. L. Movilla, M. Pi and J. Planelles.
"Mixed correlation phases in elongated quantum dots" Phys. Rev. B,
82 (2010) 115405.1-83

1Selected for the June 1, 2009 issue of Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science & Technology
(Volume 19, Issue 22).
Selected for the June, 2009 issue of Virtual Journal of Quantum Information (Volume
9, Issue 6).

2Selected for the August 10, 2009 issue of Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science & Tech-
nology (Volume 20, Issue 6).

3Selected for the September 13, 2010 issue of Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science &
Technology (Volume 22, Issue 12).
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4. A. Ballester, J. L. Movilla, J. M. Escartin, M. Pi and J. Planelles
"Configuration interaction approach to Fermi liquid-Wigner crystal
mixed phases in semiconductor nanodumbbells" J. Appl. Phys., 112

(2012) 024311.1-5

5. A. Ballester, J. Planelles and A. Bertoni "Multiple-particle states of
semiconductor hexagonal rings: Artificial benzene" J. Appl. Phys.
112 (2012) 104317.1-9

6. M. Allione, A. Ballester, H. Li, A. Comin, J. L. Movilla, J. I. Climente,
L. Manna, and I. Moreels “Two-Photon-Induced Blue Shift of Core
and Shell Optical Transitions in Colloidal CdSe/CdS Quasi-Type II
Quantum Rods” ACS Nano 7 (2013) 2443.1-10

7. A. Ballester, C. Segarra, J. Planelles and A. Bertoni “Suppression of
the Aharonov-Bohm effect in six-electron hexagonal quantum rings”
(submitted)
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Chapter 1

Theoretical framework

Through this chapter we briefly describe the theoretical models employed
to give a proper description of the studied semiconductor systems, in which
atoms arrange themselves in regular crystalline arrays as X-ray diffraction
experiments reveal. These models are well-known and their applicability
on such systems is well-established [25, 26, 27]. Firstly, the k·p model in
the Effective mass approximation for conduction band electrons is intro-
duced. Secondly, Envelope function approximation is presented to study
heterostructured nanoscopic materials. Last section of the present chapter
concerns the many-body approaches used to deal with electronic interac-
tions. DFT and CI methodologies arisen from different basic concepts are
summarily exposed.

1.1 k·p method. Effective mass approximation (EMA)

In an infinite three dimensional crystal free electron motion can be mode-
lled by exploiting the Born-Oppenheimer approximation1. As a result, the

1Within the framework of nonrelativistic theory, atoms nuclei and core electrons, i.e.,
inner shell electrons composing the electron configuration, are interpreted as fixed
nuclear point charges in the crystal with spherical symmetry.
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

electrons weakly bounded to atom nuclei (valence electrons) feel an effective
electrostatic potential Vcr which is periodic throughout the crystal2. In this
context, one-electron time-independent Schrödinger equation reads as:

(
−

~2

2m0
∇2 + Vcr(r)

)
ψnk(r) = Enkψnk(r) (1.1)

where the Hamiltonian operator contains the kinetic energy term, given by
the free electron mass (m0), and an averaged electrostatic potential (Vcr)
that computes all possible interactions that valence electrons experience.

As indicated in Eq. (1.1), single-particle wave functions are labeled with
the main quantum number n for each k value. The last quantum number
ensures that Hamiltonian eigenfunctions are basis of irreducible represen-
tations from the translation group Tn. The corresponding character eikt,
where t is the Bravais lattice vector of the crystal, is obtained by means of
k, which in turn transfers the translational symmetry to the Wigner-Seitz
cell of the reciprocal lattice. In addition, electron wave-functions obey the
so-called Bloch’s theorem. It states that eigenvectors under translational
symmetric conditions can be interpreted as a periodic part (unit cell) unk(r),
the well-known Bloch function, times a slowly varying envelope function eikr

along the crystal:

ψnk(r) = eikrunk(r). (1.2)

Hence, taking into account Bloch’s theorem and after some algebra,
Schrödinger equation can be rewritten as:

(
−

~2

2m0
∇2 + Vcr(r) +

~2k2

2m0
+

~

m0
k·p

)
unk(r) = Enkunk(r), (1.3)

2The electrostatic potential of a crystal is modelled as a periodic function that satisfies
the Born-von Karman boundary condition. It states that Vcr (r) = Vcr

(
r +
∑

niai

)
,

where ai are the primitive vectors of the Bravais lattice and ni are integers, running
both over the dimensions (i) of the lattice.
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1.1 k·p method. Effective mass approximation (EMA)

where p = −i~∇ and the whole term in brackets corresponds to the so-called
k·p Hamiltonian

(
Ĥkp

)
. Eigenvalues from Eq. (1.3) represent the discrete

energy levels composing the band structure of semiconductor materials. A
complete basis set of functions {un0, n = 1, 2, ...,∞} is obtained for k = 0 (Γ
point). This basis lets us calculate the wave function unk(r) for any k 6= 0
as a linear combination of un′0(r):

unk(r) =
∞∑

n′

cnn′un′0(r). (1.4)

The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.3) can be expressed as follows:

Ĥkp = Ĥ +
~2k2

2m0
+

~

m0
k·p (1.5)

In Eq. (1.5) Ĥ represents the Hamiltonian (1.1) of the system for k = 0,
the so-called Γ point. On the other hand, the projection of the k·p Hamilto-
nian onto the un0 basis set leads to a matrix with infinite dimensions, whose
elements are:

< un0 | Ĥkp | un′0 >=

(
En′0 +

~2k2

2m0

)
δn,n′ +

~

m0
kPn,n′ (1.6)

where Pn,n′ = < un0 | p | un′0 > is the Kane parameter [28, 29], which is
determined empirically for each material.

In the following, only wide gap semiconductor materials will be consi-
dered. It means that energy difference between the maximum of the valence
band (VB) and the minimum of the conduction band (CB) is high enough
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

to neglect coupling interactions between them. Electrons (holes) popula-
ting the lowest conduction (valence) band states at the Γ point are the ones
considered through this Thesis. Under the above conditions, the electronic
structure of materials can be safely described by means of the one band
model formalism. It implies that the k·p Hamiltonian in the basis {un0} is
reduced to a 1x1 matrix:

< un0 | Ĥkp | un0 >= En0 +
~2k2

2m0
. (1.7)

Consequently, energy band dispersion shows a parabolic dependence as a
function of k. This one band model can be improved following a perturba-
tive treatment up to second order, leading to the perturbative Hamiltonian
Ĥ ′ = ~2k2

2m0
+ ~

m0
k·p. A generalization of the perturbative treatment to any

k 6= 0 point can be achieved considering the eigenfunctions for the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian Ĥ0 = − ~2

2m0
∇2 + Vcr(r) . Thus, the second order of

perturbation energy writes as:

E
(2)
nk = −

∑

n′

|< un0 | ~
m0

k·p | un′0 >
2

En′0 − En0
=

=
∑

n′

| ~k·Pn,n′ |2

m2
0 (En0 − En′0)

=
∑

α=x,y,z

∑

n′

~2k2
α | Pα

n,n′ |2

m2
0 (En0 − En′0)

(1.8)

Owing to the s-type orbital associated to conduction band states only
k2

α terms take part, i.e., only integrals such as < S | px | X > and
< S | py | Y > are set different from zero. Taking Eq. (1.8) into account,
the energy up to second order of perturbation reads as:

Enk = En0 +
∑

α=x,y,z

~2k2
α

{
1

2m0
+

1
m2

0

∑

n′

| Pα
n,n′ |2

En0 − En′0

}
= En0 +

∑

α=x,y,z

~2k2
α

2m∗
α

,

(1.9)
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1.1 k·p method. Effective mass approximation (EMA)

where a new empirical parameter appears in order to reproduce the ef-
fect of the periodic potential in the electron motion near the Γ point. A
k–dependent electron mass, the so-called Effective electron mass (m∗

α), is
obtained through experimental measurements. It depends on the material
composition and can be either isotropic or anisotropic.

To sum up, the one band model within the Effective mass approximation
(EMA) gives reasonable results for energy dispersion in infinite periodic
crystals (bulk region) by using empirical masses for electrons. Specifically,
conduction band shows quasi parabolic energy dispersion near the Γ point as
illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Through this memory, a theoretical description of the
energetically lowest-lying conduction and valence band states is discussed
in direct band gap semiconductor-based structures.

E

k

conduction band

valence bands

one band model

Eg

Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of direct band gap semiconductors in the
k-space. Excited electrons promoting from the valence band to the conduction
band are well-described by means of the one band model in the proximities of
the Γ point.
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

1.2 Heterostructured crystals: Envelope function
approximation (EFA)

Finite nanoscale-sized structures show atomically-sharp heterojunctions res-
ponsible for broken translational symmetry of the crystal. Therefore, the
abovementioned effective-mass equation is inadequate to account for struc-
tural mismatches. In an attempt to fulfil the lack of periodicity in the sys-
tems, heterostructured nanocrystals are studied within the Envelope func-
tion approximation (EFA). The theoretical description of the conduction-
band electrons assumes a slowly-varying envelope function between the la-
yers of adjacent materials. This is a reasonable approximation for ma-
terials with similar structural parameters (same crystalline structure and
lattice constants), similar chemical composition (e.g., a common ion) and
without interface defects. Hence, the wave function can be expanded in
terms of the Bloch function (periodic part), assumed equivalent for the
whole nanostructure, and an (initially unknown) envelope function that
is treated independently [23]. In this context, the different band align-
ment on both sides of the heterointerface (band-offset), with respect to the
bottom of the conduction band of the materials involved, delimits the finite
spatial confining potential in the nanostructure. A steplike function (see
Fig. 1.2) is assumed to correctly represent the band-edge variation in the
heterostructures studied.

To compute the discrete energy states in QDs the Effective mass - Enve-

lope function approximation (EMA-EFA) is employed. Now, the Schrödinger
equation results:

(
−
~2

2
∇

1
m∗(r)

∇ + V (r)

)
χ(r) = Eχ(r) (1.10)

where the material properties are explicitly position dependent. In Eq. (1.10)
V (r) stands for the step-like confining potential aforementioned. On the
other hand, the kinetic-energy operator is expressed in terms of the
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1.2 Heterostructured crystals: Envelope function approximation (EFA)

BenDaniel-Duke model [30, 31] due to the fact that material properties
do not commute with the spatial differential operator. Thus, the form of
the kinetic-energy operator in Eq. (1.10) ensures the hermiticity of the
operator. The eigenvalues in Eq. (1.10) are the allowed energies for conduc-
tion band electrons, but the eigenfunctions are now the envelope functions
χ(r), which vary smoothly all over the nanostructure and are set to zero at
large distances away from the heterostructure.

MAT. 2 MAT. 2MAT. 1

x

Band−offset

V

CB

Figure 1.2: One-dimensional schematics of a heterostructure. The band-offset
represents the energy difference between the bottoms of the conduction bands of
the media involved. It is displayed as a steplike potential at the heterointerface.

In this Thesis, envelope wave functions and electron energies are obtained
in several low-dimensional structures with axial symmetry. Analytical in-
tegration of the electron angular coordinate let us compute truly-3D sys-
tems numerically in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, z). Then, exact integration is
carried out by means of a discretization scheme based on the finite diffe-
rences method [32]. Discretizing the differential Schrödinger equation for
each discretization grid point generally leads to asymmetric sparse matri-
ces of considerable dimensions. Solutions are obtained by diagonalizing the
resulting matrices with the implicitly restarted Arnoldi iterative method
[33, 34] employing Arpack Fortran code [35]. Finally, electronic properties of
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

nanostructures are analyzed when different confinement regimes come into
play and characterized by simulating addition energy spectra and
absorption spectra. To this end, the many-body problem is addressed by two
different approaches in which electron-electron interactions are properly
assessed depending on the electron density.

1.3 Many-body systems

Within Full Configuration Interaction approach (FCI), multi-electron wave
functions are obtained by projecting the interacting Hamiltonian onto an-
tisymmetric spin-orbitals , while, on the other hand, Kohn-Sham orbitals
are employed in the framework of Density Functional Theory (DFT). Both
methodologies successfully account for N-electron ground states following
the Variation Principle. In addition, few excited states are also considered
in order to perform absorption spectra simulations. In the case of DFT cal-
culations, a time-dependent scheme has been employed, which determines
excited energies by means of perturbing the system with an external dipole
field [36]. To simulate the low-energy part of the absorption spectrum, den-
sity dipole modes (preserving spin) and spin dipole modes (implying spin
changes) are calculated within the dipole approximation. The calculations
involve electronic absorptions associated with the excitation of outer shell
electrons.

Depending on the number of electrons populating the conduction band
of the nanostructure, FCI or DFT calculations have been performed. We
provide next a brief description of the fundamentals of both approaches.

1.3.1 Full Configuration Interaction (FCI) approach

Correlation effects in few-electron regimes are studied by means of the Full
Configuration Interaction (FCI) approach [37]. This is the most rigorous
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1.3 Many-body systems

method that gives an approximate many-particle wave function of the Hamil-
tonian:

Ĥ =
N∑

i=1

(
−
~2

2
∇

1
m∗(ri)

∇ + V (ri)

)
+

N∑

i<j

1
ǫ

1
| ri − rj |

. (1.11)

In Eq. (1.11) the first term in brackets corresponds to the single-particle
operator within the EMA-EFA model for N electrons confined inside a
nanostructure. The second one stands for the two-electron operator which
involves coordinates of electrons i and j. The many-electron Hamiltonian
in Eq. (1.11) is solved by means of FCI calculations. They make use of a
finite N-electron basis set rigorously selected depending on the system con-
sidered. Building all possible N-body Slater determinants3 {φi} out of the
basis set chosen, the FCI approach gives solutions that are exact within the
one-electron subspace spanned by the Slater determinants. This procedure
lets us achieve a good approximation to the real many-electron problem,
being impossible to be implemented in practice for the complete solution,
i.e., an infinite basis set. The electronic configuration of the multi-particle
system obeys the Pauli’s Principle and the resulting many-electron wave
function is expressed as a linear combination of Slater determinants:

| Ψm >=
∑

i

cm
i | φi > . (1.12)

In Eq. (1.12) the multi-particle state | Ψm > is a good approximation to
the exact ground state wave function and even excited states as MacDonald
theorem states [38].

3A Slater determinant is an antisymmetrized product of spin-orbitals that describes the
multi-particle wavefunction of the non-interacting system. Slater determinants formed
from orthonormal spin orbitals are normalized and meet the requirement of the Pauli
exclusion principle.
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

The interaction between the radiation and the polielectronic system is
quantified by charge and spin transition probabilities from the ground state
Ψ0 to the excited state Ψf as [39]:

| k· < Ψ0 |
N∑

i=1

ri | Ψf >|2 (1.13)

| k· < Ψ0 |
N∑

i=1

ησiri | Ψf >|2 (1.14)

where k defines the polarization vector of the incident electromagnetic
radiation which, in our axially-symmetric systems, has been assumed to
be polarized either in the longitudinal direction (z-polarization transitions)
or the in-plane one. Whereas Eq. (1.13) provides charge modes, Eq. (1.14)
stands for spin modes, with ησ = +1(−1) for electrons with spin up (down).
Selection rules imply that the z-component of the total angular momentum
must change according to △Mz = ±1 in the in-plane polarized radiation,
while it must remain constant in z-polarized transitions (△Mz = 0).

Although FCI conceptually constitutes the simplest approach for
studying polielectronic systems, it is very high-demanding computationally.
One way to avoid this drawback consists in selecting a subset of spin-
and symmetry-adapted configurations that constitute a block of the whole
Hamiltonian matrix. In this regard, a novel CI code4 has been employed to
obtain smaller matrices to diagonalize. Specific multi-particle states with a
given total Sz and Mz quantum numbers are thus obtained.

4See http://code.google.com/p/citool/ for more information about the Full-
Configuration-Interaction solver.
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1.3 Many-body systems

1.3.2 Density Functional Theory. LSDA approximation

We describe systems populated up to 20 electrons by means of the Density
Functional Theory (DFT) [40, 41, 42]. DFT has its foundations in the
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems [43] proving that a universal functional of the
density exists for a non degenerate ground state. These theorems require
electron density to be N-representable and v-representable5. The energy
functional can be expressed as:

E [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vext [ρ] + Vee [ρ] , (1.15)

where the first term corresponds to the kinetic energy functional, the
remaining functionals correspond to the applied external potential Vext and
the Coulomb interaction Vee. A generalization of the Hohenberg and Kohn
theorems is achieved following the Levy’s formalism [44], which only assumes
the N-representability of the density.

To calculate the ground-state energy of a polielectronic system as a
functional of its electron density in a practical way, a fictitious noninte-
racting system is considered. It is the so-called Kohn-Sham method (KS
method) [45]. The fictitious system moves under the influence of an exter-
nal potential, and must have a wave function yielding the very same density
as the real system. The KS Hamiltonian for the non-interacting system is
defined as:

Ĥs =
N∑

i=1

ĥi =
N∑

i=1

(
−

1
2

∇2
i + υ̂s(ri)

)
, (1.16)

5The N-representability means that the density must be a continuous, positive defined
function in all the entire space considered. Its integration must give the number of elec-
trons on the whole system. On the other hand, a v-representable density implies that
there is an external potential that generates a function which has the corresponding
density when applied to the system.
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

where N runs over the number of electrons. Eq. (1.16) allows us to work
with an artificial ground-state wave function as an antisymmetrized product
of the lowest-energy KS spin orbitals (Φi) subject to a uniquely determined
external potential υs. The orbitals are obtained by solving the eigenvalue
Eq. (1.17). Such orbitals enable to calculate the polielectronic ground-state
density (ρ) as a sum of single-particle densities (Eq. 1.18):

[
−

1
2

∇2 + υs(r)
]

Φi = εiΦi (1.17)

ρ = ρ0 =
N∑

i=1

| Φi |2 . (1.18)

The N-noninteracting system is given by

Eυ [ρ] = Ts [ρ] +
ˆ

ρ(r)υs(r)dr =
N∑

i=1

εi (1.19)

where,

Ts [ρ] =
N∑

i=1

< Φi| −
1
2

∇2|Φi > . (1.20)

The real polielectronic system expression reads as follows:

Eυ [ρ] = Ts [ρ] +
ˆ

ρ(r)υ(r)dr +
1
2

ˆ ˆ

ρ(r1)ρ(r2)
r12

dr1dr2 +Exc [ρ] . (1.21)
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1.3 Many-body systems

The last term Exc in the above equation is referred to exchange-correlation
functional and includes all (unknown) contributions making Eυ [ρ] exact.
Eq. (1.16) can be rewritten by including all the potential terms in an
effective potential uniquely determined by the electron density:

ĤKS =
N∑

i=1

(
−

1
2

∇2
i + υ̂eff (ri)

)
. (1.22)

Actually, both the effective potential and the exchange-correlation
functional are unknown. Nevertheless, by using approximate expressions
for Exc, the electron density and the effective potential can be optimized
following a variational self-consistent procedure.

Although DFT emerges as a very powerful and computationally low-
demanding technique, getting a good approximation to Exc is not an easy
task. Local-Density Approximation (LDA) gives accurate results for the
exchange-correlation energy in systems with a rather homogeneous den-
sity. The fact that density varies slowly allows the exchange-correlation
functional to be accurately given by:

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

ˆ

ρ(r)εxc(ρ)dr , (1.23)

where εxc(ρ) is the exchange-correlation functional of an homogeneous
electron gas.

Local-Spin-Density Approximation (LSDA) is used throughout this
Thesis. This approximation allows electrons with different spin to have
different spatial KS orbitals. As a consequence, LSDA deals with two
different spin densities ρα(r) and ρβ(r) which are connected, since Coulomb
and correlation functionals depend on both of them. The Coulomb
functional now reads as:
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Chapter 1 Theoretical framework

J
(
ρα, ρβ

)
=

1
2

ˆ ˆ

ρα(r1)ρα(r2)
r12

dr1dr2 +
1
2

ˆ ˆ

ρα(r1)ρβ(r2)
r12

dr1dr2 .

(1.24)

On the other hand, exchange-correlation functionals become functionals
of spin densities Exc = Exc

[
ρα, ρβ

]
.

LSDA has been proved to yield satisfactory results in the study of nanos-
tructures [46, 47, 48, 49], taking, in particular, the exchange-correlation
functional as a sum of the Dirac exchange functional of a homogeneous
electron gas and the correlation functional parametrized by Perdew and
Zunger [50].

In this thesis, ground-state energies in elongated nanostructures are
carried out by numerical integration of the KS equations. Absorption
spectra simulations are computed within the framework of time-dependent
LSDA [36]. In order to obtain the dipole strength in the spin and density
channels, we study the time evolution, following an initial perturbation,
of the dipole signal D(t) = n· < D >, where D =

∑
j rj for density-dipole

modes and D =
∑

j rjσ
z
j for spin-dipole modes, < ·> means expected value

in the time-dependent state, and n is the unit vector pointing toward the
direction given by the polarization of the incident electromagnetic wave.
To calculate D(t), we first solve the static LSDA KS equations, and the
appropriate static solutions of the KS equations are then used as initial
conditions for solving the time-dependent KS equations:

i~
∂

∂t
Ψσ (r, t) = HKS

[
ρα (r, t) , ρβ (r, t)

]
Ψσ (r, t) . (1.25)

In order to describe the interaction of the system with an external dipole
field, the ground-state single-particle wave functions are slightly excited
initially according to Ψ

′

σ(r, 0) = UΨσ(r, 0), with U = eikn·r for the
density-dipole modes and U = eikησn·r, where ησ = +1(−1) for σ = α(β),
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1.3 Many-body systems

for the spin-dipole modes. The wave number k is taken small enough to keep
the response of the system within the linear regime, in which the Fourier
transform of the dipole signal, D(ω) =

´

eiωtD(t)dt, is directly related to
the dipole strength, Sn(ω) = 1

k
Im[D(ω)]. Hence, a frequency analysis of

D(t) provides the absorption energies and their respective intensities.

As a summary, this section gives a general overview of the multi-particle
approaches employed for characterizing the systems studied: LSDA and
FCI. In spite of their different background, the obtained FCI density profiles
are in qualitative agreement with LSDA calculations. The obtained results
are concisely exposed in chapter 3.
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Chapter 2

Dielectric modulation of size
confinement effects in QDs

In this chapter, we deal with anisotropic confinement effects in the presence
of a new confinement source: the dielectric confinement. Its effects have
become an important factor to take into account in order to understand the
nanostructures properties, specially those of colloidal QDs. Since they are
typically synthesized surrounded by organic solutions, the different dielectric
response between the semiconductor nanosystem and the environment yields
to polarization charges in the interface between both materials [51].
Determining the role of these polarization charges has led to both experi-
mental [52, 53] and theoretical [54, 55, 56] efforts in order to integrate the
dielectric effects as control variables for new nanoscopic devices. Indeed,
dielectric confinement is an additional confinement source that eventually
can compete with the confinement originated by the band-offset between
adjacent materials.

In the following, we analyze the interplay between both spatial and
dielectric confinements in anisotropic conditions. In order to do that, we
explore the molecular properties of a D+

2 system (a system of potential
interest for quantum computation purposes which consists of a singly-ionized
double donor system hosted in a semiconductor) when it is embedded in
a quantum dot of variable size and surrounding medium. The EMA-EFA
model successfully describes quantum size and asymmetric confinement
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Chapter 2 Dielectric modulation of size confinement effects in QDs

effects, as well as dielectric mismatch effects on the single-particle energy
and wave function localization by means of polarization charge potentials.
A computational scheme which incorporates all confining potentials in a
balanced way is employed, which incorporates the dielectric effects by using
a macroscopic treatment of the Coulomb interactions, the validity of which
has been well established for semiconductor QDs [57].

2.1 The D
+
2 system

While electron energies in single QDs are totally quantized resembling
atomlike states, an array of QDs coupled electrostatically or by tunneling
junctions displays features characteristic of artificial molecules. Their elec-
tron states can couple to each other and form covalent bonding states which
are characterized by the so-called binding energy of the molecule. These
artificial molecules are of interest in new materials engineering in order to
add more capability and performance to electronic devices. For instance,
QD solar cells [58], optoelectronics [59] and spintronics [60] devices have
been involved in a deeper understanding of powerful novel applications.
Lateral-type coupled QDs [61, 62, 63] or vertically coupled QDs [64, 65] can
be used to create two-level systems with precise and rapid control of the
coupling between quantum states by adjusting interdot tunnel coupling [66].
In particular, a highly coherent coupled QD leading to a two-level quantum
system or quantum bit (qubit)1 has been proposed as promising candidate in
processing quantum computer information [67, 68]. This system can encode
the logical information on the charge degrees of freedom, as Barenco et al.
described for the first time in a semiconductor QD charge-based qubit [69].

Alternatively, impurity doping in low dimensional structures has become
an additional useful and reproducible technology that provides new
perspectives to control electronic and optical properties of semiconductor

1Coherent interactions and high entanglement between pairs of qubits form the basis of
non-classical building blocks for quantum computation.
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2.2 Size and dielectric confinement interplay in colloidal QDs

devices [70, 71]. The presence of new confinement sources apart from spa-
tial confinement gives rise to more complexity in the understanding of the
properties of quantum dots, but also to more opportunities to mould their
electronic spectrum. Indeed, the work of Kang et al. [72] revealed that the
system composed by a singly-ionized shallow donor impurity pair (namely
a D+

2 system) hosted in a quantum dot could be a plausible candidate
for charge qubit realizations. Modulation on the physical behaviour of
the two lowest-lying impurity states is of theoretical interest, being the
decoherence of the excited state a key drawback for qubit realizations.

With the aim of determining the optimum conditions to tune the energy
spectrum, charge distributions and coherence times of orbital states, the
theoretical work summarized in this chapter is based on analyzing
the effects of quantum confinement and impurity-related potentials.
Particularly, polarization and self-polarization potentials coming from
different dielectric response in different media may become a crucial issue
to take into account. The interplay between different dielectric environ-
ments, quantum size effects, and asymmetric spatial locations of the coupled
impurities inside a spherical QD is addressed, revealing the conditions which
might be of interest to improve the performance of donor-based charge qubit
schemes.

2.2 Size and dielectric confinement interplay in
colloidal QDs

The electronic properties of the D+
2 shallow donor impurities hosted in a

semiconductor colloidal QD are analyzed depending on QD size, donors
position inside the nanostructure and dielectric mismatch effects. The
interplay between both, spatial and dielectric confinements, and the derived
D+

2 properties are of interest prompted by future perspectives for designing
solid structures with controlled physical properties. Quite a larger amount
of work has been devoted to the study of single shallow donor impurities
[73, 74, 75] and it has been determined that, although the quantum dot
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Chapter 2 Dielectric modulation of size confinement effects in QDs

shape has a minor influence in shallow donor impurities [76, 77], the impu-
rity position confined in a QD and the size of the nanostructure strongly
influence donor levels [78, 79, 80, 81]. In the following, we probe how
several anisotropic confinement conditions (such as the impurity position,
for instance) influence the lowest-lying molecularlike states in coupled
shallow impurities.

Modeling a shallow donor impurity as a hydrogen atom which provides
an extra electron to the electronic structure of the semiconductor nano-
structure, electron energies and wave functions can be obtained within the
effective mass and envelope function approximations. The corresponding
Hamiltonian reads, in atomic units:

H = −
1
2

∇

(
1

m∗(r)
∇

)
+ V (r) −

∑

i=1,2

1
ǫQD | r − ri |

, (2.1)

where the kinetic-energy operator involves position-dependent effective
electron masses and the finite confining potential V (r) corresponds to the
conduction band-offset between the materials involved. The last term
represents the direct Coulomb potential between the impurities and the
electron, including impurities position inside the QD (ri) and the dielec-
tric constant of the bulk material ǫQD.

Fig. 2.1 assumes, however, a similar response of the QD material and
that of surrounding medium. Nevertheless, in colloidal QDs a major con-
tribution to the binding energy comes from polarization charges caused by
dielectric mismatch at the edge of the QD [71]. Its effects are of theoretical
interest due to the fact that they can introduce novel physical phenomena
when a finite nanostructure and the surrounding media have different dielec-
tric constants. The induced charges have the same sign as the impurity if
the dielectric constant of the quantum dot (ǫQD) is larger than the external
medium (ǫout). This fact yields an attractive interaction with the electron of
the donor impurity and, consequently, an appreciable increase in the binding
energy occurs. In the opposite case, that is an external dielectric constant
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2.2 Size and dielectric confinement interplay in colloidal QDs

larger than the quantum dot one, induced charges show opposing sign
in comparison with the impurity and, therefore, a reasonable decrease in
the binding energy. Furthermore, dielectric confinement produces an addi-
tional polarization potential, the so-called self-polarization potential, which
characterizes the interaction between the electron bound to the impurity
and its own induced charges at the nanostructure boundaries.

The electronic structure of the two coupled impurities D+
2 hosted in a

spherical QD has been examined. The impurities are located on the z axis
of a spherical CdS QD (see Fig. 2.1), with an effective mass m∗ = 0.15 and
dielectric constant ǫQD = 5.5. The dot is isolated from the external medium
by a confining well with a height equal to the typical electron affinity of
semiconductor materials (4 eV). The effective mass of vacuum (m∗ = 1) is
assigned to the surrounding media. Fixing these parameters, we evaluate
both, together (ǫout 6= ǫQD) and separately (ǫout = ǫQD), the influence of the
spatial and dielectric asymmetric confinements on the molecular properties
of the D+

2 system.

CM

R
QD

I
2

1
I

εQD

εout

d
I−I

z

z

ρ

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the two shallow donor impurities under
study. The center of mass of the two donors zCM and the distance between
them dI−I are defined along the z axis of a two dimensional grid expressed in
cylindrical coordinates. Dielectric mismatch effects are taken into account by
using ǫQD as the dielectric constant of the QD material, while the surrounding
media shows a different response.
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The Hamiltonian that accounts for quantum size effects but also impurity
polarization charges and electron self-energy (a.u.) reads:

H = −
1
2

∇

(
1

m∗(r)
∇

)
+ V (r) + φs(r) +

∑

i=1,2

φIi
c (r, ri) , (2.2)

where the first term is the kinetic energy operator for a position-dependent
mass. V (r) is a realistic (3D), finite confining potential represented by
a steplike function that accounts for the spatial confinement coming from
the band offset of the materials involved. Regarding dielectric mismatch,
a steplike dielectric function is assumed for a position-dependent dielectric
constant. In such a case, the corresponding Poisson equation for spherical
dielectric interfaces can be solved analytically, yielding explicit expressions
for the polarization terms [82]. In Eq. 2.2 the φI

c is the Coulomb potential
generated by the impurities located at the fixed position ri, including the
effect of polarization charges. On the other hand, φS is the electron self-
polarization energy, which can be obtained from φI

c . Their explicit expre-
ssions together with a detailed description of the integration method can
be found in [81, 83]. The axial symmetry of the system allows us to
integrate analitically the angular coordinate of the electron in Eq. (2.2).
Then, numerical integration of (ρ, z) coordinates has been performed to
finally obtain electron energies and wave functions.

2.3 Results

To characterize the effects of the confinement on the D+
2 system, several

molecular properties, such as charge-density distributions of the ground and
first excited states, their energy splittings and the first excited decay rate
have been analyzed.

First, we calculate the dipolar moment of electron charge distributions
with respect to the center of mass (zCM ) of the artificial molecule for two
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different sets of calculations. On the one hand, pure spatial confinement
effects (εout = εQD = 5.5) are investigated for different size regimes. Next,
dielectric mismatch effects are also included in addition to spatial confine-
ment. In both situations the dipolar moment let us quantify the symmetry
breakdown of the electron density. Finally, first excited state lifetimes have
been calculated taking into account decoherence only coming from vacuum
electromagnetic fluctuations as a first approximation [84, 85]. The results
reveal that:

• In the absence of dielectric mismatch, impurities off-centering (asym-
metric spatial confinement) brings the molecular system to behave as
heteropolar, diminishing the interdonor tunnel coupling and localizing
the ground and first excited states in different donors. This fact can
be observed in the top panels of Fig. 2.2, where the dipolar moment
relative to dI−I (distance between the donors) is displayed as a func-
tion of the QD radius (RQD) and the center of mass of the donors2

(zCM ). As illustrated in the figure, the ground state is localized in the
inner donor while the first excited state mainly concentrates on the
outer one, this trend being more pronounced as the QD size decreases
and large zCM values are considered. Interestingly, the polarity of the
states is generally the opposite in the presence of dielectric mismatch
with εout ≪ εQD (see the bottom panels of Fig. 2.2). This is a direct
consequence of the contribution of polarization charges induced by the
impurities at the QD surface. Coulomb potential preferably stabilizes
the ground state electron density closer to the outer donor (positive
values of µ/dI−I or red color), whereas the inner donor is occupied by
the excited state (negative values µ/dI−I or blue color).

2Through all the study, the dipole moment (µ) is defined with respect to the center of
mass of the two donors. Thus, a positive value of µ is obtained for states preferably
localized in the outer donor, whereas a negative value is obtained when the preference
is for the inner one.
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Chapter 2 Dielectric modulation of size confinement effects in QDs

Figure 2.2: Dipolar moment of the electron charge distribution in the ground state
(left) and first excited state (right) for a confined donor system with dI−I = 10
nm. Fixing the origin at the QD center, several asymmetric confinement
configurations are considered as a function of the QD size. In top panels the
environment has the very same dielectric constant as the QD (pure spatial
confinement), whereas the bottom panels concern an external medium with
εout = 1. In the figure, positive values of µ/dI−I indicate that the electron
is distributed to a greater extent around the donor closer to the QD border,
whereas negative values manifest its preference for the innermost impurity.

• Spatial and dielectric confinement sources operate in different length
scales, which makes possible to modulate the tunnel coupling strength
and charge-density distribution of the two lowest-lying electron states
at will, by choosing the appropriate dot size and external environment.
This effect is a consequence of the long range of the (image charge)
Coulomb interactions as compared with the spatial confinement scale.
As shown in Fig. 2.3 pure spatial confinement yields homopolarity for
large QD sizes, whereas the system still behaves as heteropolar in the
presence of dielectric mismatch. Also, it is worth to mention that,
despite of the presence of polarization charges, spatial confinement
dominates for low QD radius (see Fig. 2.3). However, for intermediate
values of QD size (RQD ≈ 14 nm), both spatial and dielectric con-
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finement effects are significant. In fact, it is observed that dielectric
confinement compensates, and even inverts, the trend imposed by the
spatial confinement.
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Figure 2.3: Dipolar moment of the electron charge distribution of the confined
coupled donor system corresponding to pure spatial confinement (red lines) and
in the presence of dielectric confinement (blue lines, εout = 1). In this figure the
particular case of zCM = 5 nm with one of the impurities located at the QD
center and dI−I = 10 nm is represented.

• The spatial separation of the two lowest-lying electron states induced
by the asymmetric confinement is more pronounced as the interdonor
distance increases. This is observed by comparing Fig. 2.3 (dI−I = 10
nm) and Fig. 2.4 (dI−I = 15 nm). This last figure also exemplifies
the effect of the dielectric environment. As can be observed from
the RQD = 20 nm case, when ǫout > εQD the dielectric confinement
magnifies the spatial separation of states imposed by the spatial
confinement, that is, εout = 5.5. Nevertheless, this trend is inverted
as εout diminishes. At low enough values of the external dielectric
constant, dielectric mismatch effects dominate and yield a spatial
separation of the lowest-lying molecular states but opposite polarity.
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Chapter 2 Dielectric modulation of size confinement effects in QDs

This fact implies that the bulklike homopolar character is recovered
for an external media with an intermediate dielectric constant, where
the effect of the spatial confinement is compensated (in the particular
case of the system under study we found this to occur at εout = 3.9).

2 4 6 8 10

Figure 2.4: Ground state (solid lines) and first excited state (dashed lines) dipolar
moments for the impurities separated by dI−I = 15 nm, hosted inside a QD of
20 nm and 23 nm, with one of the impurities at the QD center.

• The spatial separation of states strongly influence the energy splitting
(△E) between the ground state and the first excited state, a key
quantity for qubit operations. The larger spatial separation, the higher
the energy splitting. Also, it reaches a minimum, close to the bulk
value, when homopolar character is achieved.

• Radiative lifetimes may increase orders of magnitude when the QDs
are embedded in low-dielectric constant media in comparison with the
bulk value. Concerning pure spatial confinement, we observe that
coherence drops strongly for small dot sizes (see Fig. 2.5), whereas it
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reaches the bulk value when homopolar electron charge distributions
are recovered. When the external media where the QD is embedded
has a low-dielectric constant an important enhancement of the radia-
tive lifetime is obtained. As can be observed in Fig. 2.5, more than
1 order of magnitude larger than in bulk is observed despite spatial
separation of the two lowest-lying states in the whole range of the
dot sizes studied. It is worth to notice that the wide range tuning
capability of the radiative lifetime could be of interest to increase the
relatively low bulk coherence times of orbital states in charge qubit
realizations.
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Figure 2.5: First excited-state radiative lifetimes relative to bulk values when
pure spatial cofinement effects are considered (red line) and in the presence of
an external media that surrounds the QD with εout = 1 (blue line).
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Chapter 3

Electronic properties of elongated
quantum dots

Highly monodisperse colloidal nanocrystals are obtained with precise size
and shape for a wide range of II-VI and III-V semiconductor materials. Typ-
ically, spherical morphology in QDs has been synthesized and such nanos-
tructures have a three-dimensional confining potential that leads to atomi-
clike electronic structure [86, 87]. These artificial atoms show a shell struc-
ture in which orbital shell filling and relative ground state stability can be
quantified by computing addition energy. This energy, analogous to electron
affinity in atomic physics, is a key quantity that characterizes transport
into a QD. Building up addition spectrum, electronic structure of nanocrys-
tals can be envisaged to eventually interpret kinetic and Coulomb energy
contributions.

However, additional control of the growth kinetics of II-VI semiconduc-
tors has lead to elongated structures that exhibit electronic and optical
properties very different from the spherical counterparts [88, 89]. One-
dimensional structures have become the focus of intensive research since
their anisotropic shape posed many benefits for optical and transport
applications [90, 91]. Such peculiar physical behaviour originates from the
rod shape. Indeed, by increasing the aspect ratio of nanostructures, the
transition from zero- to one-dimensional systems occurs and rod-shaped
nanocrystals form. They manifest a highly anisotropic confinement which is
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Chapter 3 Electronic properties of elongated quantum dots

distinguished by a strong quantum confinement of carriers for the radial di-
rection, whereas weak confinement holds along the growth direction of the
nanostructure [92, 93]. Then, elongated but finite structures have attracted
much attention, specially the so-called nanorods (NRs) and quantum wires
(QWs). Experimental measurements provided by scanning-tunneling, opti-
cal spectroscopies and addition energy spectra offer a powerful approach to
envisage the electronic structure of such elongated systems.

Recent experimental techniques produce high-controlled rod-shaped CdS,
CdSe and CdTe nanocrystals, in which topological control over composition
is achieved [94]. The preferable growth direction of quasi-one dimensional
systems eventually give rise to a transition from strong to weak confining
regime where the role of electron-electron interactions is not well-established
yet. The lack of discussion concerning perturbing potentials effects in quasi-
one dimensional quantum dots is the main motivation for discussing in this
chapter. Therefore, a comprehensive study of anisotropic confining poten-
tials effects in nanocrystals is exposed. To this end, truly three-dimensional
models are used in order to accurately characterize the electronic struc-
ture of rod-shaped systems. As it will be shown, electron density profiles
let us determine the presence of strongly correlated regimes and the physical
parameters leading to quasi-classical Wigner distribution of the charge
maxima in diluted NR. We also evidence the formation of new correlation
phases in 3-D elongated structures under highly inhomogeneous confining
potentials. Such phases show an uneven electronic-density distribution that
evidence different correlation regimes in different regions of the structure
(mixed phases)1. We will show that one can get a mixed phase by applying
an electric field along the longitudinal axis of diluted nanorods. On the other
hand, the nanorod confining potential will be modified by structural effects
yielding the chemical synthesis of nanodumbbells (NDs) in which mixed
phases are also present. Additionally, the presence of such new phases is
probed by means of optical spectra simulations.

1Initial attempts focused on identifying the presence of new phases were made by Mueller
et al [95] in strictly one-dimensional Hartree-Fock calculations.
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3.1 Correlation phase transitions in nanorods

Furthermore, well-established synthesis routes are producing more
complex structures like core/shell colloidal semiconductor NCs. In par-
ticular, cadmium chalcogenide heterostructures have received most of the
attention due to their peculiar opto-electronic properties under quantum
confinement effects [96]. In this regard, while one-photon transitions have
been widely addressed [97, 98, 99, 100], only few studies exist on multiphoton
absorption in heterostructured NCs [101, 102, 103]. Up to date, reports have
focused on understanding two-photon-induced photoluminiscence excitation
(2PPLE) spectra in the limit of strong confinement [104], where evidence of
a breakdown of the optical selection rules is suggested. We theoretically
compute and describe one-photon (1PA) and two-photon (2PA) optical
spectra of CdSe/CdSe core/shell heterorods and compare them with core-
only CdSe quantum dots (QDs). The numerical simulations of the dipole-
allowed transitions show a good agreement with new experimental data,
which in turn stand in contradiction with previous studies concerning lead
chalcogenide nanocrystals [105].

3.1 Correlation phase transitions in nanorods

The many-electron problem in nanorods (NRs), an elongated variant of
colloidal QDs, has been addressed within the framework of the Local
Spin-Density Approximation (LSDA). NRs are modelled as a cylinder ended
in two semispheres of the same radius (see inset in Fig. 3.1). This model
fits nicely to our purpose of studying anisotropic effects derived from the
existence of a preferable growth direction of the nanostructure. Actually,
a smooth transition from spherical NCs to NRs several tens of nanometers
long can be reported by varying the cylinder length L.

To obtain the ground state energy of NRs axially symmetric, Kohn-Sham
equations [46] are numerically solved using the well-known Dirac exchange
functional of a homogeneous electron gas and the correlation functional
parametrized by Perdew and Zunger [50]. By fixing a typical 4 eV confining
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Chapter 3 Electronic properties of elongated quantum dots

barrier2 and using CdSe bulk material parameters3, anisotropic confine-
ment effects due to a preferable growth direction have been investigated.
The anisotropy of the confining potential is monitored by increasing the
NR length to eventually form quasi 1-D structures, in which electronic
interactions are analyzed within LSDA calculations. In this study, dielectric
mismatch effects will be not considered in the following since it does not
alter in any case the electron correlation phase found in related N-diluted
nanorods [106].

At the single electron level, nanorod states can be labeled as (n,mz),
where n = 1, 2, 3, ... is the main quantum number and mz = 0,±1,±2, ... is
the envelope angular momentum projection. According to Fig. 3.1, spherical
quantum dots (L = 0) show the expected typical 1-3-5 atomic-like degene-
racy. Conversely, this degeneracy pattern disappears as the nanostructure
elongates. Fixing the nanorod radius, orbitals with mz = 0 preferably
stabilize and converge toward the lowest conduction band resembling the
electronic structure of an infinite wire4.

The previous qualitative trend persists when including exchange and
correlation contributions for a given N-electron ground state. LSDA results
point out that only the lowest orbitals with mz = 0 are occupied and
energy differences between orbitals get closer as nanorod length increases.
This fact can be monitored by studying the addition energy spectra for
different nanorod lengths. The addition energy (Eadd) is estimated by the
formula:

Eadd(N) = E(N + 1) − 2E(N) + E(N − 1) (3.1)

2Generally, 4 eV is the average value of the electron affinity in most semiconductor
materials.

3One of the most satisfactory growth materials is CdSe. Its large band gap (1.84 eV)
allows us to theoretically study large aspect ratio systems within the one-band effective
mass model. We employ a CdSe effective mass of 0.13 and a dielectric constant of 9.2.

4Further stabilization of mz = ±1, ±2, ... orbitals can be foreseen as higher energy
conduction bands of infinite wires.
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Figure 3.1: Single-particle noninteracting energy levels (eV) vs the NR length L
(nm). Dotted lines correspond to the preferable stabilized orbitals with azimutal
quantum number mz = 0. Full and dashed lines indicate higher energy orbitals
with mz = ±1 and mz = ±2, respectively.

where Eadd (N) is the energy required in order to place an extra electron into
the system that has initially N −1 electrons. Such quantity is calculated by
computing the total energy of the N-electron system ground state E(N) and
the total energies for the system occupied with N + 1 and N − 1 electrons,
i.e., E(N + 1) and E(N − 1), respectively.

Spherical degeneracy patterns are observed in the addition energy
spectra as can be seen at the top of Fig. 3.2. Energy maxima at 2, 8, and 18
electrons display the shell filling of orbitals with mz = 0,±1,±2 within the
so-called strong confinement regime in spherical QDs. Next, as we move to
elongated structures, excited mz = 0 levels fall below the low-lying mz = ±1
states (see Fig. 3.1) and, consequently, an increment of density of states with
mz = 0 occurs, yielding remarkably changes in the addition spectrum.
As the NR gets longer, featureless addition energy spectra are gradually
obtained, leading to an almost flat region at low electron densities whereas
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Chapter 3 Electronic properties of elongated quantum dots

it wrinkles as the number of particles populating the conduction band
increases. Such featureless addition spectrum constitute the fingerprint of
the transition from weakly to strongly correlated regimes.
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Figure 3.2: Addition energy spectra are represented for spherical QDs (top) and
increasingly larger NRs (in steps △L = 2nm ) ranging from L = 2 nm up to 22
nm NR length. The three almost flat profiles at the bottom correspond to the
low-density NRs of L = 40, 45 and 55 nm long, respectively. These profiles have
been offset 400 meV.

Specific density profiles revealing the transition between different
correlation regimes are found depending on the number of electrons
populating the NR. As a highly anisotropic confining potential is reached,
remarkable strong Coulomb interactions come out in the low-density limit.
While an average of kinetic and Coulomb contributions yields to a Charge
Density Wave (CDW) phase in the density profile (see Fig. 3.3), with half
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3.1 Correlation phase transitions in nanorods

number of maxima as electrons are in the system, a Wigner crystal electron
density distribution is found when electron-electron interactions dominate
over the kinetic energy. It consists of a density profile with same number of
peaks as electrons are in the nanostructure, with broken spin symmetry with
alternating opposite spin maxima. In the framework of LSDA this phase is
referred to as Spin Density Wave (SDW) and it has been found for 4- and
6-electron NRs (see panels in Fig. 3.3). This Wigner phase is characterized
by a noticeable decrease in the energy difference between the highest and
lowest occupied quantum levels. In such a case, a strongly correlated state
is found and charges spatially reorganize as quasi-classical particles with
fixed positions along the growth direction of the nanocrystal (z axis). This
ordered spatial distribution minimizes the energy in quasi-one dimensional
structures. For extremely diluted regimes, a fully Spin polarized state is
reached as it is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 for the 4-electron NR 55 nm length.
However, the existence of this polarized state must be taken with caution.
It may possibly come from an overestimation of exchange and correlation
effects within LSDA framework or from intrinsic limits of its mean-field
approach.

To support LSDA results, additional full configuration interaction (FCI)
calculations have been performed when describing multi-carrier states of
nanorods. Since FCI approach is computationally highly demanding, only
4-, 6- and 8-electron calculations are carried out by employing the novel
FCI code already addressed in sec. 1.3.1. CI-density profiles indicate that
the transition from weakly to strongly correlated regime occurs at smaller
rod lengths in comparison to LSDA results. For instance, a 4-electron CDW
phase is observed up to 20 nm rod length meanwhile this electronic
distribution is found up to 10 nm within LSDA. The evolution to a strongly
correlated regime occurs gradually (see Fig. 3.4) to eventually form a quasi-
classical electron distribution for the longest NR length considered, i.e., 55
nm. This is a CI feature that is not observed with LSDA results.
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Figure 3.3: LSDA electron density profiles along the NR z axis for different
NR lengths. From left to right panels, highly anisotropic confining potential
is achieved and total (full thick line), spin up (dashed line), and spin down
(dotted line) density profiles are shown for 4, 6 and 8 electrons. A charge
density wave (CDW) phase is observed for all the populations considered for
the shortest nanorod. Strongly correlated states are identified with a Wigner
crystal density distribution, yielding the same number of maxima as electrons
present in the nanostructure, as shown for instance in the 4-electron ground state
45 nm nanorod length. A spin polarized state is achieved for the 4-electron case
in the limit of weak confinement regime.

Wigner crystal phase, characterized by strong Coulomb interactions,
spatially distribute spin densities nearly overlapping to each other (see
Fig. 3.5). Whereas LSDA calculations predict spin-symmetry breaking, CI
method foresees overlapping of spin densities, as it has already been
addressed for an exclusively one-dimensional system [107]. The lack of
complete spin densities superposition is due to numerical issues when
computing Coulomb integrals. The discrepancy of the Wigner phase
characterization by means of electron density between both methodologies
could be explained because of the different treatment of the electronic
interaction. Conversely, Wigner crystallization generally disappears when
promoting the system into a excited state. For example, the first excited
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Figure 3.4: FCI ground state z-density profile for a nanorod with N=4 electrons
and variable length: 25, 30 and 40 nm length. Only total density is represented.

state is also explored in the 4-electron system (see right panel in Fig. 3.5).
It is a doubly degenerated polarized spin state for a nanorod 25 nm length.
These excited states with Sz = +1 and Sz = −1, respectively, do not show
overlapping spin densities. The density of the majority spin is maximum at
the edges of the system.

It is worth to mention that Wigner phase with broken spin symmetry is
also achieved in spin polarized multi-particle ground states. This situation
holds for odd number of electrons in dilute regime. Concerning the case
of a 3-electron nanorod, a double-degenerate ground state forms and spin
density profiles reveal a broken-spin symmetry related to Coulomb
interaction between electrons with different spin (see Fig. 3.6). Total density
shows the same number of peaks as electrons inside the system, leading to
a smaller intensity in the central peak. Whereas electrons with same spin
tend to localize as far as possible in order to avoid to each other, i.e., at
the extreme of the nanorod, electrons with opposite spin show a maximum
around the center of the CdSe nanostructure.
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Figure 3.5: Left: FCI density profile in the weak confinement regime (55 nm rod
length). Black line corresponds to total electron density while green (blue) lines
indicate spin up (down) densities. Ground state with Sz = 0 for a 4-electron
nanorod. Wigner crystallization is clear in the electron-charge distribution.
Right: FCI first excited state with Sz = 1 for a nanorod with N=4 electrons and
25 nm length. Here, spin densities do not overlap each other: the density of the
majority spin (up) is maximum at the edges.
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Figure 3.6: FCI ground state for a nanorod 55 nm length populated with
3 electrons. Specifically, this ground state is a spin polarized state with Sz = +1.
The spin density profiles reveal a broken-spin symmetry related to the Coulomb
interaction between electrons with different spin. This ground state is doubly
degenerated, so the opposite spin density profile leads to a state Sz = −1 with
the same energy as the state represented, but opposite spin orientation.
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3.2 Crystallization process in highly inhomogeneous confining potentials

To sum up, noticeable agreement has been found when exploring the weak
confinement regime of truly three-dimensional nanorods in the low-density
limit. It has been observed that the weak confinement along the growth
direction results in strongly correlated regimes. In such regimes, Coulomb
energy dominates the electronic behaviour and spatial reorganization of
electrons saturates the space along the z axis. From the mean field approach
considered with DFT method, the Wigner crystallization signature
corresponds to Spin Density Waves (SDW), which show the same number of
peaks as electrons and broken spin symmetry. Such density profile tries to
describe the classical behaviour of electrons with opposite spins when they
try to avoid each other. A mean field approach can only account for this
effect by symmetry breaking, as it is found within LSDA. The transition
from CDW to Wigner phase occurs for smaller nanorod lengths according
to FCI than DFT. FCI results also predict Wigner crystallization, though
it is not associated with the SDW-phase with broken spin symmetry.

3.2 Crystallization process in highly inhomogeneous
confining potentials

Wigner crystallization process in the presence of highly anisotropic
potentials is now addressed in the low-density limit, in which electrons
behave as waves with finite extension yielding the SDW-phase in the LSDA
density profile. This situation is the result of remarkable Coulomb inte-
ractions that dominate the electronic structure of such elongated systems.
As shown next, the presence of inhomogeneous confining potentials in
elongated, diluted N-electron quantum dots can significantly modify the
density profile. In this section we expose that inhomogeneous anisotropic
potentials lead to the coexistence of different correlation regimes
simultaneously. The different phases found at the very same structure
will be named as a whole as Mixed phase (MP). Fixing the geometrical
parameters of the longest nanorod considered before, i.e., 55 nm length,
ground states up to 20 electrons are studied in two different situations. The
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Chapter 3 Electronic properties of elongated quantum dots

first one accounts for the formation of a MP in diluted NRs subject to an
electric field along the growth direction of the nanostructure. On the other
hand, the existence of MPs is due to the modification of the NR confining
potential by means of the chemical synthesis of nanodumbbells (NDs).

The effect of an external electric field applied along the z-axis of the
nanorod yields a complex electronic structure. Fig. 3.7 shows the density
profile for the ground state of a NR with 6 electrons and a 20 KV/cm
applied electric field, which is representative of the most noticeable effects
in the density distribution. The density gradient generated is high enough
to display a mixed phase characterizing the electron density profile. It is
composed by three different regions present in the very same system. All
together resemble the Wigner crystallization process, where starting from a
Fermi liquid phase (Fermi liquid region in Fig. 3.7) with a single total density
maxima, evolves to a typical SDW-phase (see region SDW in Fig. 3.7). Since
crystallization process occurs gradually, an intermediate phase forms, the
CDW phase, which displays half number of maxima inthe total electron
density and broken spin symmetry.
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Figure 3.7: 6-electron LSDA density profile for a NR ground state subject to a
20 kV/cm electric field along the z direction. Solid line corresponds to total
charge density. Dotted/dashed line illustrates spin up/down densities, respec-
tively.
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3.2 Crystallization process in highly inhomogeneous confining potentials

Nanodumbbells (NDs) are chemically synthesized heterostructures
composed by a central nanorod of a given material sandwiched between
two-end spherical caps of a different material. They are considered as
promising structures for photovoltaic devices, including solar cells and
photodetectors [108, 109]. From the fundamental point of view, the spherical
caps add (structural) inhomogeneities to the anisotropic confinement
potential of the nanorod. Here, we will show the formation of mixed phases
in CdSe/CdTe/CdSe dumbbell-like structures when geometrical parameters
are those indicated in Fig. 3.8. This system renders better defined MPs
than those produce by an external electric field and both LSDA and FCI
methodologies have been employed to confirm and reinforce the existence
of mixed correlation phases in many electron ground states. An exhaustive
analysis on the electronic structure of NDs has been carried on taking into
account CdSe and CdTe materials, since they are used nowadays in many
synthesis of elongated nanocrystals [110, 111]. These materials have a rather
large band offset [112] but similar effective masses and dielectric constants,
so that no relevant effects coming from effective mass and/or dielectric
constant inhomogeneities will mask those coming from an inhomogeneous
confining potential derived from the band offset. It allows us to employ uni-
form parameters for the entire system such as an effective mass m∗ = 0.13,
and dielectric constant, ǫ = 9.2, similar to those of the bulk material [113]
and analyze the influence of a purely inhomogeneous confining potential on
the electronic structure.

(a)

V
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R=2.2 nm

L=55 nm
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CdSeCdSe
CdTe
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Figure 3.8: Schematics of the studied nanodumbbell. (a) z-profile of the spatial
confining potential with 0.42 eV CdSe/CdTe conduction band offset. A typical 4
eV confining QD-environment barrier is assumed. (b) The ND modelled consists
of a CdTe cylinder of radius R= 2 nm and length L = 55 nm sandwiched between
two R = 2.2 nm radius spherical CdSe caps.
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Concerning FCI calculations, ground and lowest-lying excited states of
N = 4, 6, and 8 electrons have been computed using a 2 − 10 − 2 basis set.
This basis includes the 10 lowest-lying mz = 0 orbitals5 and the lowest-
lying degenerate pair of mz = ±1 orbitals. We can conclude that this basis
set is more than enough to describe the ground state and the low-lying
energy part of the many-electron ND in all cases studied6. Actually, we
have checked that mz = ±1 orbitals make a negligible contribution to the
lowest-lying states and results indicate that the basis already saturates the
required Hilbert space. Within the EMA framework, the ND lowest-lying
mz = 0 orbitals can be seen in Fig. 3.9. We observe from Fig. 3.9 that the
two lowest-lying s orbitals are mostly localized within the two spheres of
the ND, whereas the more excited orbitals (s3, ..., s6) are spread along the
central cylinder of the ND (also referred to as nanorod in the following)
since orbitals must be orthogonal.

When including Coulomb repulsion, FCI and LSDA density results
confirm the existence of mixed phases. Since both methodologies agree
with the density profiles, we will focus on LSDA computations that let us
reach higher densities. Up to 4 electrons, the multi-particle wave function is
mainly localized at the CdSe caps, with a single density maximum in each
one. This ground-state density profile corresponds to the so-called Fermi
liquid phase (see top panel in Fig. 3.10), in which the physical behaviour
of electrons has a strong kinetic contribution. Increasing electron popu-
lation up to 8, Fermi liquid phase remains at the spheres while the rest
electron density shows Wigner crystal phase along the trunk of the ND (see
middle panel in Fig. 3.10). This mixed correlation phase implies that a
strong kinetic energy governs the 4 electrons populating the spheres while,
simultaneously, the other 4 electrons are described by strongly correlated
states with a high Coulomb contribution. This mixed phase, composed by

5From now on the single-electron states which have a null z-component of the angular
momentum are also labeled as s single-particle states. The ones that have ±1 values
are identified as p single-particle states.

6We computed additional FCI calculations using a 2 − 14 − 2 basis set. The results
for the 4-electron ND, both the energy and the relevant components of the low-lying
eigenvectors, were almost identical as the ones obtained with the 2 − 10 − 2 basis.
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Figure 3.9: The six lowest-lying orbitals of the nanodumbbell studied are
plotted along the growth direction of the ND. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
boundaries between the rod and the caps of the ND. The two lowest-lying
s orbitals (mz = 0) are quasi-degenerate (εs1 ≈ εs2 = 0.489 eV ) and are mainly
concentrated inside the caps. The more excited s orbitals localize along the
central cylinder and show very close energies. Although not shown in the
figure, the two lowest-lying p orbitals (mz = ±1) concentrate the electron wave
function in the spherical caps too, although show a very excited energy in
comparison with the s orbitals (εp1 ≈ εp2 = 0.963 eV ).
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Figure 3.10: From top to bottom: 4-electron LSDA density profile gives rise to a
Fermi liquid phase in the ND studied. Total density (solid line) and overlapping
spin densities (dotted/dashed) are localized at the spherical CdSe caps, yielding
a single density maximum in each one. 8-electron ND z-density profile obtained
within LSDA calculations. The mixes phase represented corresponds to a Fermi
liquid localized at the caps and a nice central Wigner crystal emerged along the
cylinder of the ND. The Wigner phase is identified as a SDW phase with four
maxima and broken spin symmetry. 16-electron ND characterized by a mixed
phase composed by a Fermi liquid and a CDW phase. LSDA z-density profile
shows complete spin densities overlapping at the caps (Fermi liquid) and half
number of maxima as electrons are in the trunk (CDW-phase).
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a Fermi liquid and a Wigner crystal, is modified for N = 6 and N = 7,
i.e., in extremely diluted NDs. A fully polarized phase located at the
cylinder is found coexisting with the Fermi liquid phase. Nevertheless, this
phase should be considered as a pure signature of high diluted regimes
where LSDA shows practical limitations. Finally, ranging high electron
densities from 12 to 20 electrons, density profiles are characterized by a
Fermi liquid in the spheres and a CDW-phase along the cylinder. This
mixed phase associated with high electron densities (not computed within
FCI approach because of the highly computationally demanding point of
view) is represented at the bottom in Fig. 3.10 for a 16-electron ND.

The relative stability of the N-electron mixed correlation phases in NDs
is represented by means of the addition energy spectrum. In the low-density
limit, the Fermi liquid phase corresponding to a 4-electron ND is reflected
by an intense peak (see Fig. 3.11) that shows up due to the full filling of
the first s shell. The formation of the mixed correlated phase composed
by a Fermi liquid and a SDW-phase can be detected by a noticeable
decrease in the addition energy in contrast to the pure Fermi liquid phase
for 4 electrons. When increasing electron population up to 12 electrons, the
existence of such mixed phase is monitored by a flat region in the addition
spectrum. As we have already shown for a very long nanorod in Fig. 3.2,
addition spectrum becomes featureless in the presence of the Wigner crystal
(SDW-phase within LSDA) because of the high density of states along the
nanorod. It is a direct consequence of the anisotropic confining potential
that electrons experience. Whereas they feel a stronger radial confinement
along the cylinder than in the caps, the longitudinal direction is characte-
rized by a weak confinement regime. This quasi one-dimensional structure
enhances electron repulsion along the growth direction and particles
distribute like quasi-classical charges with close energy. The transition from
a SDW-phase to a CDW-phase in the cylinder can be detected by the
appearance of typical shell-filling peaks (see right part in Fig. 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: LSDA addition energy spectrum for the nanodumbbell schematized
in Fig. 3.8 For low electron densities, electronic structure gives rise to an almost
flat curve in the addition energy spectrum. It is a signature of Wigner crysta-
llization. In high electron densities, a wrinkle profile forms characteristic of the
Charge Density Wave (CDW) phase.

3.3 Absorption spectra analysis

Absorption spectra simulations are performed to further characterize the
existence of mixed phases. To this end, spin and charge-density modes
are computed within the dipole approximation according to both, a time-
dependent LSDA scheme and FCI approach. Following a time-dependent
LSDA scheme, the physical behavior of the abovementioned elongated sys-
tems is described when an external dipole field interacts with them.
Mathematically, this external perturbation is described by a slight excita-
tion of the Kohn-Sham orbitals in the linear regime response (see sec. 1.3.2).
Concerning FCI calculations, transition probabilities follow the selection
rules in axially symmetric systems by assuming a low temperature of the
system (1 K). Since both methods confirm the different correlation regimes
occurring simultaneously in the elongated structures studied, we will focus
on LSDA results and only stress the qualitative differences obtained within
FCI calculations in the few-electron densities.

The simulations provide the infrared response of NRs and NDs whose
schematic geometry has been already described in Fig. 3.8, in the limit
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3.3 Absorption spectra analysis

of weak confinement regime along the growth direction of the nanostruc-
ture. Spectral signals associated with the z-axis, longitudinal responses, are
obtained at lower energies than the ones promoted by in-plane polariza-
tions, transversal responses. This fact is due to the remarkably different
confinement that carriers undergo in longitudinal and in radial directions in
these nanostructures.

Analyzing spin- and charge-density oscillations in the LSDA transverse

spectra, it is concluded that the Fermi liquid phase present at the ND
caps displays a strong spin peak at 450 meV, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
This transverse spin peak, absent in the 4-electron NR, let us identify low
correlation regimes in the low-density limit where kinetic energy dominates
the physical behaviour of electrons7. As a whole, spin-density responses in
the transverse spectra let us recognize electrons localized at the caps that
form a pure Fermi liquid phase.

Regarding LSDA longitudinal spectra, we can differentiate between
low-energy signals and peaks that appear in a higher energy range (see
Fig. 3.13). The low-enery part of the spectra concerns electronic tran-
sitions in the weak confinement regime. We found that strong correlation
regime can be identified by means of charge-density response that appears at
lower energies than spin-density modes. Traces of Wigner-like electron den-
sity distributions arise for the 8-electron ND and its 4-electron NR partner.
In the specific case of an 8-electron ND, the Wigner crystal phase gives
rise to a fragmented spin and charge-density peaks. This fact can be
explained because attraction associated with the spin falls behind the
Coulomb repulsion and coming from exchange-correlation term in the KS
Hamiltonian. This can be interpreted as a characteristic of N-diluted

7It is worth mentioning that FCI calculations foresee a complete overlapping between
spin- and charge-transitions peaks. It can be understood by the fact that the double
degeneracy found for the lowest s-type orbitals (s1 and s2) and p-type orbitals (p1 and
p2) yields to practically the same amount for the Coulomb and exchange bielectronic
integrals. Similar energies are, therefore, obtained for charge and spin density modes
in singlet and triplet multi-electron configurations.
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Figure 3.12: LSDA transverse responses of the NR and ND whose population is
indicated at each of the panels. Spin-density (dashed lines) and charge-density
(solid lines) modes are compared between NRs and NDs with the same number
of electrons in the central cylinder (4 and 12, respectively).

systems within the LSDA approach8. Alternatively, Mayrock et al. associa-
ted optical and acoustic modes to electron density oscillations [114, 115].
Since the local magnetization of Wigner molecules contradicts the unusual
higher energy observed for spin-density oscillations, small density oscilla-
tions can be associated to intercell interactions, which are smaller in energy
than those related to optical modes. Hence, spin-density oscillations may
correspond to the so-called acoustic modes effects.

8When referring to FCI absorption spectra simulations, spin transitions emerge at lower
energy than charge transitions.
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3.3 Absorption spectra analysis

Figure 3.13: LSDA longitudinal spectra of different NRs and NDs in the low-
energy (left panels) and high-enery range (right panels). The very same number
of electrons is preserved at the central trunk in all the systems considered.
Responses are magnified two orders of magnitude in right panels with respect to
their corresponding low-energy responses.

In high electron-densities, the coexistence of the Fermi liquid and the
CDW-phase is observed in the 16-electron ND and its NR partner. In this
case, only LSDA simulations let us interpret the presence of such mixed
phase because of the highly computationally demanding FCI approach for
large-electron systems. Since larger electron density is mainly localized at
the central cylinder in comparison to the 8-electron ND, absorption spectra
simulations show charge-density oscillations at energies higher than spin-
density responses, due to the fact that Coulomb repulsion exceeds the
attraction associated with the spin.
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In the high-energy part of the longitudinal spectra a series of
regularly spaced electronic oscillations appear within 160-800 meV range
for all studied ND populations. These peaks can be associated with the
stronger confinement of states principally confined at the ND caps.

3.4 CdSe/CdS core/shell quasi-type II heterorods.
Multiphoton absorption spectra

The so-called dot-in-rod nanocrystals are peculiar structures that involve the
interaction between a highly isotropic confinement (yielded by an internal,
nearly spherical dot or core) and a highly anisotropic one (an outer,
approximately cylindrical rod or shell). These (core/shell) heterostructured
systems, also named as heterorods, are usually cadmium chalcogenide-based
nanocrystals whose typical core and shell configurations are shown in
Fig. 3.14. These structures are promising candidates for composing photonic
and optoelectronic devices because they can exhibit a large two-photon
absorption cross section [101, 116]. Thus, the study and understanding
of their optical properties are of utmost relevance.

Figure 3.14: Schematics of a dot-in-rod nanostructure.

The group of I. Moreels at Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia in Genova
studied the one- and two-photon absorption spectra (1PA and 2PA, respec-
tively) of several CdSe dots and CdSe/CdS core/shell heterorods (which
present a quasi type-II band alignment at the heterointerface between the
two semiconductors) to probe the role of the parity symmetry breaking
suposedly induced by the rod shell over the electron and hole wavefunctions.
These studies were motivated by previous reports on lead chalcogenide
quantum dots, which evidenced significant 2PA dipole-forbbiden resonances
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coincident with the main 1PA absorptions. This fact was attributed to the
breakdown of the parity symmetry of the electron and/or hole wavefunc-
tions. Moreels and co-workers obtained instead no evidence of symmetry
breaking in the spectra of their CdSe and CdSe/CdS samples, which showed
a strong blueshift of the onset of 2PA with respect to that of 1PA transitions.

To provide a theoretical interpretation of Moreels results, we simulated
the dipole-allowed 1PA and 2PA spectra of CdSe dots and CdSe/CdS
heterorods. The heterorods under study are modelled as a CdSe sphere
embedded in a cylindrical CdS shell, 2 nm away from its base (see insets
in Fig. 3.15). The CdSe-CdS heterojunction is defined as a finite step-like
potential that accounts for the conduction- and valence-band offsets, which
are 0.44 eV and 0.3 eV , respectively [117]. Electron and holes states are
labeled with the conventional notation of axially symmetric states9, due to
the shell-induced symmetry reduction of electron and hole wave functions.
On the other hand, those states mainly localized in the spherical CdSe core
are also tagged using spherical notation similar to spherically symmetric
states in truly CdSe QDs, that is, nLj , where n is the main quantum number
and L = S, P,D, ... represents the envelope angular momentum. Position-
dependent electron effective masses are considered. We use m∗

e = 0.13m0 in
the CdSe core and m∗

e = 0.17m0 in the CdS shell [113, 118]. When referring
to valence band, we use anisotropic hole masses, which are heavier along
the longitudinal (growth) direction (m∗

h,‖ = 1.19m0, m
∗
h,⊥ = 0.48m0) [113].

This mass anisotropy leads to the splitting of the Ph shell into Ph‖ and Ph⊥.

Different selection rules apply for 1PA and 2PA transitions, as detailed
in Fig. 3.15. In the dipole approximation, interband transitions coupling
initial (hole) and final (electron) states with the same angular momentum
(mz) are allowed via one-photon absorption. On the other hand, two-photon
transitions are given by △mz = 0,±1 between the initial and final states
involved [119, 120]. This leads to different absorption peaks in the spectra,

9In cylindrical coordinates, electron and hole eigenfunctions in the k·p Hamiltonian
are identified by (n, mz)

j
, where n = 1, 2, 3,... is the main quantum number,

mz = 0, ±1, ±2, ... is the envelope angular momentum projection and j = e, h stands
for electron and hole.
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which are simulated within the k·p formalism in the single-band, single-
particle approximation10. Numerical simulations of 1PA and 2PA transition
rates have been computed from the first- and second-order Fermi golden
rules, which read as:

W1P A =
2π
~

∑

c,υ

|< c | e·p | v >|2 δ (Ec − Ev) (3.2)

and

W2P A =
2π
~

∑

c,υ

|
∑

i

< c | e·p | i >< i | e·p | v >

Ei − Ev − hν
|2 δ (Ec − Ev − 2hν)

(3.3)

where hν is the photon energy, e is the polarization vector of the light,
v the initial (valence band) state and c the final (conduction band) state. In
addition to ν and c, two-photon transitions also entail intermediate states
(i), which may belong to either the valence or the conduction band. Hence,
2PA absorptions can be formally seen as the combination of inter and
intraband transitions.

Three different samples have been considered (see the top in Fig. 3.15).
First, a CdSe core-only QD with a diameter of 4.4 nm. Next, two distinct
CdSe/CdS heterorods: one with a core diameter of 2.5 nm, rod diameter
4.5 nm and 20 nm rod length (HR1), and the other one with a larger core,
5.0 nm diameter, 5.2 nm of the rod diameter and 28 nm rod length (HR2).

10The validity of this single-particle approximation has been supported with FCI calcu-
lations of the lowest excitonic states in the heterorods studied. The excitonic states,
built as linear combinations of a large number of Hartree products of the single-particle
electron and hole states, show negligible electron-hole correlations for the core states.
Thus, the lowest energy range of the 1PA and 2PA spectra is reasonably described
by non-correlated states. Concerning the high-energy range of the spectra, the role
of Coulomb effects are expected not to significantly change excitonic energies and
transition rates.
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Figure 3.15: Near-gap energy levels of: (a) a CdSe core-only QD, (b) a heterorod
with a 2.5 nm core diameter and (c) a heterorod with a 5.0 nm core diameter.
States mainly localized at the core are labeled following both, spherical and
axial symmetry notations. In the case of states preferably delocalized along
the rod-shaped shell are identified by axial symmetry notation. Vertical arrows
represent the dipole-allowed 1PA (red, solid lines) and 2PA (black, dashed lines)
transitions.

The simulated spectra are displayed in Fig. 3.16 jointly with the
experimental data (black lines in the figure). 1PA and 2PA optical transi-
tions of CdSe/CdS core/shell heterorods are obtained over the entire visible
spectrum, and compared to spherical CdSe core-only QDs. The qualitative
agreement between experiments and theoretical results is achieved taking
the CdSe energy gap so as to fit the fundamental 1Sh → 1Se transition with
the energy of the first experimental 1PA peak.

In the case of core-only QDs (left panels in Fig. 3.16), spherically
symmetric states obey the selection rules in terms of conservation of the
parity with respect to the inversion symmetry. It implies that for 1PA
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Chapter 3 Electronic properties of elongated quantum dots

Figure 3.16: Absorption spectra simulations for the three nanostructures under
study. Black lines represent the experimental data. Different types of transitions
are distinguished attending to the preferential localization of the initial and final
states involved: dot-dot (red), dot-rod (blue) and rod-rod (green) transitions. To
enable the comparison between 1PA and 2PA spectra, the horizontal axis has
been set equal to the photon wavelength for the 1PA transitions and to half the
photon wavelength for the 2PA transitions. The blue shift (△λ) of the onset of
2PA transitions with respect to that of 1PA is indicated in the 2PA spectra.

transitions the parity of the initial and final envelope states must be the
same, whereas the opposite holds for 2PA transitions. A remarkable intense
blue shift (△λ = 87nm) appears between the first intense 1PA and 2PA
peaks. This can be understood because the main dipole-allowed 2PA peak,
corresponding to the 1Sh → 1Pe transition (λ ≈ 500 nm), has stronger
oscillator strength than the lower energy 1Ph⊥ → 1Se and 1Phq → 1Se

transitions. The origin of this peculiar feature can be explained by analyzing
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the influence of the intermediate states that principally contribute to the
2PA rate. Such influence can be mainly derived from the denominator in
Eq. 3.3. The leading 2PA transition paths occur through the intermediate
states closest to the resonant condition. Since electron states have larger
energy splitting than hole states, the 1Sh → 1Pe transition is favored by the
intermediate state 1Se, yielding a smaller denominator and, consequently,
a stronger oscillator strength (see Fig. 3.17).

Figure 3.17: Most important paths contributing to the 2PA transition rate of
1Sh → 1Pe and 1Ph → 1Se absorptions. The corresponding intermediate state
(i) in each via can belong to the conduction band or to the valence band. The
1Sh → 1Pe transition takes place principally through the intermediate states
1Se and 1Ph , while the 1Ph → 1Se transition occurs mostly through 1Sh and
1Pe. The intermediate state 1Se is closest to the resonant photon due to the
larger energy splitting of electron states in comparison to hole states. Therefore,
2PA transition rate is higher for the 1Sh → 1Pe absorption peak.

Concerning CdSe/CdS heterorods, more complex absorption spectra are
obtained. They also reveal a strong blueshift between the band-edge
absorptions of one- and two-photon transitions. The strength of the blueshift
depends on the size parameters. For instance, the two heterorods considered
in Fig. 3.16 display a blue shift △λ = 55nm for the small core and
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△λ = 68nm for the larger one, involving 1S and 1P states in both cases.
This provides an unprecedented control over the band-edge two-photon
absorption. In contrast with a supposed breakdown of the optical selec-
tion rules in lead chalcogenide quantum dots, the blue shift of the 2PA
spectral position in comparison to the 1PA peak is produced despite the
parity symmetry breaking in the electron wavefunction via the elongated
shape of the shell, and favored by the low conduction band offset barrier
and the lighter electron effective mass with respect to the hole11. While
moving to the high-energy range, the CdS shell provides a high density
of states with very similar energies. Thus, there are bunched groups of
states with similar energy concerning rod-rod transitions that coexists with
the core transitions. Therefore, heterorods fingerprint is detectable by a
complex electronic structure with transitions mainly associated to the core,
others to the shell, but also few mixed transitions.

As for the high-energy range (beyond the CdS band gap), the rod-shaped
shell provides a high density of states with very similar energies and the
same Mz, which explains the brunched groups of peaks dominating the
1PA spectra. The corresponding transitions involve electron and hole states
mainly delocalized over the shell region. We refer to these transitions as
rod-rod transitions, as opposed to the dot-dot transitions that govern the
low-energy range of the spectra. We should point out here that such a
classification relies on the fact that the electron and hole wavefunctions
show a preferential location (dot or rod) in the heterostructure. The dot-
and rod-like states give rise to three types of transitions in the spectra,
which are exemplified in Fig. 3.18: rod-rod (Fig. 3.18 (a)), dot-rod (Fig. 3.18
(b)), and dot-dot (Fig. 3.18 (c)) transitions. Interestingly, it has been found
that some electron and hole states are mainly confined to the spherical
core even at energies exceeding the respective band offsets, which translates
into the appearance of dot-dot transitions in the high-energy range of the
spectra (see red peaks in Fig. 3.16). This unexpected result can be explained

11Additional calculations concerning lower conduction band offset 0.1 eV have been
carried out to probe the robustness of our conclusions. No appreciable consequences
for the spectra profiles have been found. Thus, the qualitative interpretation of the
spectra is essentially the same as using the original 0.3 eV conduction band offset.
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as coming from the similar diameters of core and shell. In this situation,
one can describe the electron (hole) motion in the lowest-lying state of each
mz symmetry assuming the so-called adiabatic approximation. It implies
decoupling the (strongly confined) in-plane motion from the (weakly
confined) 1D longitudinal one. This allows us to consider an effective 1D
confining potential in the heterorod, with an mz-independent profile. In
consequence, and as long as this approach is applicable, the lowest-lying
states of each mz symmetry will be mainly confined to the core regardless
of the energy range considered.

Figure 3.18: Longitudinal (z) profiles of the initial and final states involved in
same ofthe absorptions arisen in the larger heterorod (sample HR2). Vertical
dashed lines show the core spatial limits. Three types of transitions are found:
(a) rod-rod, (b) dot-rod and (c) dot-dot, whose states involved are labeled
accordingly to the preferential wave function localization in the nanostructure.
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Chapter 4

Multi-electron states in hexagonal
quantum rings

The aim of this chapter is to provide insight into anisotropic confinement
effects in semiconductor core-multishell nanowires (CSNWs) [121, 122, 123,
124]. These hetero-nanowires, with an unconstrained longitudinal direction
(can reach several micrometers) and different material composition along
the orthogonal plane (radial direction), may become an effective 2D system
when a proper material modulation along the growth axis generates a strong
confinement of carriers in that direction. Most III-V nanowires with a
diameter less than about 400 nm have a very neat hexagonal section even
after a few overcoating processes [125, 126, 127, 128], and can eventually
be cut to form an hexagonal flat quantum ring [129, 130, 131] that confine
the free carriers on a square-well type potential in the radial direction.
Then, we examine the physical properties of few-interacting-electron states
in semiconductor hexagonal rings within the FCI approach. We shall see
that charge localization patterns reflect the hexagonal symmetry and that
electron correlation is a crucial aspect to be taken into account for material
engineering purposes [132]. Small deviations of the ring shape (irregular
hexagon) and the effect of an external magnetic field are also investigated.
Thus, N-electron ground states but also excited states have been carefully
analyzed to interpret the role of quantum confinement in hexagonal rings
of typical synthetic sizes, and especial attention is paid to the different
response to magnetic field in comparison to circular quantum rings (QRs)
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[133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138]. It is well known that by increasing the strength
of an axially applied magnetic field, oscillations of the QR ground state
energy occur. The period and amplitude of the oscillations depends on the
electron population and it is referred to as fractional Aharanov-Bohm (AB)
effect [139]. We may trace back to the work by Keyser [140] as the first
unambiguous experimental evidence of this effect. Soon after, Emperador
et al. [141] related this fractional response to a low kinetic energy and a
phenomenon of electronic localization. The full configuration interaction
(FCI) calculations by Niemelä et al. [142] revealed that the electron-electron
interaction plays a crucial role on the decrease of the period and amplitude
of the ground state energy and its fractional character. The fractional
character of the AB effect was though fully explored earlier using the
empirical Hubbard model [143], where it was concluded that fractional AB
oscillations arise for small values of the factor α = N t

(U L) , where N is the
number of electrons in the QR, t is the tunneling integral, U the repulsion
one and L the number of sites along the QR where the single-particle
functions are located. In our work, we recover the main trends predicted
by abovementioned calculations and find some peculiarities derived from
the lowering of symmetry from circular to hexagonal. Additionally, we
theoretically demonstrate the complete suppression of the AB effect when
the hexagonal ring is in the low-density regime and it is populated with
N = 6 electrons. This suppression translates into a smooth magnetization
profile that should be experimentally observed.

4.1 Single-particle states in hexagonal rings

Single-particle states and energies of semiconductor hexagonal rings are
numerically computed within the envelope function approximation. In
particular, a three-layer AlAs-GaAs-AlAs core-shell nanowire (CSNW) that
crystallizes in a wurtzite structure is studied. The cross section of this
nanostructure is modeled as a regular hexagonal ring with edges 66.5 nm
long, which in turn contains an hexagonal GaAs quantum well that is
6.8 nm wide (see Fig. 4.1). The GaAs well is covered by a 13.5 nm AlAs
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capping layer and an AlAs core.

The single-particle Hamiltonian,

h = −
1
2

(p + A)
1

m∗(r)
(p + A) + V (r) (4.1)

where r is the 2D coordinate on the hexagonal domain, m∗(r) is the isotropic
material-dependent effective mass, A is the potential vector (zero in the
absence of magnetic field) and V (r) is the confining potential, is numerically
integrated using finite volume and finite-elements methods. In both cases,
a regular triangular grid with hexagonal elements is employed. This grid
reproduces the symmetry of the system thus avoiding numerical
artifacts originated by discretization asymmetries of the six domain
boundaries, as would be the case, e.g., using a rectangular grid. Isotropic
material-dependent electron effective masses m∗ = 0.063m0 (m∗ = 0.15m0)
in GaAs (AlAs), a dielectric constant ǫ = 12.9ǫ0 (ǫ = 10ǫ0) in GaAs (AlAs),
and a conduction-band offset between the two materials of 438 meV are
employed.

66.5 nm

6.8 nm

AlAs

GaAs

AlAs

V
438 meV

Figure 4.1: Schematics of the ring-type nanostructure considered. The regular-
hexagon domain employed has edges 66.5 nm long. A GaAs quantum well 6.8
nm wide is wrapped around an hexagonal AlAs core and capped by a 13.5 nm
AlAs shell.
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The low-energy range of the spectrum for the N-electron hexagonal ring is
properly described by using a basis set composed by the lowest 12 orbitals.
We have checked that, although only the first 6 orbitals are populated with
a significant probability, including 6 extra excited states becomes crucial
due to the closeness of energy between the states.

The hexagonal symmetry of the GaAs quantum well gives a energy-
level structure of the single-particle states with 1-2-2-1 degeneracies, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Such degeneracy pattern involves 6 orbitals leading
to two different shells, well separated in energy, and having different
preferential wave functions localization. The first shell (left in Fig. 4.2)
contains orbitals that preferably accumulate electron density at the corners
of the hexagonal ring. Conversely, the second one involves orbitals that
tend to localize it on the hexagon edges. These wave functions localizations
can be related to the widder area available around the six corners of the
hexagonal ring in the case of the first shell, meanwhile the higher
localization energy along the edges, found for the second shell, is due to
the larger number of nodal lines that these orbitals possess.

Figure 4.2: Twelve lowest-lying single-particle states of the hexagonal quantum
ring. Red (blue) color indicates positive (negative) values. The system shows
degeneracies 1-2-2-1, resembling an artifical benzene molecule.
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The localization patterns in Fig. 4.2 are distorted when an asymmetric
spatial confinement is considered (corresponding to small deviations from
the perfect hexagonal symmetry during the synthetic procedure). These
structural defects are modeled as an hexagonal ring with one side thicker
than the others. As show in Fig. 4.3, the anisotropic confinement yields the
breakdown of the degeneracies. As the thickness of one side increases, a
larger number of levels depart from the energy of the symmetric case and
their energy dramatically decreases. Moreover, energy levels from the upper
shell join the lower shell. States with energy below that of the first shell
of the symmetric system are mainly localized in the large edge. Indeed, an
asymmetric hexagon with an extra top edge thickness of 0.8 nm (7.6 nm of
total width) has the first three wave functions concentrated in the thicker
edge, the wave functions with higher energy having a strong occupation in
the rest of the hexagon.

Figure 4.3: The top panel represents the energy spectrum as a function of the
extra thickness of the upper edge in an asymmetric hexagon. The lower panel
shows the first seventh orbitals in ascending energy order from left to right,
for an extra thickness of 0.8 nm (dashed vertical line). Starting from the third
excited state, the electronic density is also distributed on the edges with smaller
thickness.
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4.2 Few-electron states analysis

Multi-electron calculations up to 7 electrons have been performed within the
framework of the FCI approach. It implies highly-computing demanding
simulations1 in which Coulomb potential energy has been computed as
U(r) = e

4π(r)(|r|+ τ) , where τ stands for the effective mesh thickness. The
cutoff parameter has been rigorously fixed at τ = 2 nm [144, 145] to ensure
that Coulomb repulsion smooths at short distance between two electrons2.
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Figure 4.4: Addition energies of the hexagonal ring up to N = 7 electrons.

The addition-energy spectrum (Fig. 4.4) reflects the orbital shell filling
for the hexagonal symmetry up to N = 6. The first shell is identified with
the peak for 2 electrons, where system stabilizes because of the closed shell
configuration. The degeneracy pattern of the symmetry of the system is
observed when comparing 4- and 6-electron peaks. A half-filled shell is

1Our simulations take into account 3396 non-zero Coulomb integrals within the 12 orbital
basis set. This quantity is remarkably larger than the one corresponding to a 6 orbital
basis set, which includes only 234 non-zero integrals.

2We have also carried out accurated Montecarlo calculations of the exact integrals
confirming the correctness of the value assigned to the τ parameter.
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involved for the 4-electron configuration while a closed shell is formed for
the 6-electron ground state. The extra stabilization effect for the closed
shell can be detected thanks to the higher peak for six electrons. This six-
electron case corresponds to that of a benzene ring. With seven electrons,
the system stability decreases having a single unpaired electron in the two
degenerate orbitals above two closed shells, resulting in a negative addition
energy. All the studied N-electron ground states are highly correlated and
larger correlation effects are detected as the number of particles increases.
In fact, the weight of the leading Slater determinant for the two-particle
case is 63%, whereas it is only 16% for the seven-particle case.

The strong correlation regime, present in the N-electron hexagonal
system, is characterized by a preferential corner localization of the total and
the spin electron densities (see Fig. 4.5). Conditional density calculations
have also been performed to assess the effects of Coulomb-induced
correlation. By fixing one electron with spin up in an arbitrary corner,
opposite spin electron density is distributed in favoured corners due to
Coulomb effect. We can see in Fig. 4.6 that while the 2-electron ground
state (left hexagon) localizes spin down density at the opposite corner of
the hexagon, for the 3-electron case (middle hexagon) the spin down density
is mainly found on the other two corners forming with the first one an
equilateral triangle. The 6-electron system distributes opposite electron
spin density in alternate corners (typical Wigner phase).

Figure 4.5: Schematics of the total electron density profile obtained for the
considered N-electron ground states.
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Figure 4.6: Conditional densities for 2-, 3- and 6-electron ground state when an
electron with spin up is fixed in a corner and opposite spin density is taken into
account.

If we consider correlation effects in the asymmetric hexagon, the ground
state electron density shows a strong concentration in the large edge. In
few-electron cases, the electronic density is completely localized in the large
edge, as e.g. in the 3-electron system (see Fig. 4.7). In this case, it is worth
to notice that by increasing the top edge thickness, a crossing between
states S = 3

2 (symmetric hexagon ground state) and S = 1
2 (asymmetric

hexagon ground state) occurs. On the other hand, as N increases, the
electron density is still mainly concentrated in the large edge, but also
in the other four corners, as shown in Fig. 4.7 for the 7-electron case.
Additionally, conditional density distributions present a distribution typical
of strong correlation (see Fig. 4.7).

4.3 Single- and multi-electron states under an applied
magnetic field

Hereafter, we study the electronic structure of the hexagonal ring under
magnetic field effects. The presence of axial or in-plane magnetic fields
induces an extra magnetic confinement. Details on the way we include axial
and in-plane magnetic fields in the Hamiltonian are given in Ref. [146].
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3 electrons 7 electrons

Figure 4.7: Total electron density (top) and conditional electron density
(bottom) for the 3-electron (left) and 7-electron (right) ground states of the
asymmetric hexagon with 7.6 nm width.

Let’s first consider the N = 1 hexagonal ring pierced by an axial

magnetic field (as illustrated in Fig. 4.8). The energy spectrum is quite
different from the one of a circular quantum ring, the differences
originating in the symmetry lowering from circle to hexagon. In a circular
ring, the infinite number of irreducible representations label orbitals
that cross as the magnetic field rises. In the case of C6 symmetry,
anticrossings between orbitals with the same symmetry yield different
non-crossing shells where orbitals with different symmetry repeteadly cross
as the magnetic field increases. The shell structure, shown in Fig. 4.8, allows
us to employ the basis set of the twelve lowest-lying orbitals to calculate the
many-body low-lying states with the same level of accuracy, independently
of the strength of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.8: Left: Orbital energies vs magnetic field (B). They are labeled
according to the C6 symmetry group. Right: Real part of the orbital functions
at B = 0.6 T ordered, from bottom to top, by increasing energy.

When the magnetic field is applied in-plane, two different orientations
have been considered: corner-to-corner (shown on the left in Fig. 4.9) and
edge-to-edge (see right side in Fig. 4.9). We observe similiar qualitative
trends in both cases. Since the axial symmetry of the ring is broken by
these external fields, signatures of the AB effect are absent. In particular,
as the magnetic field increases, consecutive single-particle energy levels
arrange in pairs, these couples becoming quasi-degenerated for a large
enough strength of the magnetic field. This has an outcome in the ground
state wave functions localizations: the most significant wave function
accumulation is localized in preferential corners, depending on the in-plane
field direction, as illustrated on the rigth in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: In-plane magnetic field effects on the orbital enery levels (left). Similar
qualitative trends are obtained for an in-plane corner-to-corner (top) and edge-
to-edge (bottom) magnetic field. On the right, real part of the six lowest orbitals
when an in-plane B = 0.6 T magnetic field is applied corner-to-corner (top) and
edge-to-edge (bottom).
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When we include the electron-electron interactions via FCI, in the
presence of an in-plane magnetic field, the obtained results are as expected.
In the particular, for small N the electron density distribution concentrates
in selected corners (see Fig. 4.10 for N = 2) while it spreads gradually over
the remaining corners as N increases.

Figure 4.10: Total density profiles for a 2-electron hexagon under the effects
of an in-plane magnetic field oriented corner-to-corner (left) and edge-to-edge
(right).

Next, we focus our attention on the response of the many-electron system
to an externally applied axial magnetic field. Calculations have been carried
out for the hexagonal quantum ring populated with N = 1 up to N = 7
electrons. In the plot energy vs. magnetic field, Fig. 4.11, we can see some
gaps separating shells of repeteadly crossing many-electron states. These
gaps can neatly be observed for N = 2, 3, 5 and 6, the last case displaying a
relatively large gap separating the 64 lowest-lying states, all of them having
quite close energies, from the rest of the spectrum.

In Fig. 4.12 we show the lowest-lying states of the spectra, labeled
according to symmetry and spin multiplicity. The comparison with the
N = 1 system, Fig. 4.8, reveals a perfect fractional Aharanov-Bohm effect
for N = 2 and N = 3, while the oscillation amplitude pattern of N = 4 and
especially N = 5 is not regular. When the hexagonal ring is populated with
N = 6 electrons a complete suppression of the AB effect occurs. Finally,
N = 7 shows the same period of amplitude than N = 1.
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Figure 4.11: Multi-particle energy spectra simulations of the hexagonal ring
populated up to 7 electrons. Well-separated shell of states can be clearly seen
for N = 2, 3, 5 and 6 electrons.
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Figure 4.12: Energy of the lowest-lying many-electron states in hexagonal
quantum rings as a function of the magnetic field. Energies are relative to
the N-electron ground state energy in the absence of field (horizontal red line).
Multi-particle states are labeled according to the C6 symmetry group and spin
multiplicity.
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Chapter 4 Multi-electron states in hexagonal quantum rings

All our results, except for N = 6, are consistents with the results known
for circular quantum rings [141, 142, 143]. The singular behaviour of the
N = 6 system can be rationalized from the independent particle spectra
(Fig. 4.13): only for N = 6 two electronic configurations with very different
energies at B = 0 T cross when the ring is pierced by half unit of flux.
In order to confirm this hypothesis, we perform a set of FCI calculations
in which we modulate the Coulomb interaction by introducing an scaling
factor f multiplying the electron-electron integrals. Then, ranging from a
non-interacting six-electron ring, (f = 0, see Fig. 4.13) with a crossing at
about 1

2 of flux, to higher scaling factors (f = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 as shown
in Fig. 4.14) we can identify the crucial role of two configurations, namely
a2(e+

1 )2(e−
1 )2 and (e+

1 )2a2(e+
2 )2, that yield the same total symmetry and

total spin, 1A, for both configurations3. The states associated to these
configurations anticross and the anticrossing becomes larger as the electron-
electron interaction increases, up to reach an almost flat profile of the ground
state in the case of no scaling (f = 1).
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Figure 4.13: Non-interacting particle low-lying energy spectra for N = 2 up to
N = 7 electrons in the hexagonal quantum ring. Red line indicates the ground
state energy of non-interacting particles in the absence of magnetic field effects.
It is assumed as the origin of energies. States are labeled by symmetry and spin
multiplicity.

3When the electron-electron repulsion is included in the simulations (scaling factor
different from zero) we identify these configurations as the dominant ones.
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Figure 4.14: From left to right: lowest-lying states for the six-electron hexagon
for increassing Coulomb interactions. Coulomb repulsion is scaled by a factor
f = 0.1 (left panel), f = 0.2 (middle panel) and f = 0.5 (right panel). Blue lines
correspond with the states with the same symmetry that anticross.

The singular behavior of the 6-electron system is reflected in the
magnetization response. Magnetization profiles for all considered N-electron
systems are shown in Fig. 4.15. According to Kusmartsev, the fractional
Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect should appear when the factor α = N t

U
1
L

is
small [143]. In this factor, N represents the number of electrons, t stands
for the tunneling, U indicates the repulsion, and L the number of sites
where the orbitals are located (six in a semiempirical Hubbard model of an
hexagonal ring). By fixing L = 6 and the tunneling t value, we have that
α is proportional to N and inversely proportional to the Coulomb term U .
Since α must be small, for a given U , the fractional AB effect will arise for
a low value of N . In our case, the fractional AB effect occurs for N = 2, 3, 4
whereas it is absent for N = 5, 6, 7, being the 6-electron a singular case
where a complete suppression of the AB effect occurs, and a flat magneti-
zation profile vs. the magnetic field results (see Fig. 4.15).

To assess the role of the density regime, we carried out similar calculations
for an hexagonal ring three times smaller (hereafter small hexagon).
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Figure 4.15: Magnetization profiles vs. magnetic field for the hexagonal quantum
ring populated with N = 1 (bottom) up to N = 7 (top). For the sake of clarity,
the magnetization profiles have been offset by 2 meV/T.

Fig. 4.16 contains the full energy spectra of the small system populated with
N = 2 up toN = 7 electrons and Fig. 4.17 contains the zoom of the low-lying
spectra. The remarkable difference between Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.16 is that
no gaps separating shells (groups of states) can be seen in the small system.
On its side, Fig. 4.17 reveals that only the N = 2 case displays a fractional
AB effect. The rest of systems behave similar to the independent particle
case (see Fig. 4.13). In the N = 6 case, the 1A − 1A anticrossing is not as
severe as in the large ring and a small window where 3B becomes the ground
state occurs. This behavior leaves a signature in the magnetization profile
(Fig. 4.18). We can see in this figure that only N = 2 shows a fractional AB
effect. As N increases, the magnetization profiles show kinks with irregular
periods and amplitudes. In particular, N = 5 and N = 7 behave like N = 1,
while the six-hexagonal ring magnetization profile displays two close kinks
at about one half of unit of flux, as a signature of the short 3B window
shown in Fig. 4.17. The existence of this window reveals that the larger
density of the small hexagon leads to an 1A − 1A anticrossing that cannot
completely overcome the relative stabilization of triplet 3B originated from
the exchange integrals.
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Figure 4.16: Multi-particle energy spectra simulations of the small hexagonal ring
populated up to 7 electrons.
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Figure 4.17: Lowest-lying electron states of the small hexagonal ring. Energies
are relative to the ground state energy in the absence of magnetic field effects,
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Figure 4.18: Magnetization profiles of the small hexagonal ring. The different
profiles have been offset 2 meV/T.

In conclusion, the complete suppression of the AB effect and the
associated flat magnetization profile calculated in the case of an hexagonal
ring populated with N = 6 electrons is a symmetry-related response that
only can emerge in the low-density regime.
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Conclusions

The aim of this thesis is to provide a theoretical description of the
physical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals under anisotropic
confining potentials. The theoretical understanding of the role of the spatial
confinement, the most important confining source in nanostructures, as well
as other sources of confinement (dielectric, magnetic, Coulombic, etc) is
carried out by means of the Effective mass - Envelope function approxima-
tion (EMA-EFA). The influence of several quantum confinement conditions,
such as quantum size and structural effects, polarization potentials coming
from the different dielectric response of adjacent materials or external field
effects, is investigated by performing numerical simulations.

The interplay between spatial confinement and dielectric mismatch effects
is studied when a singly-ionized double donor system is hosted in a semicon-
ductor colloidal quantum dot. It has been found that spatial and dielectric
confinements operate in different length scales. In large dot size regimes
dielectric effects dominate the electronic properties of the donor system, so
that spatial confining effects are modeled by the dielectric confinement and
they can even be reversed. Conversely, in small dot size regimes spatial
confinement overcomes dielectric effects and governs the molecular proper-
ties of the coupled impurities. This makes possible to modulate the tunnel
coupling strength and charge-density distribution of the lowest-lying states
of the system at will, by choosing the appropriate dot size and surroun-
ding medium. Additionally, the decoherence of the first excited state of the
single-ionized double donor system can be tuned to eventually increase the
relatively low bulk coherence times of orbital states in possible charge qubit
realizations.
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Moreover, different spatial confining regimes have been explored in
quantum dots with variable aspect ratio. The transition from zero-
dimensional quantum dots to one-dimensional quantum wires has been
characterized by means of addition energy spectra and electron density
profiles. It is concluded that finite elongated quantum dots (nanorods) in
the limit of weak confining regime show electronic structures that resemble
that of infinite nanowires, with preferable stabilization of orbitals with null
angular momentum. Electron-electron interactions govern the electronic
structure of nanorods, and several correlation phases are obtained depending
on the number of electrons populating the system. In the low-density limit,
the transition from charge density waves (CDW) to spin density waves
(SDW) identifies the existence of strong correlated multi-electron ground
states.

In the limit of weak confining regime, we show that diluted systems
subject to inhomogeneous spatial confining potentials can form a mixed
correlation phase. The formation of this phase entails a ground state whose
electronic-density distribution exhibits the coexistence of a Fermi liquid in
some regions of the polielectronic system while, simultaneously, other more
dilute regions display a typical Wigner crystal density distribution. The
presence of different correlation regimes in the very same nanostructure
is also characterized in the addition spectrum and the infrared response.
In the latter case, the presence of a highly anisotropic confining potential
allows us to differentiate between longitudinal and transversal responses
that appear in different energy ranges. The fingerprint of strongly correlated
states is driven by low energy transitions associated to the growth direction
of the nanostructure.

An even more complex confining potential acts on the electron-hole pairs
in quasi-type II core-shell dot-in-rod structures. These heterostructures
involve the interaction between a highly isotropic confinement (the core)
and a highly anisotropic one (the shell). This interaction becomes apparent
when analyzing the simulated optical spectra. Dipole-allowed transitions
show a non-negligible interplay between core and shell states. A blue shift
between one-photon and two-photon absorption spectra is obtained due to
the reduced oscillator strength of low-energy two-photon transitions. This
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blue shift can be controlled by the strength of quantum confinement. Our
theoretical model has been able to interpret the available experimental data.

Finally, the role of spatial confinement is addressed in hexagonal
semiconductor quantum rings of typical synthetic sizes, populated with
N = 1 up to N = 7 electrons. We find that the system is in the low-density
regime with typical signatures of partial electron density localization in the
corners where a larger room is available. Conditional density distributions
show spin alternances, the N = 6 electron system displaying a typical spin
density wave with alternate spin signs in consecutive corners. The interplay
of an externally applied magnetic field in the axial direction has a striking
outcome in comparison to typical circular quntum rings, as the complete
suppression of the Aharanov-Bohm oscillations and a flat magnetization
profile when the hexagonal ring is populated with N = 6 electrons, this
being a symmetry-related response that only can emerge in the high
correlation, low-density regime.
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Resumen

En las últimas décadas, el mundo moderno ha prestado especial atención
a los objetos microscópicos con el fin de conseguir propiedades inéditas de
los materiales, las cuales puedan ofrecer importantes beneficios para la vida
humana. A este respecto, numerosas investigaciones han dado a conocer
nuevas estructuras cuyas dimensiones están acotadas en la nanoescala y que
constituyen un área de conocimiento muy prometedora que añade novedosos
fenómenos físicos. Tales nanoestructuras muestran propiedades interesantes
que sólo pueden ser entendidas mediante las bases fundamentales de la
Mecánica Cuántica, en comparación con las propiedades clásicas asignadas
al mundo macroscópico. La teoría cuántica, basada en la naturaleza dual
onda-partícula de las partículas esenciales de la materia, determina la exis-
tencia de efectos de confinamiento cuántico responsables de los fenómenos
físicos observados en la nanoescala. Dado que las longitudes de onda de
Broglie de los portadores de carga son del orden de las dimensiones espa-
ciales de las nanoestructuras mencionadas anteriormente, el confinamiento
cuántico juega un papel clave a la hora de determinar sus propiedades físicas.

El avance de las técnicas de miniaturización proporciona nuevos
diseños de dispositivos nanoelectrónicos, compuestos principalmente por
materiales semiconductores, cuyas funciones electrónicas asociadas pueden
ser controladas para dar lugar a aplicaciones útiles. Este es el objetivo de
la nanotecnología. Ésta es un área multidisciplinaria y reciente que trata
de construir dispositivos cada vez más rápidos, eficientes e inteligentes por
medio de técnicas de nanofabricación conocidas como top-down y bottom-up
[1]. En concreto, están siendo ampliamente investigadas aquellas estruc-
turas cristalinas conocidas como puntos cuánticos (en inglés quantum dots,
QDs) [2], que contienen entre 1.000 y 100.000 átomos, al descubrirse sus
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novedosos usos potenciales como componentes básicos versátiles de cara a
los propósitos de la ingeniería microelectrónica. Una amplia variedad de
estudios sugieren que dichos puntos cuánticos, cuyas propiedades dependen
de su composición, tamaño y forma, tienen un enorme interés tecnológico,
por ejemplo, como candidatos a sustituir los dispositivos de silicio actuales
basados en esquemas clásicos de computación [3], por el hecho de ofrecer una
amplia gama de propiedades electrónicas y ópticas [4, 5], o por su capacidad
para actuar como marcadores biológicos [6, 7, 8].

Los puntos cuánticos semiconductores de tipo coloidal (también llama-
dos nanocristales) se sintetizan empleando un protocolo conocido como la
Química húmeda [9] en el que el crecimiento de las nanopartículas se desa-
rrolla en el seno de materiales vítreos, orgánicos o biológicos, o simplemente
en aire o vacío. Esta vía de síntesis posibilita la obtención de nanocristales
con muy baja densidad de defectos y extremadamente monodispersos, con
tamaños comprendidos entre 1 y 10 nm y, generalmente, de forma esférica
(que a su vez pueden estar formados por capas concéntricas de diferentes
materiales). La estructura electrónica de estos puntos cuánticos de simetría
esférica se asemeja a la de los átomos reales, ya que el confinamiento cuán-
tico de los portadores de carga conduce a niveles de energía cuantizados [10].
La distribución energética de las bandas de conducción (CB) y de valencia
(VB) adquiere un carácter discreto similar al de los átomos, motivo por el
cual también se conoce a estas nanoestructuras como átomos artificiales. El
confinamiento espacial surge como consecuencia de la ausencia de
alineamiento de las bandas de energía (band offset) entre el material que
conforma el punto cuántico y el medio circundante donde se encuentra
sumergido dicho sistema, o entre materiales adyacentes en sistemas multi-
capa. Durante el proceso de fabricación de este último tipo de sistemas tanto
el espesor como la composición de las capas son controlables, de manera
que es posible diseñar varios tipos de heteroestructuras cuyas propiedades
físicas son significativamente diferentes a los puntos cuánticos formados
por un único tipo de material. Braun et al. informaron sobre la primera
preparación de un sistema multicapa esférico [11], concluyendo que existe
una importante interacción entre las capas. Más tarde, la síntesis de
heteronanocristales con una variación gradual de la composición radial [12],
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o de estructuras con disposición core-shell de tipo II [13, 14] se ha
logrado gracias a técnicas de crecimiento bien establecidas y extremada-
mente precisas [15, 16]. La posibilidad de modular las funciones de onda de
los portadores de carga en estos nanocristales permitiría la optimización de
aplicaciones nanoelectrónicas [17].

El término punto cuántico (QD) deriva de la clasificación más amplia-
mente aceptada de las denominadas estructuras de baja dimensión, que
depende del grado de confinamiento que se ejerce sobre los portadores de
carga (electrones y huecos). Los puntos cuánticos confinan los portadores
de carga en las tres dimensiones del espacio. En su lugar, los pozos cuán-
ticos son heteroestructuras bidimensionales que confinan las cargas a lo
largo de una dirección, mientras que las estructuras casi unidimensionales,
los llamados hilos cuánticos [18], son de longitudes largas y confieren
libre movimiento de carga a lo largo de la dirección de crecimiento. La
transición desde una nanoestructura de forma esférica a las estructuras
casi unidimensionales, caracterizadas por presentar un potencial confinante
altamente anisótropo, se puede lograr mediante el aumento de la relación
de aspecto de los nanocristales. Entre las estructuras aproximadamente
unidimensionales cabe mencionar una variante alargada de los puntos cuán-
ticos conocida como nanovarillas o nanorods [19], es decir, nanocristales de
forma aproximadamente cilíndrica que presentan una relación de aspecto
menor que los hilos cuánticos. El interés en su estudio reside en el hecho de
que suponen el nexo de unión entre los puntos cuánticos esféricos y los hilos
cuánticos unidimensionales. Por otra parte, pueden sintetizarse estructuras
más complejas basadas en los nanorods, entre las que cabe mencionar a
los nanodumbbells [20]. Estas nanoestructuras están constituidas por un
nanorod adherido a dos volúmenes de geometría aproximadamente esférica
en sus extremos.

Objetivo y Metodología

La presente Tesis Doctoral aborda el estudio teórico de la estructura
electrónica y propiedades derivadas de diversas nanoestructuras semicon-
ductoras anisótropas mediante el modelado teórico de nanosistemas con
simetría axial, puesto que dicha geometría cubre la geometría de los puntos
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cuánticos de mayor interés (esferas, varillas, anillos, lentes,...). Para ello,
se ha empleado el Método k·p [21] en su aproximación de masa efectiva y
función envolvente (EMA-EFA) [22, 23]. Esta aproximación, también cono-
cida como modelo de una banda, se ha utilizado tanto para describir
electrones en exceso de la banda de conducción como para huecos de
valencia, y resulta ser una aproximación ampliamente aceptada cuando los
estados de la banda de conducción (valencia) se pueden considerar prác-
ticamente aislados con respecto a posibles perturbaciones de la banda de
valencia (conducción). En esta Tesis tratamos con nanoestructuras semi-
conductoras compuestas por la combinación de elementos químicos de los
grupos III-V y II-VI (como por ejemplo CdS, CdSe, CdTe, GaAs, AlAs)
que presentan un band gap directo y suficientemente ancho, de manera que
el modelo de una banda constituye una aproximación razonable y ofrece
buenos resultados. Este método semi-empírico permite la adición de po-
tenciales no periódicos, tales como impurezas, heterouniones o campos elec-
tromagnéticos externos al Hamiltoniano k·p bajo un coste computacional
razonable. Esta flexibilidad nos permite investigar las propiedades físi-
cas de nanocristales semiconductores sometidos a diferentes condiciones de
confinamiento cuántico.

La metodología de trabajo desarrollada ha consistido, por tanto, en
modelizar el comportamiento de nanoestructuras mediante la implemen-
tación de códigos computacionales empleando el lenguaje FORTRAN, junto
con la ayuda del programa MATLAB. La integración numérica de los
Hamiltonianos de partícula independiente y, posteriormente, el cálculo
multipartícula mediante la diagonalización de la matriz de interacción de
configuraciones CI o el empleo de la Teoría del Funcional de la Densidad
(DFT) en su aproximación local de espín (LSDA) para sistemas pobla-
dos con un gran número de electrones, constituyen las herramientas de
trabajo para estudiar el efecto que producen variaciones del potencial de
confinamiento sobre la estructura electrónica de nanocristales semiconduc-
tores. Adicionalmente, la simulación de espectros de adición, perfiles de
densidad y energías de absorción, junto con la investigación bibliográfica
oportuna han contribuido al análisis, comprensión y discusión de los resul-
tados obtenidos.
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Aportaciones originales y conclusiones

En primer lugar, se estudian los efectos de la superposición de los con-
finamientos espacial y dieléctrico sobre el sistema formado por dos im-
purezas donoras

(
D+

2

)
-de especial interés en computación cuántica- en un

nanocristal. Se ha determinado que las propiedades moleculares de dicho
sistema pueden ser moduladas por ambas fuentes de confinamiento, dado
que éstas actúan en diferentes escalas. En efecto, en nanocristales de gran
tamaño las propiedades moleculares de interés vienen determinadas por los
efectos de discontinuidad dieléctrica entre el material que compone el punto
cuántico y el medio exterior que lo envuelve. En cambio, en nanocristales de
pequeño tamaño el confinamiento espacial prevalece sobre el confinamiento
dieléctrico. Esta versatilidad en el comportamiento del sistema dopado posi-
bilita el diseño de sus propiedades electrónicas en función del tamaño del
punto cuántico y la naturaleza del medio envolvente. En particular, se ha
encontrado un amplio rango de control dieléctrico en la velocidad de emisión
espontánea. Este resultado es especialmente interesante, pues permitiría
aumentar el relativamente escaso tiempo de coherencia que los estados
excitados del sistema

(
D+

2

)
presentan en el bulk.

También hemos abordado el estudio de diferentes regímenes de confi-
namiento en puntos cuánticos con relación de aspecto longitud/diámetro
creciente. En concreto, hemos analizado la transición entre nanocristales
cero dimensionales (puntos cuánticos) y unidimensionales (hilos cuánticos),
definida dicha evolución mediante un crecimiento en la anisotropía del
potencial confinante espacial. La estructura electrónica de dichos sistemas
se ha caracterizado mediante el espectro de energías de adición de nanorods
de longitud creciente. En regímenes de baja densidad de electrones, se ha
encontrado el fenómeno de fusión cuántica, esto es, la transición entre una
fase ordenada y fuertemente correlacionada, donde hay un aparente compor-
tamiento clásico de los electrones (fase Wigner) y un sistema de partículas
débilmente interaccionantes, donde los términos cinéticos dominan (líquido
de Fermi).

A continuación, un diseño adecuado del potencial confinante nos ha
permitido encontrar y caracterizar estados en los que coexisten fases de
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correlación diferentes en distintas regiones espaciales de un mismo
nanocristal. La presencia de fases mixtas, compuestas por un líquido de
Fermi y un cristal Wigner, se ha caracterizado mediante el espectro de
energías de adición y la simulación del espectro óptico del nanocristal. La
coexistencia de ambas fases supone un comportamiento dual clásico-cuántico
que tiene un claro reflejo en su respuesta infrarroja. Aparte de su interés
teórico, las fases mixtas pueden ser útiles en el diseño de dispositivos opto-
electrónicos, tales como sensores infrarrojos.

Seguidamente, hemos investigado las propiedades ópticas de nanoheteroes-
tructuras constituidas por un punto cuántico esférico (core) inmerso en una
varilla o rod (shell), satisfactoriamente sintetizadas y caracterizadas expe-
rimentalmente. La simulación teórica de su espectro de absorción mono- y
bifotónico, que reproduce los datos experimentales, confirma la existencia
de un desplazamiento a energías mayores de las transiciones asociadas al
espectro bifotónico con respecto al monofotónico. Este hecho se explica en
base a la conservación de las reglas de selección que rigen las transiciones
ópticas, en contraposición a resultados ya publicados en sistemas en que
también se rompe la simetría de paridad [105]. Cabe destacar, además,
la existencia de transiciones vinculadas a estados ligados principalmente al
core que exceden la diferencia de energía asociada al band offset de la banda
de valencia (estados de hueco) y de conducción (estados del electrón).

Finalmente, se estudian los efectos de la interacción electrónica sobre el
comportamiento de los estados multipartícula en anillos cuánticos
heteroestructurados con forma hexagonal. Teniendo en cuenta tamaños
típicos de síntesis de dichas nanoestructuras, se ha determinado que la
estructura electrónica de los estados electrónicos confinados en el anillo
presenta una importante localización de densidad electrónica en los vér-
tices del sistema. Además, se ha determinado que en régimen de alta
correlación se origina una respuesta magnética anómala para el caso del
sistema poblado con 6 electrones. Esta respuesta del sistema deriva de la
confluencia de un régimen de baja densidad electrónica y condicionantes
específicos de simetría del anillo hexagonal poblado con 6 electrones.
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Spatial and dielectric confinement modulations of the spontaneous emission rates, transition energies, and

charge-density distributions of a singly ionized double donor system �D2
+� in a spherical quantum dot are

calculated within the framework of the effective-mass envelope function approximation. Dipole moments,

energy splittings, transition moments, electron-density distributions, and spontaneous emission rates involving

bonding and antibonding lowest-lying molecular states are addressed for different dielectric environments,

quantum dot radii, and relative locations of the coupled impurities inside the dot. The results indicate that the

donor molecule behaves as heteropolar when the spatial confinement breaks the inversion symmetry, which is

paralleled by a strong reduction in the excited-state radiative lifetime. Dielectric confinement, acting on a larger

length scale than spatial confinement, may recover the bulklike homopolar character when the dot is embedded

in a low dielectric constant medium. In the weak spatial confinement regime, dielectric effects can increase the

corresponding bulk radiative lifetimes significantly and simultaneously modulate the charge-density

distribution.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.79.195319 PACS number�s�: 71.55.�i, 73.21.La, 77.22.Ej, 03.67.Lx

I. INTRODUCTION

The system built of two coupled semiconductor quantum
dots �QDs� containing electrons, holes, or an exciton consti-
tutes one of the simplest solid structures proposed as the
functional part in a wide range of device applications, in-
cluding spintronics,1 optoelectronics,2 photovoltaics,3 and
quantum information technologies.4,5 The widespread inter-
est in this system relies on the ability to manipulate conve-

niently its molecular properties, such as the energy splitting

between the bonding �nodeless� and antibonding �noded�
lowest-lying molecularlike states or the spatial distribution of

carriers in the system.6 In this regard, the asymmetry of the

constituent dots �either intrinsic or intentional� has been

viewed not as a flaw but as an essential design choice to

provide additional control over the system properties.5,7,8

Advances in single-dopant fabrication9–11 and charge

detection12,13 have led atomic scale electronics �particularly

the field of quantum computing� to pear increasing attention

to another molecular system. Namely, the D2
+ system, i.e., the

system built of two coupled donor impurities in a semicon-

ductor host in which one of the two excess electrons has

been ionized. This system encodes the logical information

either on the spin or on the charge degrees of freedom of the

remaining excess electron.14–20 Initial proposals relied on

spin encoding. However, direct detection of a single spin

remains today a major challenge.21 On the contrary, a frac-

tion of a single electron charge can be easily detected with

state-of-the-art single electron-tunneling devices.12,13 This

readout feasibility, together with the relative simplicity for

the manipulation of charge degrees of freedom as opposed to

spin, has raised interest in charge qubits, where the logical

states are represented by the two lowest-lying electron orbital

states positioned at the different donors. All the same, the

short coherence times of orbital states severely limit the scal-

ability of charge qubits,16 so that mechanisms enhancing co-

herence would be desirable.

Studies on confined D2
+ systems have been recently ad-

dressed in the literature.22–24 Particularly, Kang et al.24 found

that the confinement of the D2
+ system in a spherical QD can

greatly enhance the energy differences between the two

lowest-lying electron states and more excited states, favoring

the identification of the quasi-two-level system required for

quantum computation purposes.25

Quite a larger amount of work has been done in the study

of the electronic structure and related properties of single

shallow donors in nanoscale semiconductor

heterostructures.26–28 In addition to the well-known quantum

size effect, the influence of the dielectric confinement �com-

ing from the different dielectric response of the QD and the

surrounding medium� on the donor levels has been revealed

as a particularly noticeable effect in colloidal quantum dots

as they are usually synthesized in media with a dielectric

response rather different to that of the dot material.26,29,30

Prompted by the important role of coupled impurities in

nanotechnology, we present in this paper a theoretical study

on the molecular properties of a D2
+ system confined in a

spherical quantum dot. We focus on the influence of both the

QD size and the dielectric mismatch on the radiative life-

time, the bonding-antibonding energy splitting, and the elec-

tron charge distributions in the lowest-lying D2
+ molecular

states, and analyze the dependence of the results on the rela-

tive position of the donors inside the quantum dot.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce

the model employed in the description of the confined double

donor system and outline the details of the numerical proce-

dure used to solve the resulting Hamiltonian. The effects of

spatial and dielectric confinements on the double donor sys-

tem are presented and discussed in Sec. III. Conclusions,

given in Sec. IV, end the paper.

II. MODEL AND THEORETICAL OUTLINE

The present study is carried out within the framework of

the effective-mass and envelope function approximations.

Consequently, we employ a macroscopic treatment of Cou-

lombic interactions, and use a parameter, the dielectric con-
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stant, to characterize the dielectric response of each material

involved. The validity of such a treatment has been well

established for both doped and undoped semiconductor

heterostructures.31 Our model consists of a shallow donor

pair confined in a spherical quantum dot with dielectric con-

stant �QD, which is in turn immersed in a dielectric medium

with permittivity �out �see Fig. 1�. The corresponding

effective-mass Hamiltonian for the bound conduction-band

electron reads, in atomic units,

H = −
1

2
� � 1

m��r�
�� + V�r� + �s�r� + �

i=1,2

�c
Ii�r,ri� .

�1�

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. �1� is the

generalized kinetic-energy operator,32 which accounts for

different electron masses in different materials. V�r� is a

steplike function representing the finite spatial confining po-

tential due to the conduction-band offset between the media

involved. �c
Ii�r ,ri� stands for the Coulomb potential gener-

ated by the impurity located at the fixed position ri, including

the effect of the polarization charges induced at the dot sur-

face as a consequence of the dielectric mismatch between the

QD and the surrounding medium. The electron itself also

induces polarization charges at the dot boundaries, whose

effects are described by the self-polarization potential �s�r�.
When �as is the case here� a ��r�=��r� steplike dielectric

function is assumed, �c and �s admit analytical

expressions.33

In order to reduce the number of variables in the study, we

fix the QD material parameters close to those of CdS ��QD

=5.5 and m�=0.15� �Ref. 34� unless otherwise indicated.

Since we are not dealing with a specific surrounding me-

dium, we will assume a typical depth of V0=4 eV for the

QD confining well and an effective mass m�=1 for the ex-

ternal medium. Likewise, we will concentrate on donors

which are aligned along an axis of the QD �see Fig. 1�,
although the conclusions obtained make possible to envisage

the trends characterizing other configurations. This facilitates

the calculation since the axial symmetry of the system allows

us to integrate analytically the angular coordinate of the elec-

tron in Eq. �1�. Then, to obtain electron energies and wave

functions, we carry out an exact �numerical� integration of

�� ,z� coordinates by means of a discretization scheme based

on the finite differences method. The explicit expressions of

�c and �s together with a detailed description of the integra-

tion method can be found in Ref. 28.

III. RESULTS

We start by investigating the effect of the spatial and di-

electric confinements on the electron charge distribution of

the double donor lowest-lying states. When the center of

mass of the donor pair is not located at the dot center �zCM

�0, see Fig. 1�, the asymmetry of the QD confinement is

expected to break the inversion symmetry of these states. To

monitor �and quantify� the symmetry breakdown, we calcu-

late the dipolar moment of the corresponding electron charge

distributions with respect to zCM,

� = �i�r − zCMuz�i� , �2�

where i=1,2 labels the ground and first excited states of the

system. The results are shown in Fig. 2, where � /dI−I �with

dI−I=10 nm� is represented for these states as a function of

the QD radius and the donors location within the dot. Calcu-

lations have been performed for two different surrounding

dielectric constants, namely, �out=�QD �absence of dielectric

confinement� and �out=1 �spatial and dielectric confine-

ments�. In the figure, positive values of � /dI−I indicate that

the electron is distributed to a greater extent around the do-

nor closer to the QD border, whereas negative values indi-

cate its preference for the innermost impurity. From the

�out=�QD panels we can observe that the spatial confinement

favors the localization of the ground state in the inner donor

CM

R
QD

I
2

1
I

εQD

εout

d
I−I

z

z

ρ

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the system under study: an

electron bound to two shallow donors separated by a distance dI−I

within a diameter of a confining spherical QD with radius RQD and

dielectric constant �QD surrounded by a dielectric medium of per-

mittivity �out. zCM stands for the center of mass of the coupled

donors. FIG. 2. �Color online� Dipolar moment 	Eq. �2�
 of the electron

charge distribution for a confined D2
+ system with dI−I=10 nm as a

function of RQD and the system location in the dot. Left �right�
panels correspond to the electron in the ground �first excited� state.

In top �bottom� panels the QD is embedded in a �out=�QD ��out

=1� dielectric medium. The origin has been located at the QD

center.
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and the excited state in the outer one. This trend, more pro-
nounced for low QD radii and large zCM values, is a conse-
quence of the larger destabilization that the potential barrier
produces in the surroundings of the outermost impurity. To
minimize its energy, the electron in the ground state localizes
in the inner donor and, to preserve orthogonality, the excited
state concentrates in the outer one. In other words, nonsym-
metric spatial confinement brings the homopolar D2

+ system
to behave as heteropolar, leading to the spatial separation of
the two lowest-lying electron states.

In the case �out=1 �lower panels in Fig. 2�, we can see
that, except for very small dot radii and very large zCM val-
ues, the polarity of the states is opposite to that in the ab-
sence of dielectric confinement. Now, the ground state local-
izes the electron density in the outer donor, whereas the inner
donor is occupied by the excited state. This effect can be
explained as originated by the contribution of the polariza-
tion charges induced by the impurities at the QD surface.

Impurity off-centering increases the nonhomogeneity of the

corresponding induced charge distribution at the dot surface,

this lack of homogeneity being responsible for an additional

stabilization of off-centered electron locations.35 As a conse-

quence, the total Coulomb potential is deeper at the position

of the donor closer to the surface, so that the ground state

distributes preferably around it. Therefore, spatial and dielec-

tric confinements yield opposite spatial separation of the

electron states36 and their interplay will determine the final

configuration of the corresponding electron charge distribu-

tions in each case.

For a more detailed description of this interplay, in Fig.

3�a� we have depicted � /dI−I for the same system as in Fig.

2 �dI−I=10 nm� but for the particular case of zCM=5 nm and

a more extended RQD range. For this value of zCM, one of the

impurities is located at the QD center, a situation a priori

easier to be obtained experimentally than any other. In the

figure, solid �dashed� curves correspond to the ground �first

excited� state. Interestingly, the case of pure spatial confine-

ment ��out=�QD, thin red lines� shows homopolarity for large

RQD values, whereas in the presence of dielectric mismatch

��out=1, thick blue lines� the system behaves as heteropolar.

This is a signature of the different length scales in which

spatial and dielectric confinements operate and is a conse-

quence of the long range of image charge Coulomb interac-

tions. The different length scales of these confinement

sources were already reported by Goldoni et al.,37 who also

introduced the concept of remote dielectric tailoring to tune

at will exciton-binding energies in semiconductor/insulator

hybrid nanostructures.

For intermediate values of RQD 	see e.g., RQD�14 nm in

Fig. 3�a�
, where both spatial and dielectric confinement ef-

fects are significant, we can observe that the dielectric con-

finement compensates, and even inverts, the trend imposed

by the spatial confinement. Finally, for low RQD values, the

spatial confinement dominates and the inner donor is pre-

ferred by the ground state in both cases.

The spatial separation of the two lowest-lying electron

states is more pronounced as the interdonor distance in-

creases. This is apparent in Fig. 4�a�, which corresponds to

the same system as in Fig. 3 �with one of the impurities at

the dot center� but for dI−I=15 nm. In this case, � /dI−I is

plotted as a function of �out for two different dot radii,

namely, RQD=20 and 23 nm. Again, solid and dashed lines

are used for the ground and first excited states. As can be

observed from the RQD=20 nm curves, when �out��QD the

dielectric confinement magnifies the states spatial separation

imposed by the spatial confinement ��out=5.5�. On the con-

trary, this trend is inverted as �out diminishes. The bulklike

homopolar character is recovered for a given value of �out

�3.9 in this case�, compensating the effect of the spatial con-

finement. Finally, dielectric mismatch effects dominate for

low enough values of �out, yielding again a spatial separation

of the lowest-lying molecular states but with opposite polar-

ity.

This evolution can be seen in Fig. 4�d�, where the modu-

lus of the wave function ��r� restricted to the azimuthal

angle �=0 is represented for both the ground and first ex-

cited states and three different values of the surroundings
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Dipolar moment 	Eq. �2�
 of the elec-

tron charge distribution in the ground �solid lines� and first excited

�dashed lines� states of the confined coupled donor system �dI−I

=10 nm� with one of the impurities located at the QD center as a

function of the QD radius. Thick blue lines correspond to �out=1,

whereas thin red lines correspond to �out=�QD �absence of dielectric

confinement�. �b� Corresponding transition moments, �c� splitting

energies, and �d� first excited-state radiative lifetimes relative to

bulk values.
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permittivity, i.e., �out=5.5 �absence of dielectric confine-
ment�, �out=3.9 �situation in which the homopolar character
is recovered�, and �out=2 �a typical value of organic capping
materials30�.

The case shown in Fig. 4 for RQD=23 nm represents an
additional example of the long range of dielectric effects.
While in this case bulk charge distributions are hardly af-
fected by the QD spatial confinement, the proper choice of

the QD environment can still yield important changes in the

relative electronegativity of the donors and, therefore, in the

electron charge distributions.

The energy splitting ��E� between the ground and first

excited states is also influenced by dielectric and spatial con-

finements 	see Fig. 4�b�
. As derived from the figure, �E

increases as the spatial separation of the states is more pro-

nounced, presenting a minimum, close to the bulk value,

when homopolar conditions are tuned. Contrary to �E, the

corresponding binding energies38 �Eb� are negligibly corre-

lated with the spatial separation of the states 	see Fig. 4�c�
.
This can be derived from the comparison of solid and dotted

curves in the figure, which correspond to zCM=7.5 nm �one

donor at the QD center� and zCM=0 �symmetric confine-

ment�, respectively. Indeed, though both cases present simi-

lar Eb values, for zCM=0 the system presents homopolarity

regardless of �out, whereas this is not the case for zCM

=7.5 nm. Therefore, Eb is negligibly influenced by the off-

centering of the D2
+ system and then by the spatial separation

of the states. Conversely, as expected, Eb is strongly affected

by the dielectric environment, undergoing a large increase as

�out decreases.

It is well known that the spatial separation of logic states

in charge-based qubit realizations can efficiently reduce the

decoherence of the charge degrees of freedom coding the

qubit, which makes possible to perform the coherent quan-

tum logic operations at a fairly high ratio.8 Therefore, con-

finement is expected to affect coherence in our system. In

donor-based charge qubits, decoherence caused by interac-

tion with phonons occurs in time scales that can be made

much longer than all other time scales in the problem by

choosing an appropriate donor separation.20 Then, to study

how confinement affects decoherence in our system, we will

neglect in a first approximation acoustic and optical phonon

scattering and will only take into account decoherence com-

ing from vacuum electromagnetic fluctuations �radiative de-

cay�.
The radiative decay rate in a spherical quantum dot can be

estimated within the dipole approximation by39

	−1 =
9�out

5/2

�2�out + �QD�2

�E3

3
�0�4c3
�12, �3�

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, �0 is the vacuum

dielectric constant, 	 is the radiative lifetime, and �12

= ��1�r�2��2 is the square of the dipole transition moment be-

tween the states �1� and �2�, which are in our case the ground

and first excited states of the system.

�12, relative to its value in the absence of spatial and

dielectric confinements, is depicted in Fig. 3�b� for the stud-

ied system. Again, results for �out=�QD and �out=1 are

shown. As can be seen in the figure, �12 decreases as the

system moves away from homopolar conditions. By inspec-

tion of Eq. �3�, one could expect that a decrease in �12 would

help in increasing the lifetime. However, the dependence of

	−1 on �E3 cannot be neglected in this case since, as we

showed before, spatial separation of the two lowest-lying

states is paralleled by an increase in the transition energy

	see Fig. 3�c�
. On balance, the influence of �E on the radia-

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Ground state �solid lines� and first

excited-state �dashed lines� dipolar moments for a dI−I=15 nm con-

fined D2
+ system with one donor at the QD center as a function of

�out. Curves are shown for two different QD radii. �b� Splitting

energy dependence on �out for the two QD radii studied. �c� Corre-

sponding ground-state binding energies �solid lines�. Curves corre-

sponding to zCM=0 �dotted lines� have been included for compari-

son. �d� Modulus of the wave function ��r� restricted to the

azimuthal angle �=0 for the same system as above with RQD

=20 nm and different values of �out.
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tive lifetime is larger than that of �12. This can be seen in

Fig. 3�d�, where 	 has been represented relative to 	bulk. Re-

ferring to the results for �out=�QD �where only the spatial

confinement is influencing the system�, we observe that 	
drops strongly for small values of RQD, whereas it reaches

the bulk value when the spatial separation of the two lowest-

lying states disappears and homopolar conditions are recov-

ered.

The results for �out=1 are more interesting. 	 shows a

profile similar to that of �out=�QD calculations but despite

spatial separation still persists in the whole range of RQD

under study, 	 reaches values more than 1 order of magnitude

larger than in bulk. The enhancement of 	 when the QD is

surrounded by a low-dielectric constant medium is a conse-

quence of the influence of local-field effects,39 which have

been observed experimentally through measurements of ex-

citon recombination rates in QDs embedded in apolar sol-

vents with low refractive indices.30

The drop of 	 for small values of RQD in Fig. 3�d� is

induced, in both represented cases, by the spatial confine-

ment through the large increase that it yields on �E. This can

be confirmed in Fig. 5 �left panel� where the radiative life-

time of our system as a function of �out and the system loca-

tion within a R=14 nm QD is shown. When the off center-

ing of the donor pair is not much pronounced �low and

medium zCM values�, the influence of the spatial confinement

is negligible and, in the absence of dielectric mismatch, 	
keeps close to the bulk value. In these conditions, 	 increases

noticeably with respect to the bulk as �out decreases. How-

ever, as the donor pair gets closer to the dot surface �large

zCM values�, the radiative lifetime becomes dominated by the

effects of spatial confinement. 	 experiences a strong reduc-

tion, which is only partially compensated by decreasing �out.

Finally, to probe the effect of increasing the QD dielectric

constant, we have repeated the calculations for QD param-

eters similar to those of Si ��QD=11.7 and m�=0.26�. The

results, shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, evidence that in

this case 	 may increase up to almost 2 orders of magnitude

with respect to the corresponding bulk value.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have probed the influence of spatial and dielectric

confinements on spontaneous emission rates, energy split-

tings, and charge-density distributions in the lowest-lying

states of a D2
+ double donor system confined in a spherical

quantum dot. We found that asymmetric confinement �pro-

duced when the donors are not symmetrically distributed

around the QD center� leads the otherwise homopolar donor

pair to behave as heteropolar, diminishing the interdonor tun-

nel coupling and localizing the ground and first excited states

in different donors. In this regard, when �as usual� �out

��QD, spatial confinement tends to localize the ground/first

excited state in the inner/outer donor, whereas dielectric ef-

fects tend to distribute them oppositely. However, these con-

finement sources operate in different length scales. While in

the large dot size regime only dielectric effects influence the

D2
+ system, in the small dot size regime spatial confinement

effects dominate. This makes possible to tune the tunnel cou-

pling strength and charge-density distribution in the D2
+ sys-

tem at will, by choosing the appropriate dot size and sur-

rounding medium.

We also found that bulk radiative lifetimes are strongly

reduced by spatial confinement due to the enhanced splitting

energies. On the other hand, when spatial confinement ef-

fects are no longer involved �large dot sizes�, radiative life-

times may increase orders of magnitude when the QDs are

embedded in low-dielectric constant media.

Summing up, the confinement of the D2
+ system in a quan-

tum dot provides additional mechanisms to mold its proper-

ties; it is worth to notice the spatial distribution of the

lowest-lying states, the corresponding energy splittings, and

the radiative lifetimes. The �wide range� tuning capability of

this last property could be of interest to increase the rela-

tively low bulk coherence times of orbital states in charge

qubit realizations.

We close by stressing that confinement might also be use-

ful to improve the performance of optically driven donor-

based charge qubit schemes.17,18 In such schemes, the deco-

herence caused by the ionization and spontaneous emission

of the excited states acting as connecting channels between

the logical states could be minimized through the proper

choice of QD size and dielectric environment. On one hand,

quantum confinement would lift the quasidegeneracy among

near-continuum states, increasing the corresponding ioniza-

tion threshold and excitation selectivity. On the other hand,

the employment of low dielectric constant surrounding ma-

terials would help in reducing their �otherwise limiting�
spontaneous emission rates.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� First excited-state radiative lifetime �rela-

tive to bulk� for a dI−I=10 nm D2
+ system confined in a R

=14 nm QD as a function of �out and the system location within the

QD. Host material parameters are similar to those of CdS �left� and

Si �right�. Dashed lines indicate the absence of dielectric confine-

ment in each case.
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The transition bridge between zero-dimensional quantum dots and one-dimensional quantum wires is ex-

plored theoretically by means of the construction of the addition energy spectra of nanorods with different

lengths. Spin density-functional theory supplemented with full configuration interaction calculations are carried

out. The addition energy spectra are qualitatively related to the single particle correlation diagram. The tran-

sition from charge-density waves to spin-density waves, characterizing the Wigner crystallization in the low

density limit is shown.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanorods �NRs� constitute the bridge between zero-

dimensional quantum dots �QDs� and one-dimensional quan-

tum wires �QWs�. Investigations of the transition regime

from QDs to QWs are of particular interest in the case of

colloidal semiconductor nanocrystrals because size and

shape control enables the synthesis of NRs with precise

length and diameter,1 so that by tuning the aspect ratio one

can follow the transition from zero- to one-dimensional sys-

tems.

By changing the gate voltage attached to a nanocrystal,

tunnel conductance and capacitance measures yield a peak

every time the number of electrons in the QD increases by

one. The spacing of peaks or addition spectrum, reflects dif-

ferences between the ground states with different number of

electrons. This shell filling is a neat manifestation of

quantum-mechanical degeneracy. While for large dots con-

taining many electrons, oscillations in the spectrum are peri-

odic because the single-electron charging energy is deter-

mined classically by the total dot capacitance, for a dot

containing few electrons both, quantum effects reflecting the

symmetry of the confining potential and electron-electron in-

teractions, lead to modifications of the oscillations so they

are no longer periodic,2 thus revealing the shell structure of

the dot.

Tunneling spectra of single CdSe NRs of radii and lengths

ranging between 1.8–3.2 and 11–60 nm, respectively, have

been reported.3 The spectra were measured with the tip at a

distance avoiding charging effects. On the basis of a theoret-

ical formalism for QWs, the observed peaks were assigned to

low-lying conduction bands with azimultal angular momen-

tum mz=0,1 ,2, but no discretization of these bands origi-

nated from confinement was resolved. Similar InAs NR

spectra with not well resolved conduction band states has

also been published.4 Not many experimental addition spec-

tra of short NRs can be found in the literature. Long and

wide Si NWs display a uniform peak height and width and

equidistant spacing in the current vs gate voltage spectrum5

while shorter thinner Si NRs show a more irregular spectra,6

thus revealing a shell structure.

Theoretical understanding of QD addition spectra usually

rely on isotropic and anisotropic harmonic confining

potentials.2,6,7 Thus, two-dimensional �2D� harmonic QDs

has a 2, 4, 6, 8… degeneracy pattern yielding high peaks in

the addition energy spectrum at N=2,6 ,12,20. . . electrons,8

this structure being partially destroyed by elliptical deforma-

tion of the QD.9 On the other hand, the confining potential of

a spherical colloidal nanocrystal, typically synthesized by

wet chemistry methods, is better represented by a steplike

hard wall potential,10 which corresponds to the band gap

difference between neighboring materials. This confining po-

tential yields a 2, 6, 10… degeneracy pattern which shows

up at N=2,8 ,18. . . electrons. NRs are an elongated variant

of colloidal QDs,1 i.e., may be considered as a QD with a

highly anisotropic confining potential, which is resposible

for some remarkably strong Coulomb interactions.11,12 Then,

the transition from QD to NR is not only characterized by a

symmetry change of the confining potential, but additionally

by a transition from strong to weak confinent regime. Moni-

toring this change of symmetry and confining regime in the

addition spectra is the aim of this work. We carry out local

spin-density-functional theory calculations supplemented

with full configuration interaction �FCI� computations. An

interesting 2D model calculation, correlating the addition

spectra of squared and rectangular boxes with the same area,

shows the abovementioned double transition.13 Our calcula-

tions, which correspond to a truly three-dimensional �3D�
NR system of constant section and variable length, display a

different addition energy pattern, as it corresponds to differ-

ent confining potentials, but converges toward qualitative

similar profiles in the limit of weak confining regime. In the

low-density limit we also find a transition from charge-

density waves �CDW� with N /2 peaks in the density profile

vs the NR axis and preserved spin symmetry to spin-density

waves �SDW� with N peaks �Wigner crystallization� and bro-

ken spin symmetry.14 Further, the fully spin polarized state is

reached.15

II. THEORY

Local spin density functional theory �LSDFT�, which has

given satisfactory results in the study of related

structures,8,13,18,19 is employed in the present work. Numeri-

cal integration of the Kohn-Sham equations is carried out.

Details of the method followed are described in Ref. 8. The
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exchange-correlation functional is taken as a sum of the

Dirac exchange functional of a homogeneous electron gas

and the correlation functional parametrized by Perdew and

Zunger.20 The electron effective mass and the dielectric con-

stant, screening the electron-electron interaction, are as-

sumed to be equal to that of the NR bulk material.21 The

confining potential is the same we used in a previous study

of NRs,22 namely, zero within the NR composed by a cylin-

der of radius R and variable length L, attached to two hemi-

spherical caps of the same radius R, and Vout elsewhere.

Some FCI calculations are carried out for N=4,6 ,8 electrons

and L=10 nm, in order to confirm the density profiles ob-

tained with LSDFT. As we will see, in these cases only mz

=0 orbitals come into play. Then, we select a basis set of

orthogonalized floating spherical Gaussian functions. The

original nonorthogonal spherical Gaussian functions g�r�

=e−��r − Ri�
2

are defined by the exponent � and the position Ri

where they are centered. The exponent � is fitted variation-

ally in a L=0 NR �sphere� calculation in which a single

Gaussian function is employed. The floating Gaussian func-

tions are centered along the NR axis, equally spaced, so that

they saturate the space. The number of Gaussians is in-

creased up to convergence in energy. The same density of

Gaussian functions along the NR axis is employed in all

calculations. Once the primitive Gaussian functions are es-

tablished, orthonormalization yielding a new basis set which

most closely resemble the original basis functions, i.e., a

symmetric orthogonalization employing S−1/2, the inverse of

the original basis set metrics square root, is carried out.23

With this orthonormal basis set, the many-body Hamiltonian

reads in second quantization language,

H = �
pq

M

hpqap
+
aq + �

pqrs

M

gpqrsap
+
aq

+
aras, �1�

where ap
+, aq are fermion creator and annihilator operators,

and hpq and gpqrs the one- and two-electron integrals. Except

for the contribution of the potential energy coming from the

confining potential to the single-electron integrals, which is

calculated numerically, all integrals are computed

analytically.23

In order to carry out FCI calculations, once the one-

electron basis set ��p�p=1
M is selected, we build all possible

N-body Slater determinants ��=det��1�2 . . .�N� out of

them. In a second step, we project Hamiltonian �1� onto the

basis set of Slater determinants yielding matrix elements

����H����. Finally, we proceed with the diagonalization.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We study the electronic structure of CdSe NRs. The ge-

ometry, described in the previous section, is defined by the

NR radius, fixed to R=2 nm, and the length, which we range

from L=0 up to L=55 nm. The material parameters em-

ployed are those of the bulk material,24 namely, effective

mass m�=0.13 and dielectric constant �=9.2. The height of

the confining potential is set to Vout=4 eV.

In Fig. 1 we show the low-lying single particle noninter-

acting energy �sp� levels obtained within the effective mass

approach formalism. We represent sp energy vs NR length L.

Dotted lines correspond to orbitals with mz=0, full lines to

mz= �1 and dashed lines to mz= �2. At L=0 we can see the

typical spherical 1–3–5… degeneracy �2–6–10… including

spin�. As L�0, the symmetry reduces from spherical to

axial, with just one- and two-dimensional irreducible repre-

sentations, i.e., with just nondegenerate and twofold degen-

erate orbitals �degeneration 2 and 4 including spin�. In the

figure one can also see how very excited mz=0 orbitals at

L=0 stabilize as L increases, converging toward the lowest

conduction band of the infinite wire. This accumulation of

mz=0 states looks similar to the formation of Landau bands

in the Fock-Darwin energy spectra vs magnetic field. Addi-

tionally, despite only two mz= �1 and one mz= �2 levels

are included in Fig. 1, one can envisage the formation of the

second conduction band and the bottom of the third one.

These bands correspond to the ones observed in Ref. 3. Also,

the figure allows us to determine degeneracy/

quasidegeneracy vs L, which shows up as peak patterns in

the addition energy spectra. Thus, one can foresee that for

L=0 �sphere� the consecutive electron charging up to N

=20 yields three strong peaks at 2, 8, and 18 electrons, while

in the case of L=20 nm a featureless addition energy spec-

trum will be obtained. As can be seen in Fig. 2, these quali-

tative trends are fully confirmed by the LSDFT calculations,

where exchange and correlation are included. In this figure

we represent addition energies �2�N�=E�N+1�−2E�N�
+E�N−1�, with E�N� being the ground state total energy of

the N-electron NR system, vs the number N of electrons for

NRs of different length. From top to bottom, we represent

L=0 up to L=22 nm in steps of �L=2 nm. Addition ener-

gies are given in eV. However, in order to group all the

results within a single figure, the different profiles have been

offset 400 meV. For example, addition energies for L=0

should be subtracted by an amount of 4.4 eV.

As pointed out above, Fig. 2 qualitatively reproduces the

degeneracy pattern observed in Fig. 1. Thus, for L=0, in

addition to three main peaks at N=2, 8, and 18 electrons,

which correspond to the filling of the three lowest shells, one

can see secondary, less intense, peaks at N=5 and N=13

electrons, corresponding to half fillings. As shown in Fig. 1,

as the NR gets longer, excited mz=0 levels fall below the

0
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FIG. 1. Energy of the lowest NR sp noninteracting energy levels

�eV� vs the NR length L �nm�. Dotted, full and dashed lines corre-

spond to orbitals with azimutal quantum number mz=0, mz= �1,

and mz= �2, respectively.
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low-lying mz= �1 one, and occupied orbitals become closer
in energy, i.e., the density of states increases. This leads to a
change in peak pattern and a general lowering of the addition

energies �see Fig. 2�. For long NR, e.g., L=20 nm, we also

see in this figure that the spectrum starts almost flat at low N

and wrinkles as this number increases. It is related to a

growth in the energy gap between neighboring levels of the

mz=0 lowest band as we move toward higher energies, i.e.,

as we fill the NR with a larger number of electrons �see Fig.

1�. For very large L we reach the Wigner crystallization limit

and, as expected, an almost flat curve for all N �see bottom of

Fig. 2�. We will turn our attention to this limit later on in the

paper.

Details of the addition spectra vs L can be understood

with the help of Fig. 1. For example, as can be seen in this

figure, if we fill with N=18 electrons an L=2 nm NR, we

have the following electronic configuration:

02 02 14 02 14 24, where the exponents represent the num-

ber of electrons filling the orbital whose mz-modulus is being

powered. This configuration will show main peaks at N

=2,4 ,8 ,10,14,18 electrons �filled shells� and secondary

peaks at N=6,12,16 �half fillings�. This result is confirmed

in Fig. 2, although this figure also reveals that the peak at

N=18 does not exist. Coming back to Fig. 1, one can see that

at L=2 nm there is a quasidegeneration of the first mz

= �2 and the fourth mz=0 levels, so that instead of an elec-

tronic configuration 24 one may think of �2,0�4, which does

not yield a main peak in the addition energy spectrum at N

=18.

As a main result of this set of calculations one may con-

clude that for CdSe NRs, with a shape ratio larger than 6, the

addition energy spectra will become featureless. Since CdSe,

with an effective mass of 0.13 and a dielectric constant of

9.2, has an effective Bohr radius of about 3.8 nm, one can
foresee that semiconductor materials such as InAs, with ef-
fective Bohr radius about ten times larger, will display fea-
tures revealing a given degeneracy pattern until much larger
shape ratios.

We further explore the low-density limit. A comprehen-
sive study on phase diagrams for interacting fermions in one-
dimensional periodic potentials25 brings a description of the
electron system in terms of fields representing fluctuations in
the spin and charge densities. The existence of localization
and magnetic transitions in the low-density limit, have also
been reported for infinite26 and finite27 wires defined by har-
monic confinement potentials. In order to explore here the
low-density limit of free standing NRs we calculate the LS-
DFT ground state of long but finite NRs. The obtained results
are summarized in Fig. 3, where total �full thick line�, spin
up �dashed line�, and spin down �dotted line� density profiles
vs the NR axis, for NR lengths L=40, 45, and 55 nm, and

populations N=4,6 ,8 electrons, are represented. For the

sake of comparison, results for a short L=10 nm NR are also

enclosed. In this case, also the total density profile coming

from FCI calculations �+� is shown. The reason of these FCI

calculations is to confirm the observed concentration of total

density distribution toward the ends of the NR. A similar

behavior was already noticed in the model calculation of

Ref. 13, in which LSDFT calculations were carried out, and

contrast with the results in Ref. 27, where the total density is

more pronounced at the center, due to the harmonic confine-

ment employed in this last study. The same concentration of

total density distribution toward the ends of the NR can also

be seen in 16, where CI calculations of an effective one-

dimensional �1D� model is performed. In this last calcula-

tion, the CI expansion employs the numerical sp eigenfunc-

tions of the single-electron Hamiltonian. Provided the

recently reported difficulties concerning CI calculations

based on sp orbitals owing to a lack of saturation of the

space along the axis of quasi-1D systems,12 we have checked

the obtained results with FCI calculations, as outlined in the

previous section, which employ a basis set ensuring satura-

tion along the NR axis. Comparison in Fig. 3 confirms the

observed trend in the density profile of NR given by LSDFT

calculations, which is probably related to the minimization of

the electron-electron repulsion.

Figure 3 shows that for L=40 nm and N=4, 6, and 8, the

so-called charge-density waves, with N /2 maxima in the

density profile and same spin up and down density profiles

�i.e., with preserved spin symmetry� appear. At L=45 nm,

the more diluted N=4 electron system shows up another

phase while less diluted, N=6 and 8 electron systems remain

in the CDW phase. This phase, referred to as spin-density

wave, shows N maxima in the density profile and broken

spin symmetry.14 This corresponds to a Wigner-like crystal-

lization, in which the electrons behave like classical density

charge arranged within the NR to avoid each other as much

as possible. This phase transition, referred to as spin-Peierls

transition, is paralleled by a pronounced increasing of the

Fermi gap.27 We also observe this opening. For example, for

N=6, the ratio between the occupied bandwidth �energy dif-

ference between the lowest and highest occupied levels� and

the Fermi gap �energy difference between the highest occu-

2
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FIG. 2. Addition energy spectra �eV� for NR of increasing

length L vs the number N of electrons. Increasingly larger NRs are

represented from top to bottom, starting with L=0 �spherical QDs�
up to L=22 nm NR, in steps �L=2 nm. The different profiles have

been offset 400 meV. The three almost flat profiles at the bottom

correspond to the low-density NRs of length L=40, 45 and 55 nm.
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pied and lowest unoccupied levels� is 1.17 at L=45 nm

�CDW phase� and 0.51 at L=55 nm �SDW phase�. At L

=55 nm the N=8 system still remains in the CDW one while

the most diluted N=4 system undergoes a transition to a

fully spin polarized state.15

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have investigated the electronic structure of semicon-

ductor NRs. Most calculations employ LSDFT. A few FCI

calculations supporting LSDFT results have been also per-

formed. We study the transition from zero-dimensional QDs,

with well defined energy levels, to one-dimensional QWs,

with energy bands in one dimension. We monitor this transi-

tion with the addition energy spectrum which reveals

changes in degeneracy and the increasing role of the

electron-electron interactions as L increases. The obtained

addition spectra are qualitatively related to the sp correlation

diagram vs the NR length L. The limit of low-density is

explored and the transition from CDW to SDW and, further,

to the fully spin polarized phase is shown and discussed.
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It is theoretically shown, within the local spin-density-functional theory framework, that inhomogeneous

confining potentials in elongated, diluted N-electron quantum dots may lead to the formation of mixed phases

in which some regions of the N-electron system behave like a Fermi liquid while, simultaneously, other, more

dilute regions display quasiclassical Wigner crystallization. The characterization of the mixed phases in the

addition energy spectrum and the infrared response is reported. An infrared sensor of electron filling is

suggested.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1934 Wigner1 predicted that, below a critical electron

density, the electron gas crystallizes and forms a lattice of

electrons arranged in precise classical configurations. This is

due to the fact that the kinetic energy becomes negligible

relative to the Coulomb energy so that correlations dominate

the electronic structure. Many classical electron configura-

tions in quantum dots �QDs� have been reported up to date

�see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3�, and classical rotational and vibra-

tional models have shown quantitative agreement with

quantum-mechanical treatments.4,5 All the same, Wigner

crystals in QDs do not actually consist of classical pointlike

electrons but of quantum electrons having finite extension,

which is of relevance for the properties of these crystals. It

should be mentioned that, in addition to their intrinsic theo-

retical interest, these strongly correlated states are of techno-

logical significance, e.g., because of their potential use in

nanoscale systems for the implementation of qubits and

quantum logic gates in quantum computers.6

Many studies show that the quantum melting proceeds

through intermediate, partially melted Wigner molecular

states. Quantum melting is the transition from an ordered

strongly correlated Wigner crystal to a Fermi liquid, i.e., to a

system of weakly interacting particles where the kinetic en-

ergy dominates the Coulomb repulsion. This melting is in-

duced by an increase in the confining potential strength.

Thus, in the case of N electrons confined in a 2D parabolic

trap, we first face an angular melting, yielding a radially

ordered crystal, and a further radial melting finally yields the

Fermi liquid.7–9 Similar behavior is observed in a three-

particle Wigner molecule confined in a 2D torus, the melting

of which proceeds through an intermediate state that can be

described as a delocalized electron plus a rigid two-particle

Wigner molecule.10 In the case of N-electron quasi-one-

dimensional systems, the Wigner phase is characterized by a

density profile with N peaks regularly spaced along the axial

direction. The transition to the Fermi liquid goes through an

intermediate phase, called charge-density wave �CDW�,with

N /2 peaks in the density profile.2,11–13 This phase may also

be considered as a partially melted Wigner molecule.

In contrast, crystallization processes in the presence of

highly inhomogeneous potentials seem to have attracted

much less attention. On the one hand, Wigner crystallization
in the presence of an attractive defect was considered, albeit
briefly, by Szafran et al.14 They studied a quasi-one-
dimensional QD populated with N=2 and N=3 electrons and
perturbed by a steplike defect potential localized at the center
of the system. In the absence of the defect, their
configuration-interaction �CI� study reveals that the number
of maxima equals the number N of electrons, as corresponds
to Wigner molecules. After switching on the defect, three
charge maxima in the electron-density profile arise in both
cases. They conclude then that the influence of the central
attractive potential showed to be qualitatively different for
N=2 and N=3 electrons. While for the even case the defect
potential destroys the Wigner crystallization, yielding an ex-
tra maximum, for N=3 it simply enhances the localization of
the central electron. Also, incidentally, in Fig. 10 of Appen-
dix B in Ref. 15, a representation of the electron densities
corresponding to a Hartree-Fock calculation of a strictly one-
dimensional box with a double-well-like potential profile is
displayed. An interesting feature emerges in this picture,
which is only briefly referred to in the figure caption.
Namely, the represented state show a low-density crystal-like
central region surrounded by a high-density liquidlike one.

In general, Wigner molecules are associated with weak-

confinement regimes. However, it has been reported16 that

the presence of the narrow, deep self-polarization potential

coming from the dielectric mismatch at the QD border in

free standing small spherical two-electron nanocrystals may

induce the formation of surface states. These states concen-

trate the electronic density within the narrow, deep well at

the QD surface, i.e., are in the strong-confinement regime

and, nevertheless, show an angular Wigner type of

localization.16

Finally, the effect of the effective electron-mass aniso-

tropy on the Wigner phase formation has also been

explored.17 The study is motivated by the fact that effective

electron-mass anisotropy may occur in semiconductor mate-

rials. The authors theoretically explore a 2D system and con-

clude that anisotropic electrons require larger spacing to

form Wigner lattices.

In a recent paper,13 we theoretically studied, within the

local spin-density-functional theory �LSDFT�, the electronic

structure of nanorods �NRs�, elongated QDs which constitute

the bridge between zero-dimensional QDs and one-
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dimensional quantum wires �QWs�, and monitorized the

Wigner crystallization in the addition energy spectra. Note

that, by changing the gate voltage attached to a nanocrystal,

tunnel conductance and capacitance measures yield a peak

every time the number of electrons in the QD increases by

one. The spacing of peaks, or addition spectrum, reflects dif-

ferences between the ground states with different numbers of

electrons and can be used to monitorize localization-

delocalization transitions in QDs.18 Additionally, calculated

electron-density profiles nicely displayed the phase transition

found in the low-density limit, from CDW, with N /2 peaks

in the density profile and preserved spin symmetry, to spin-

density waves �SDW�, with N peaks �Wigner crystallization�
and broken spin symmetry.19 The LSDFT calculation was

supported with a few CI calculations. We would like to stress

that investigations on the transition regime from QDs to

QWs are of particular interest in the case of these colloidal,

elongated semiconductor nanocrystrals because size and

shape control enables the synthesis of NRs with precise

length and diameter20 so that one can follow the transition

from zero- to one-dimensional systems by tuning their aspect

ratio.

To the best of our knowledge, except in the above men-

tioned, strictly one-dimensional Hartree-Fock calculation by

Mueller,15 no new phases produced by perturbing potentials

or anisotropic effective masses have been reported to date. In

the present paper we will show that inhomogeneous confin-

ing potentials may lead to the formation of new phases in

truly three-dimensional systems, driven by an uneven

electronic-density distribution, in which some regions of the

N-electron system behave like a Fermi liquid while, simulta-

neously, other more dilute regions display the typical quasi-

classical Wigner distribution of the charge maxima in the

electron-density profile. Hereafter we will refer to these

phases as mixed phases �MPs�. We will show that one can

get a MP by applying an electric field along the longitudinal

axis of a dilute NR. Nowadays, though, there is another way

to modify the NR confining potential which we will show

renders better defined MPs than those produced by an exter-

nal electric field. It is the chemical synthesis of nanodumb-

bells �NDs�.21–23 Nanodumbbells are NRs of a given material

sandwiched between two-end spherical caps of a different

material. Then we first will look for MPs in nanodumbbells,

i.e., MPs produced by structural effects. Afterwards, we will

study MPs in diluted NRs subject to an electric field along

the NR axis. Also, we will pay attention to the way of prob-

ing MPs, in particular, the addition spectrum and the infrared

response.

II. THEORY AND MODELS

LSDFT, also referred to as local spin-density-

approximation �LSDA�, which has given satisfactory results

in the study of related structures,12,24–26 is employed in the

present work. Numerical integration of the Kohn-Sham �KS�
equations is carried out. Details of the method followed are

described in Ref. 24. The exchange-correlation functional is

taken as a sum of the Dirac exchange functional of a homo-

geneous electron gas and the correlation-functional param-

etrized by Perdew and Zunger.27

In addition to the ground-state calculations, we also com-

pute the spin- and charge-density responses within the frame-

work of time-dependent LSDFT.28 In order to obtain the di-

pole strength in the spin and density channels, we study the

time evolution, following an initial perturbation, of the di-

pole signal D�t�=n · �D�, where D=� jr j for density-dipole

modes and D=� jr j� j
z for spin-dipole modes, � · � means ex-

pected value in the time-dependent state, and n is the unit

vector pointing toward the direction given by the polariza-

tion of the incident electromagnetic wave. To calculate D�t�,
we first solve the static LSDA KS equations, and the appro-

priate static solutions of the KS equations are then used as

initial conditions for solving the time-dependent KS equa-

tions,

i�
�

�t
���r,t� = HKS��↑�r,t�,�↓�r,t�����r,t� . �1�

In order to describe the interaction of the system with an

external dipole field, the ground-state single-particle �sp�
wave functions are slightly excited initially according to

����r ,0�=U���r ,0�, with U=exp�ikn ·r� for the density-

dipole modes and U=exp�ik��n ·r�, where ��=+1�−1� for

�= ↑ �↓ �, for the spin-dipole modes. The wave number k is

taken small enough to keep the response of the system within

the linear regime, in which the Fourier transform of the di-

pole signal, D���=�ei�tD�t�dt, is directly related to the di-

pole strength, Sn���=
1

k
Im�D����. Hence, a frequency analy-

sis of D�t� provides the absorption energies and their

respective intensities �see details in Refs. 28 and 29�.
Unless otherwise stated, we study Wigner crystallization

and MPs in CdTe NRs and CdSe/CdTe/CdSe NDs. The NR

is modeled by a cylinder of radius R=2 nm and length

L=55 nm, and the ND is built by attaching two

R=2.2 nm radius spherical caps to this NR, as depicted in

Fig. 1. A twofold reason leads us to choose these materials.

On the one hand, they are materials employed nowadays in

many syntheses of elongated nanocrystals,21–23 and, on the

other hand, they have very similar effective masses and di-

electric constants, but they have a rather large band offset so

that no relevant effects coming from effective mass and/or

dielectric constant inhomogeneities will mask those coming

from an inhomogeneous confining potential derived from the

band offset. The uniform electron effective mass, m�=0.13,

and dielectric constant, �=9.2, employed in our models are

those of bulk material.30 We assume the 0.42 eV CdSe/CdTe

conduction-band offset31 as confining barrier height between

(a)
R=2.2 nmR=2.2 nm

4 eV4 eV

0.42 eV 0.42 eV

L=55 nm

R=2 nm

CdSeCdSe
CdTe

V
(b)

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic geometry of the nanostructures under

study. �b� Schematic profile of the spatial confining potential along

the z axis.
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these materials. Since no specific QD environment is deter-

mined, we assume a typical 4 eV confining QD-environment

barrier �see Fig. 1�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first study the electronic structure of CdSe/CdTe/CdSe

NDs. The geometry, material parameters, and confining po-

tential are those described in the previous section. The ge-

ometry has been selected to show the gradual appearance of

the different phases.

In Fig. 2�a� we show the addition energy spectrum of this

ND, i.e., the energy Eadd�N�=U�N+1�−2U�N�+U�N−1�,
where U�N� is the total energy of the N-electron system

ground state. As stated in Sec. I, this magnitude, analogous

to the electron affinity in atomic physics, quantifies the rela-

tive stability of the N-particle system and can be measured
experimentally as a function of N. It constitutes a key quan-
tity that characterizes transport into the nanostructures.

In order to theoretically obtain this spectrum, the more
rigorous, but computationally very demanding, exact diago-
nalization could be attempted. In practice, unfortunately, this
heavy method can only be applied to few-electron systems.
Larger systems require less-demanding methods, such as the
DFT here employed. The practical limitations of this method

come from the not exactly known exchange-correlation po-

tential but general experience is that DFT results are quite

reliable,32 and they have substantially contributed to an un-

derstanding of QD addition spectra.2,33

The addition energy profile, see Fig. 2�a�, shows a peak at

N=2 electrons corresponding to a half filling of the first

�z=0 shell, and a second, larger peak at N=4 electrons, cor-

responding to the complete filling of this shell. Up to N=4
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FIG. 2. �a� Addition energy spectrum of the studied nanodumbbell �cylinder of R=2 nm radius and length L=55 nm, ended with two
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electrons the density is completely localized within the ND
spherical caps, as can be seen in Fig. 2�b�, where the ground-
state z-density profile, i.e., ��z�=���r ,z ,	�dS, of the ND
populated with N=4 electrons is represented. As can be seen,
for N=4, the electronic spin-up density �dotted line� equals

the electronic spin-down density �dashed line�, adding up to

the total density �solid line in Fig. 2�b��.
After filling the ND with N=4 electrons, the addition en-

ergy profile shows a flat region. It corresponds to the filling

of sp wave functions localized in the ND cylinder. Thus, Fig.

2�c� shows how the fifth electron with spin up �dotted line�
fills a sp localized at the central region of the cylinder. Fig-

ures 2�d� and 2�e� show the z-density profile of the ND popu-

lated with N=6 and N=7 electrons. We see that in both cases

four electrons are filling the spherical caps at the ND ends

�we have checked that the integration of the charge density

within the caps regions yield four electrons�. Figures 2�d�
and 2�e� also reveal that, within the cap regions, the elec-

tronic spin-up density �dotted line� equals the electronic

spin-down density �dashed line�, i.e., the total spin density is

zero. On the other hand, the central cylinder shows full spin

polarization with the spin-up density showing two �three�
peaks and the spin-down profile showing a zero height. The

real existence of the fully polarized phase should be taken

with caution, in the sense that LSDA generally overestimates

exchange and correlation in extremely diluted systems �see,
e.g., Ref. 34�. The same behavior takes place when removing
the two ND caps, thus yielding a cylindrical NR and filling it
with N=2 and N=3 electrons, �see Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. Fur-
thermore, in the particular N=6 and N=7 ND cases, the total

energy of the fully polarized ground state is found to be very

close to the SDW state. Then, due to the above-mentioned

exchange and correlation overestimation of LSDA in diluted

system, the obtained result may be just considered as a sig-

nature of attainment of the extremely diluted regime. Also, it

reveals the achievement of a MP in which four electrons are

filling the caps forming a Fermi liquid35 and the rest jump

into the central cylinder forming a dilute phase. Another in-

teresting feature of these two pictures, Figs. 2�d� and 2�e�, is

that the electrons at the cylinder are quite wavy, i.e., they

behave like quantum electrons having finite extension and

partially overlapping.

When an extra electron is added into the ND, in addition

to the Fermi liquid in the caps at the ND ends, a nice central

SDW emerges, i.e., a typical Wigner crystallization with N

peaks and broken spin symmetry19 �see Fig. 2�f��. However,

the addition energy spectrum remains flat, as corresponds to

the filling of extremely diluted systems �see region after the

left vertical arrow in Fig. 2�a��. In this case, the overlap

between neighbor electrons with the same spin is nearly
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zero, as can be seen in Fig. 2�f�, where the density profile of
a given spin goes down to zero as the opposite spin-density
profile reaches a maximum.

As we keep filling the ND with electrons, from N=8 up to
N=11, the scenario does not change. The addition energy
spectrum remains flat and the previously described MP, with
Fermi liquid within the caps at the ND ends and SDW at the
central cylinder, remains. However, as the number of elec-
trons increases, they become wavier, in the sense that the
overlap between neighbor electrons with the same spin starts
to increase �the density profile of a given spin starts being no
longer negligible at the places where the opposite spin-
density profile reaches its maxima�.

When the ND is filled with N=12 electrons, i.e., the cen-
tral cylinder is populated with N=8 electrons, the number of
maxima in the central cylinder is reduced to four, i.e., one
half of the number of electrons in the trunk, as corresponds
to a CDW phase. As pointed out in Sec. I, this phase arises

when the density of electrons starts rising up, but it is still

too low as to form a Fermi liquid. In a typical CDW, the

electronic spin-up density equals the electronic spin-down

one so that the corresponding profiles are superposed. How-

ever, this is not exactly the case in Fig. 2�j�, which better

seems a phase in between CDW and SDW. As far as the

addition energy spectrum is concerned, the transition from

SDW to CDW is monitorized by the end of a completely flat

profile and the appearance of typical shell-filling features in

the spectrum.

A typical CDW phase in the central cylinder is obtained

when filling the ND with N=14, 16, 18, and 20 electrons

�see Figs. 2�l�, 2�n�, 2�p�, and 2�r��. However, the odd fill-

ings, i.e., N=13, 15, 17, and 19 electrons, lead to density

profiles similar to that of the above-mentioned ND filled with

N=12 electrons, where the maxima of the electronic spin-up

density do not completely occur at the positions of the

maxima of the electronic spin-down one so that the corre-

sponding profiles do not completely match �see Figs. 2�k�,
2�m�, 2�o�, and 2�q��.

This intriguing feature characteristic of the low diluted,

odd-populated ND is also reproduced in the low diluted odd-

populated NRs. It can be seen in Fig. 3, where the ground

state z-density profiles of a NR built of a cylinder of

R=2 nm radius, L=55 nm length, and populated with 3 up

to 16 electrons, respectively, are displayed. This asymmetry

between the spin-up and -down density profiles may come

from the different self-consistent potentials appearing in the

spin-up and spin-down KS equations.

Since the MPs seem to come from inhomogeneous con-

fining potentials, we explore next the possibility of produc-

ing MPs by means of the application of an external electric

field. To this end, we apply an external electric field along

the z axis of the above mentioned R=2 nm radius and

L=55 nm length NR. Several electric field intensities and

NR populations are considered. As expected, the neat sepa-

rations of the two phases found when inhomogeneity comes

in the confining potential so that steplike potentials act upon

the system cannot be seen when applying an electric field. As

an example, we show in Fig. 4 the ground-state z-density

profiles of a NR populated with N=6 electrons and subject to

a 20 kV/cm electric field along the z axis. Three different

regions, labeled �I�, �II�, and �III� in the figure, can be dis-
tinguished in this profile. While region �III� looks like a typi-
cal SDW �Wigner crystallization� with as many peaks as
electrons and broken spin symmetry, region �I� looks like a
CDW with a number of peaks half the number of electrons.

Finally, region �II� displays an intermediate feature. On the

one hand, we can see broken spin symmetry with the maxi-

mum of the spin-up�-down� density arising at the position of

the minimum of the spin-down�-up� density. On the other

hand, the number of peaks is half the number of electrons.

We conclude that the presence of inhomogeneity may lead

to the formation of MPs, and that structural inhomogeneities,

i.e., steplike potentials coming from spatial confinement,

yield the more neat MPs.

Next we explore the infrared response. Our system feels a

strong radial confinement and thus the responses in the di-

rections perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the nanostruc-

ture �transverse response�, both to spin- and charge-density

oscillations, arise in the high-energy region so that no peaks

are found in the low-energy region of the spectrum. We en-

close in Fig. 5 the transverse spin- and charge-density re-

sponses of the studied ND populated with N=4 �no electrons

in the central cylinder, see Fig. 2�b��, N=8 �four electrons

yielding a SDW in the central cylinder, see Fig. 2�f��, and

N=16 �12 electrons yielding a CDW in the central cylinder,

see Fig. 2�n��. Also, the transverse spin- and charge-density

responses of the NR populated with N=4 �yielding a SDW,

see Fig. 3�c�� and N=12 �yielding a CDW, see Fig. 3�k�� are

also enclosed in the figure for the sake of comparison.

Figure 5 reveals that the spin responses of all studied NDs

have a strong peak at 450 meV which is absent in the NRs.

We may associate this peak to transverse oscillations of the

electrons in the ND caps. The NDs with more than four

electrons show a second strong spin peak at higher energies

�474 meV for N=16 and 483 meV for N=8, the latter dis-

playing a second weaker transition at an energy a bit higher

than 485 meV, see Fig. 5�. Also the partner NRs �those popu-

lated with N=4 and N=12� show this strong spin peak, and it

also happens that the more diluted system shows the re-

sponse at a higher energy and has a second weaker transition

at a bit higher energy �482 meV for N=12 and 492 and 494
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FIG. 4. NR ground state z-density profiles �the NR is modeled

by a cylinder of R=2 nm radius and L=55 nm length� populated

with N=6 electrons, subject to a 20 kV/cm electric field along the z

direction. Solid line: total charge density. Dotted/dashed line: spin

up/down density.
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meV for N=4�. We may associate this peak to transverse-

spin oscillations of the electrons in the ND cylinder and in

the NR, respectively. The charge-density response arises be-

tween 487 and 500 meV, being distributed among one or two

peaks for all five cases studied. Therefore, we conclude that,

as expected, the transverse-spin and -charge responses do not

show any fingerprint of dilute �Wigner� electronic distribu-

tions. In fact, the transitions associated to the cylinder appear

at energies higher than those related to the cap, as the cylin-

der radius is smaller than that of the caps, thus just revealing

a higher �radial� confinement.

Let us consider next the longitudinal or axial response.

Figure 6 collects the low �Figs. 6�a�–6�e�� and high �Figs.

6�f�–6�j�� energy parts of the spin- and charge-density re-

sponses for the different NDs and NRs studied. As far as the

high-energy part of the response concerns, we can see that

for all studied ND populations the spectra have a series of

regularly spaced peaks within the 160–800 meV range with a

smooth envelope, the spacing between consecutive peaks

slightly increasing with energy �see Figs. 6�f�, 6�h�, and 6�j��.
For the N=4 ND these peaks take all the strength for both

spin- and charge-density responses �see Fig. 6�f��. For the

other two studied NDs, with N=8,16, the strengths of these

high-energy peaks are one or more orders of magnitude

smaller than those of the peaks arising at low energies—that

we are going to describe next �see Figs. 6�h� and 6�j�, respec-

tively�. These peaks, absent in NRs �see Figs. 6�g� and 6�i��,
can therefore be associated with the confinement in the ND

caps.

Finally, we turn our attention toward the low-energy range

of the longitudinal response. On the one hand, we can see in

Figs. 6�e� and 6�d� that both the N=16 electron ND and the

N=12 electron NR concentrate almost all the strength of

their charge-density response in respective single peaks at

approximately 21 meV. The same happens to their spin-

density response, appearing respective single peaks between

7 and 8 meV. On the other hand, the spin response of the

N=8 electron ND and its corresponding N=4 electron NR

partner �see Figs. 6�c� and 6�b�, respectively� arise quite

fragmented in this low-energy part of the spectra. Further-

more, and in contrast with the other cases, the spin peaks

appear at energies higher than those of the charge-density

peaks. It is remarkable the close similarity in the response

�fingerprint� of the N=16 ND and its N=12 NR partner, on

the one hand, and that of the N=8 ND and its N=4 NR

partner, on the other hand. Finally, the N=4 ND has not a

single peak in this low-energy region of the spin- and charge-

density responses �see Fig. 6�a��.
In general, the charge-density response emerges at ener-

gies higher than those of the spin-density response, due to

the fact that the Coulomb repulsion exceeds the attraction

associated with the spin and coming from the exchange-

correlation term in the KS Hamiltonian. The observed fea-

ture in the systems with Wigner localization �N=8 ND and

N=4 NR� seems to come from the fact that the maxima of

the densities of both spins lie apart from each other forming

the Wigner molecules. All the same, these spin peaks arising

at energies higher than those of the charge-density might not

correspond to a genuine spin response, due to the relevant

local magnetization of the system, and may correspond to the

so-called acoustic modes.36

In summary, we do have some elements allowing �i� to

distinguish NDs from NRs in the transverse-spin response,

�ii� to discriminate whether ND electrons are exclusively lo-

cated in the caps or also in the central trunk �longitudinal

high-energy response and presence or absence of peaks in its

low-energy range�, and finally �iii� to detect the Wigner

phase in the ND trunk or in the NR: spectra fragmentation

and absence of spin response at energies lower than those of

the charge-density one �acoustic modes�.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present paper we have shown that inhomogeneous

confining potentials may lead to the formation of mixed

phases, driven by an uneven electronic-density distribution,
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Spin-density �dashed lines� and charge-

density �solid lines� transverse responses �arb. units� of different

NRs and NDs. Geometry and electron population are indicated at

each of the panels. Panels �b� and �c�, on the one hand, and �d� and

�e�, on the other hand, correspond to the same number of electrons

in the central cylinder �4 and 12, respectively�.
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in which some regions of the N-electron system behave like

a Fermi liquid while, simultaneously, other more dilute re-

gions display the typical quasiclassical Wigner distribution

of the charge maxima in the electron-density profile, either

CDW or proper SDW. Furthermore, we have shown the char-

acterization of MPs in the addition spectrum and the infrared

response. Finally, we would like to stress that beyond its

intrinsic theoretical interest, MPs may be useful in the design

of optoelectronic devices. For example, the low-energy axial

infrared response of a ND attached to a gate, the voltage of

which is changing to fill the ND with electrons, may be used

as an infrared sensor of electron filling, since once the caps

are full of electrons and the next one jumps into the trunk, an

abrupt low-energy infrared sign is emitted.
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Full configuration interaction calculations demonstrate the existence of mixed correlation phases in

truly three-dimensional elongated nanocrystals subject to inhomogeneous spatial confining

potentials. In such phases, the electron density behaves like a Fermi liquid in some regions, while,

simultaneously, other more dilute regions display the typical quasi-classical Wigner distribution.

The present results confirm and strengthen previous local spin-density functional theory predictions

[Ballester et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 115405 (2010)]. Additionally, simulation of the in-plane and

z-polarized modes of the absorption spectra reveals the different correlation regimes occurring in

these systems.VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4737774]

I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots (QD) have been an active

field of research in chemistry, materials science, and solid

state physics over the last decades.1 The interest of these

structures arises from their atomic-like behavior, i.e., dis-

crete energy spectrum and finite number of confined carriers,

along with the possibility of tuning their behavior artificially

by changing the dimensions and the composition of the dots.

This flexibility has made it possible to investigate systems

with atomic-like response in physical regimes, which are

unattainable for natural atoms. The gain in basic science this

has brought about has allowed researchers to envisage new

technological devices, which were inconceivable a few years

ago. The practical development of these devices, in turn, has

opened new theoretical and experimental challenges.

Dependence of nanocrystal properties on size and shape

has been investigated, thanks to successful control of growth

during experimental synthesis.2 In particular, colloidal elon-

gated quantum dots are of theoretical interest due to their ani-

sotropic spatial confinement. These nanosystems represent the

transition from spherical to rod-like shape with a preferential

growth direction. The relaxation of the spatial confinement

along the longitudinal direction leads to a weak confinement

regime, in which the electronic correlations may play an im-

portant role. As a consequence, anisotropic shape confers dif-

ferent properties to nanorods as compared to their spherical

counterpart. Thus, depending on the dimensions of nanorods,

the band gap3 and the optical properties4 are modified.

In addition to size and shape, heterogeneous composi-

tion introduces new structural effects. Nowadays, mixed-

semiconductor heterostructures are synthesized5 with precise

shapes. In particular, CdSe/CdTe heterojunctions yield

structures composed of a nanorod sandwiched between two

spherical caps. This structure is referred to as nanobarbell or

nanodumbbell (ND)6 and presents an inhomogeneous confin-

ing potential and promising technological applications.7

Among the exotic physical regimes difficult to attain in

natural atoms but straightforwardly reachable in artificial

heterostructures, we may mention the Wigner crystal. In

1934 Wigner predicted that, below a critical electron density,

the electron gas crystallizes and forms a lattice of electrons

arranged in precise classical configurations.8 This is due to

the fact that the kinetic energy becomes negligible relative to

the Coulomb energy so that correlations dominate the elec-

tronic structure. Many classical electron configurations in ar-

tificial structures have been reported up to date (see, e.g.,

Refs. 9 and 10). In contrast, crystallization processes in the

presence of highly inhomogeneous potentials seem to have

attracted much less attention.11–13

In a recent paper,14 local spin-density functional theory

(LSDFT) calculations demonstrated the existence of mixed

phases (MPs) in CdSe/CdTe/CdSe NDs, driven by the inho-

mogeneous spatial confining potentials. In a MP the electron

density behaves like a standard Fermi liquid in some regions

while, simultaneously, other more dilute regions display the

profile of a typical Wigner crystal.

In this article, we carry out full configuration interaction

(FCI) calculations of the ground and lowest-lying excited

states of many electrons confined in a CdSe/CdTe/CdSe ND.

We identify the formation of MPs in the ground states, thus

confirming and reinforcing the previous results obtained at

the LSDFT level. Additionally, we carry out the simulations

of absorption spectra to find out fingerprints and thus probe

the different correlation regimes occurring in the MPs of

these systems.

II. THEORYAND MODELS

We study MPs in CdSe/CdTe/CdSe NDs. The ND

model is built by attaching two R ¼ 2:2 nm radius spherical

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

josep.planelles@qfa.uji.es.
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CdSe caps to the tips of a CdTe cylinder of radius R¼2 nm

and length L¼55 nm, as depicted in Fig. 1. We have previ-

ously studied this system at the LSDFT level and found the

existence of MPs in the system.14 A twofold reason leads us

to choose the employed materials. On the one hand, they are

materials used nowadays in many syntheses of elongated

nanocrystals,5,6,15 and, on the other hand, they have a rather

large band offset but very similar effective masses and

dielectric constants, so that no relevant effects coming from

effective mass and/or dielectric constant inhomogeneities

will mask those coming from an inhomogeneous confining

potential derived from the band offset. The isotropic and uni-

form electron effective mass, m�¼0:13, and dielectric con-

stant, �¼9:2, employed in our models are those of bulk

material.16 We assume the 0.42 eV CdSe/CdTe conduction

band offset17 as the confining barrier height between these

materials, and set the origin of energies at the bottom of the

CdTe conduction band. Since no specific QD environment is

determined, we assume a typical 4 eV confining QD-

environment barrier (see Fig. 1).

The Hamiltonian (in a.u.) of an electron confined in this

ND reads as follows:

ĥi¼�
1

2m�
r2

i þ Vc
i (1)

with Vc
i standing for the spatial confining potential (see Fig.

1(b)). Therefore, the many-electron Hamiltonian for the sys-

tem results

Ĥ¼
X

N

i¼1

ĥi þ
X

N

i<j

1

�

1

jri � rjj
; (2)

where N is the number of electrons.

The many-electron Hamiltonian equation (2) is solved

variationally by means of a FCI approach. To this end, we

employ the CI code available at the address given in Ref. 18.

In order to carry out the FCI calculation, one first has to

select a given finite M-dimensional one-electron basis set

f/pg
M

p¼1
and then build all possible N-body Slater determi-

nants Ui¼detf/1/2…/Ng out of them. In a second step, the

projection of Hamiltonian (2) onto the basis set of Slater

determinants is carried out, yielding matrix elements

hUijĤ jUji (one may eventually select a subset of spin- and

symmetry-adapted configurations, thus yielding smaller mat-

rices to diagonalize). The last step is the diagonalization. For

practical purposes, the one-electron basis set is generally

taken orthogonal. Our orbital choice is the set of single-

particle (SP) states, i.e., the eigenfunctions of the one-

electron Hamiltonian (1), which we compute by first inte-

grating ĥi using a finite differences scheme, and then diago-

nalizing the resulting matrices with the implicitly restarted

Arnoldi iterative method.19 Since we must select a finite ba-

sis set, the natural choice is the M lowest-energy eigenvec-

tors. Actually, in our system the lowest-energy part of the

single-electron spectrum has a null (lz¼0) z-component of

the angular momentum, i.e., many s (lz¼0) SP states lie en-

ergetically below the first p (lz¼61), and higher angular

momentum states are much more excited. Then, we employ

a 2� n� 2 basis set in the FCI calculations, i.e., a basis set

including the n lowest-lying s and the lowest-lying degener-

ate pair of p orbitals (both pþ1 and p�1 orbital pairs), these

orbitals making, in all studied cases, a negligible contribu-

tion to the ground and lowest-lying excited states. In prac-

tice, we have checked that, in order to describe the low-lying

energy part of the many-electron system, setting n¼10 is

more than enough (e.g., the results for the 4-electron sys-

tem—both the energy and the relevant components of the

low-lying eigenvectors—are almost identical employing ei-

ther n¼10 or n¼14 s orbitals). With the eigenvectors

obtained, we also simulate the low-lying part of the absorp-

tion spectrum. To this end, we calculate, within the dipole

approximation, the 0 ! K charge transition probability from

the ground state W0 to the state WK (both of them expressed

as linear combinations of the many-electron basis set of Sla-

ter determinants fUig). These transitions, related to the den-

sity dipole modes, preserve the spin of the system, and the

corresponding transition probability is given by

k � W0

�

�

�

�

�

X

N

i¼1

ri

�

�

�

�

�

WK

* +�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

; (3)

where k is the polarization vector of the incident electromag-

netic radiation.

We also simulate the spin transition probability (spin

dipole modes, implying spin changes). The corresponding

transition probability reads

k � W0

X

N

i¼1

griri

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

WK

* +�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

; (4)

where gr¼þ1ð�1Þ for r¼" ð#Þ and, as above, k defines

polarization. For both, density and spin dipole modes, we
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c

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic profile of the spatial confin-

ing potential along the z axis for the nanostructures

under study sketched in (b).
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consider in-plane (k? ẑ) and z (k k ẑ) polarizations. The in-

plane polarization transition changes the z-component of the

total angular momentum (DLz¼61), while z-polarization

preserves it (DLz¼0). Our simulations assume a low temper-

ature of the system (T¼1 K, i.e., 0.1meV approximately).

We assume the Boltzmann thermal distribution piðTÞ¼
gi
g0
e�DEi=kBT for the initial-state occupation at temperature T,

with giðg0Þ as the degeneracy factor of the state Wi (ground

state), DEi the energy difference between Wi and the ground

state, and kB the Boltzmann constant. We then use an inter-

mediate normalization, i.e., the ground-state occupation is

always set to one.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first study the electronic structure of the ground state

of CdSe/CdTe/CdSe NDs whose geometry, material parame-

ters, and confining potential are described in Sec. II. The z

profiles of the lowest-lying orbitals are represented in Fig. 2.

Such profiles are obtained by integrating the in-plane coordi-

nates of the corresponding orbital. From this figure one can

see that the two lowest-lying orbitals, that are quasi-

degenerate, are mostly localized within the two spheres of the

ND, while the more excited orbitals expand their density in

the central cylinder, with a negligible density in the spheres.

The preferential localization of the density along the ND can

be rationalized from the orbital energies. Thus, while the

energy eðs1Þ � eðs2Þ is 0.489 eV, close to the barrier height

(0.42 eV), the energy eðs3Þ¼0.737 eV is already much higher

and, since orbitals must be orthogonal, the localization of s1
and s2 in the spheres pushes the rest of orbitals towards the

long central cylinder, their orbital energies being close

(eðs4Þ¼0.740 eV, eðs5Þ¼0.744 eV,…, eðs10Þ¼0.794 eV). As

for the p orbitals of possible interest, the two lowest-lying

orbitals with lz¼61 have also their density concentrated

within the spheres and have a very excited energy: eðp1Þ
� eðp2Þ¼0.963 eV.20 And, in a similar way to s orbitals, also

pi; i > 2 expand their density in the central cylinder, with a

negligible density in the spheres and have an orbital energy

much higher than those of the two lowest-lying p orbitals:

eðp3Þ¼ 1.218 eV, eðp4Þ¼ 1.220 eV, eðp5Þ¼ 1.225 eV, etc.

Then, the contribution of the Slater determinants that include

these p orbitals to the ground and low-lying many-electron

states is foreseeably negligible, as the calculations confirm.

Next, we calculate the ground state of the ND populated

with N¼4, 6, and 8 electrons by means of the FCI methodol-

ogy. Several 2� n� 2 basis sets are employed, and the

results indicate that a 2-10-2 basis set already saturates the

required Hilbert space.

In the N¼4 case, the dominant configuration is s21 s
2
2

with a weight larger than 99% (99.6% with the 2-10-2 basis

and 99.5% with the 2-14-2 basis). This means that electronic

correlation is small and that our system is in the so-called

strong confinement regime, as corresponds to the electrons

within the spheres. The z-profile of the total density and

spin-up density (same as spin-down one) is represented in

Fig. 3(a). It shows two strong maxima, one in each spherical

cap, and a negligible density in the central cylinder, just a

small penetration tail into the cylinder barrier. The integra-

tion of the density in each cap amounts to nearly 2, as corre-

sponds to two electrons in each cap. The lack of fine details

modulating the profile of the two density peaks denotes the

low level of correlation between the electrons populating

each cap.14 We may refer to this configuration as a Fermi liq-

uid phase, i.e., a system of weakly interacting particles where

the kinetic energy dominates over the Coulomb repulsion.

We next increase the number of electrons in the ND up

to N¼6. In this case, the ground state dominant configura-

tion is s21 s
2
2 s

2
3 with a weight of only 64%. As pointed out

above, orbitals s1 and s2 are energetically separated from the

rest of orbitals, and their electronic densities are concen-

trated within the spherical caps. On the other hand, s3 has an

orbital energy close to many other orbitals si; i > 3; all of
them with densities concentrated within the central cylinder

(see Fig. 2). The closeness of orbital energies of many orbi-

tals si; i > 2, explains the relevant contributions to the

ground state of many excited configurations s21 s
2
2 s

2
i ; i > 3

and s21 s
2
2 si sj, where either i > 3 or i and j > 3, and therefore

the fact of a high electronic correlation. The z-profile of the

total density and spin-up density is represented in Fig. 3(b).

It shows two strong maxima, one in each spherical cap, and

additionally a pair of maxima in the central cylinder. The
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FIG. 2. z profiles of the six lowest-lying lz ¼ 0 orbitals corresponding to

the ND whose geometry is depicted in Fig. 1. Vertical dashed lines indicate

the boundaries between the rod and the caps of the ND.
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integration of the density in each cap is nearly 2, as corre-

sponds to two electrons in each cap and two electrons in the

central cylinder. Thus, while the pair of electrons in each cap

displays a density profile with a single maximum (Fermi liq-

uid), the pair in the cylinder displays a twofold maximum, as

correspond to a strongly correlated Wigner crystal, i.e., a phase

where the Coulomb repulsion dominates. We are thus in front

of a phase with a mixed situation, i.e., a MP. In these truly

three-dimensional systems, the inhomogeneous confining

potential along the z axis leads to the formation of a phase

characterized by an uneven electronic-density distribution, in

which some regions of the many-electron system behave like a

Fermi liquid while, simultaneously, other more dilute regions

display the typical quasi-classical Wigner distribution of the

charge maxima in the electron-density profile. Due to the rela-

tively long cylinder length, the quantum effects coming from

the longitudinal confinement are negligible. Then, electron-

electron interactions dominate over the kinetic energy, and a

high correlation regime is achieved. In order to minimize the

energy of the system, electrons localize in an ordered way,

resembling quasi-classical particles along the central cylinder.

Finally, we consider the case with N¼8 electrons. The

ground state dominant configuration is now s21 s
2
2 s

2
3 s

2
4 with a

weight of only 58%, which means high correlation regime.

However, as in the case of N¼6, we are actually dealing

with a MP, as is revealed by the z-density profiles shown in

Fig. 3(c). In this case, the density profile integrates around 4

within the central cylinder and shows four maxima, while

integrates around 2 in each cap, where a single maximum is

displayed. The overall obtained results confirm and

strengthen the previous ones obtained at the LSDFT level.14

We complete our study with the simulation of some absorp-

tion spectra. As stated in Sec. II, our computations assume a

temperature T¼1 K, consider in-plane and longitudinal polar-

izations, and include density and spin dipole modes. For axially

symmetric systems, the transition probability equations (3) and

(4) lead to the following selection rules: DLz¼61 for in-plane

polarization and DLz¼0 for longitudinal or z polarization.

The in-plane polarization transitions are well defined

and highly energetic. They are displayed in Fig. 4 for the

case of N¼4 and N¼6 electrons. As we can see, the spectra

of N¼4 and N¼6 are very similar. In the N¼4 case, it

includes a single peak at 538meV that can be fairly

described as a superposition of nearly degenerate s1 ! p1
and s2 ! p2 SP absorptions. In the N¼6 case, the electron

correlation is quite more relevant, and the orbital description

is at most qualitative. However, we may say that the strong

peak arising at 535meV [see Fig. 4(b)] mainly corresponds

to s1 ! p1 and s2 ! p2 SP transitions too (transitions

si>2 ! p1 or p2 are almost forbidden due to the negligible or-

bital overlaps associated). The second peak at 544meV is

weak and can be qualitatively ascribed to a mixture of SP

transitions, involving s1 ! p1, s2 ! p2, s1s3 ! s4p1, etc.

The reason for the similarity of the in-plane spectra despite

the different correlation regimes of the N¼4 and N¼6 sys-

tems traces back to the fact that s1, s2, p1, and p2 orbitals are

concentrated in the caps, while si; i > 3; orbitals are basically
confined within the cylinder. Interestingly, the spin and charge

modes are almost degenerate (see Fig. 4). It comes from the

fact that configurations s2p2 and s1p1 are almost degenerate

and that, due to the confinement of the orbitals s1, s2, p1, and

p2 within the caps (see Fig. 1), the bielectronic integrals21

J1¼ðs1s1jp1p1Þ� J2¼ðs2s2jp2p2Þ and K1¼ðs1p1jp1s1Þ�K2

¼ðs2p2jp2s2Þ, amount almost to the same than ðs1s2jp1p2Þ and
ðs1p1js2p2Þ, respectively. Then, the configurations interaction

yields a quasidegeneracy of the singlet and triplet final

states.22

The z-polarized spectra of N¼6 and 8 electrons in the

ND are collected in Fig. 5. These are the most interesting
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modes, as far as the identification of correlation regimes is

concerned. A first main difference arises between the N¼4

system and those with N¼6 and N¼8. The former does not

contain any visible density (nor spin) mode in the lower part

of the spectrum, i.e., in the region 0-20meV (not shown).

Conversely, the other systems present a strong density mode

at 9meV (N¼6) and 15meV (N¼8), and the spin counter-

part mode at lower energy. In the N¼6 system this peak cor-

responds to the transitions s3 ! s4, s3 ! s5, and in the N¼8

case to the transitions like s4 ! s5, s3 ! s5, s3 ! s7. These

transitions between s orbitals confined in the cylinder cannot

be observed in the case of the N¼4 system because in this

case si; i > 2; are empty, and the transition from s1 and s2 to

si; i > 2; presents an almost negligible oscillator strength due

to the negligible overlap of the regions where s1 and s2 on

the one hand and si; i > 2; on the other hand present relevant

electron density. As a result, the z-polarized absorptions

observed at low energies for N¼6 and N¼8 can be ascribed

to the presence of high correlation phases in the cylinder, the

lower the transition energy the closer the involved SP states,

and thus the larger the electron-electron correlation.

As a whole, the absorption spectrum reveals the signa-

tures of both, Fermi liquid and Wigner crystal phases, turn-

ing therefore into a suitable tool to confirm the existence of

mixed correlation phases in these systems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, we carry out FCI calculations of

the ground and low-lying states of many electrons confined

in a ND. In these many-electron diluted systems subject to

inhomogeneous spatial confining potentials, we find out the

existence of MPs, i.e., phases in which some regions of the

many-electron system behave like a Fermi liquid while,

simultaneously, other more dilute regions display the typi-

cal quasi-classical Wigner distribution of the electron den-

sity. The present results confirm and reinforce previous

results obtained at the local spin-density functional theory

level. Additionally, we enclose the simulations of absorp-

tion spectra, which exhibit in-plane and z-polarized modes

that reveal the different correlation regimes occurring in

these systems.
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We present a theoretical and numerical investigation of correlated multi-electron states of

hexagonal semiconductor rings. Both single-particle and correlated states show localization

patterns in the six corners and energy spectra degeneracies corresponding to a hexagonal benzene

ring. Thus, our results can aid the interpretation of energy-loss or near-field experiments that, in

turn, shed light on the nature of molecular few-particle orbitals of artificial benzene. Surprisingly,

we find that charges get more localized in the corners as the number of electrons increases, up to

six, this indicating the deficiency of a picture based on orbitals delocalized on the whole ring. We

also expose the presence of several spin-correlated states and the effect of an asymmetry of the

system.VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4766444]

I. INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal shape is rather common in semiconductor

nanowires (NWs) due to the crystal structure of the compos-

ing material.1–4 Furthermore, a modulation in the NWs com-

position along the axis can lead to a further confinement of

the free carriers and form a disk-shaped quantum dot whose

effective two-dimensional (2D) potential results to be har-

monic.5 This essentially hides the real shape of the semicon-

ductor pillar, i.e., the NW, from which the zero-dimensional

confinement is obtained. Deep insight has been achieved on

this type of nanostructures, including the nature of correlated

few-particle states,6,7 their relaxation rates,8,9 and optical

properties.10,11

Recently, a new kind of quasi-1D nanostructure, namely

semiconductor core-multishell nanowires (CSNWs), has

been realized,12 where the carrier confinement is not limited

to the center of the NW. This leads to additional degrees of

freedom and interesting properties for applications in opto-

and nano-electronic devices.13

In analogy with the fabrication of vertical or disk-

shaped quantum dots from a NW, a proper material modula-

tion along a CSNW axis should be able to generate a strong

confinement of the carriers in that direction, leading to an

effective 2D system. However, now the confinement in the

orthogonal plane is not harmonic, and the shape of the

CSNW section cannot be considered circular anymore.

Rather, the carriers will be confined in a polygonal flat quan-

tum ring. Our study addresses few-interacting-carrier states

of semiconductor hexagonal rings. Due to the qualitative

similarity of the system shape and symmetry with a benzene

hexagonal ring, we term it artificial benzene. As we shall

see, the few-electron density localization and the states

degeneracies reflect the hexagonal symmetry as in benzene.

We focus on structures where electrons are localized on

a square-well type potential in the radial direction, rather

than being confined at the heterointerface by the triangular

well generated by the band bending.14,15 In fact, in the latter

case, a large carrier density is needed in order to create a sta-

ble electron gas, thus concealing the correlation effects

proper of the few-electron regime. We adopt an envelope

function approximation for the single-particle wave func-

tions and a full configuration interaction (FCI) approach to

compute the correlated states. The FCI method provides both

ground and excited states with comparable accuracy, this

being essential in the calculation of electron-phonon interac-

tions, response functions, and optical properties.16,17

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we

describe the model of our physical system and in Sec. III, we

outline the numerical approach adopted. In Sec. IV, the

single-electron states are reported and in Sec. V, the corre-

lated few-electron states are described with particular em-

phasis to their spin configuration and charge-density

distribution. In Sec. VI, we address a system where the hex-

agonal symmetry is lifted by a thicker layer in one of the fac-

ets. Finally, in Sec. VII, we draw our conclusion.

II. THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM

The system we consider is constituted by a three-layer

AlAs-GaAs-AlAs CSNWs with hexagonal cross section,

where an additional strong confinement has been introduced

in the growth direction. This gives an effective 2D system,

where an hexagonal GaAs quantum well is wrapped around

the AlAs core, as depicted in Figure 1. Since an excitation in

the axial direction has an energy much larger than the energy

scales involved in our simulations, we can neglect the

motion in the (confined) axial direction and adopt an effec-

tive 2D model. To be specific, we consider a regular-

hexagon domain with edges 66.5 nm long. The GaAs well is

6.8 nm wide. Its thickness is uniform all around the 37.3 nm

AlAs core. This symmetry will be lifted in Sec. VI, where

different thicknesses of one of the edges will be considered.

The GaAs well is covered by a 13.5 nm AlAs capping layer.

The conduction-band offset between the two materials is

438meV. We consider an effective mass m� isotropic on the

ring plane, with m� ¼ 0:063me ðm
� ¼ 0:15meÞ in GaAs

(AlAs), and a dielectric constant e ¼ 12:9 e0 ðe ¼ 10 e0Þ ina)Electronic mail: andrea.bertoni@nano.cnr.it.
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GaAs (AlAs). An effective thickness s ¼ 2 nm of the hexag-

onal ring in the axis direction is introduced in our model by

means of an additional parameter that smooths Coulomb

repulsion at short distance.18,19

III. NUMERICAL APPROACH

In order to find the correlated multi-electron states and

assess the role of Coulomb interaction and correlation, we

perform an exact diagonalization of the multi-particle

Schr€odinger equation via a FCI procedure. As a first step, the

single-particle orbitals wi and energies �i of a conduction-

band electron are computed, for the confining structure

described in Sec. II, through a numerical solution of the

effective-mass Schr€odinger equation

�
�h2

2
rr

1

m�ðrÞ
rr

� �

þ EcðrÞ

� �

wiðrÞ ¼ �iwiðrÞ ; (1)

where r is the 2D coordinate on the hexagonal domain,

m�ðrÞ is the isotropic material-dependent effective mass of

electrons, Ec is the conduction band profile, and i labels the

single-particle state. The above equation is numerically inte-

grated by means of a box integration method20 on a triangu-

lar grid with hexagonal elements. The grid reproduces the

symmetry of the system thus avoiding numerical artifacts

originated by discretization asymmetries of the six domain

boundaries, as would be the case, e.g., using a rectangular

grid. Formally, the partial differential Eq. (1) is integrated on

each hexagonal element. By applying the divergence theo-

rem, the area integral is converted in a linear integral of the

flux along the hexagon boundary. A balance between incom-

ing and outgoing fluxes (obtained through a first-order finite-

differences scheme) of adjacent hexagons connects the

unknowns on different elements. This results in a symmetric

sparse matrix whose dimension corresponds to the number

of grid hexagons, and with seven non-zero elements on each

row. This matrix is diagonalized through an efficient Lanc-

zos library algorithm.21 Our simulations typically use about

8600 hexagonal elements. Single-particle calculations are

essentially irrelevant from the computational effort perspec-

tive. However, the discretization grid of the single-particle

wave functions strongly affects the computational time of

Coulomb integrals, as we detail in the following, and we had

to choose a mesh thickness allowing for the practicable cal-

culation of them, yet leading to a small numerical error (of

the order of 1%) on the single-particle energies.

The next step is the calculation of the so-called

Coulomb integrals

Uijkl ¼

ð

dr

ð

dr0 w�
i ðrÞw

�
j ðr

0Þ Uðr � r
0Þwkðr

0ÞwlðrÞ; (2)

which we perform by exploiting the hexagonal tessellation

of the domain described above. In the equation above,

UðrÞ ¼ e
4p�ðrÞðjrjþsÞ is the Coulomb potential energy between

two electrons at distance jrj. The cutoff parameter s avoids

divergences of the integrand: It mimics the effect of a finite

thickness of the nanostructure in the axial direction as men-

tioned in Sec. II.

The multi-particle Hamiltonian matrix is then built up.

First, we fix a number N of interacting electrons. Then, we

build the Hilbert space by generating all possible Slater

determinants jUni, that is, the multi-particle basis of the Hil-

bert space. For all the calculations presented in the following

sections, we use 24 spin-orbital single-particle states, giving

24

N

� �

Slater determinants. In fact, we found that only the

lowest 12 states, corresponding to the first 6 orbitals, are

populated with a significant probability. We present calcula-

tions up to N¼ 7, which need a basis of about 350� 103 Sla-

ter determinants.

Finally, we compute the Hamiltonian matrix elements

H ¼
X

ir

eie
†
ireir þ

1

2

X

ijkl

X

rr0

Uijkle
†
ire

†
jr0ekr0elr; (3)

where eir ðe
†
irÞ is the annihilation (creation) operator for an

electron in the orbital state i and with spin r. The Hamilto-

nian matrix is finally diagonalized, leading to the complex

coefficients Cm
n of the mth multi-particle state

jWmi ¼
X

n

Cm
n jUni: (4)

In order to obtain the real-space electron density of

jWmi, we compute

nðrÞ ¼
X

n1;n2

�

ðCm
n1
Þ�Cm

n2

X

r

X

ij

w�
i ðrÞwjðrÞ

� hUn1 je
†
irejrjUn2i

�

; (5)

while, for the conditional density, if an electron is found in �r

with spin �r, the density distribution of the remaining elec-

trons with spin r is

nðr; rÞj
�r�r ¼

X

n1;n2

�

ðCm
n1
Þ�Cm

n2

X

ij

X

kl

w�
i ðrÞw

�
j ð�rÞwkð�rÞwlðrÞ

� hUn1 je
†
ire

†
j�rek�relrjUn2i

�

:

(6)

FIG. 1. Schematics of the system. A GaAs ring is wrapped around an hexag-

onal AlAs core and capped by an additional AlAs shell. The free electrons

are confined in the GaAs region. A strong confinement in the axial direction

leads to a ring-type structure.
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IV. SINGLE-ELECTRON STATES

The hexagonal symmetry of the GaAs quantum well

gives a energy-level structure of the single-particle states

with degeneracies 1-2-2-1, also typical of benzene molecule,

as it is shown in Figure 2. In particular, we report in the fig-

ure, the colormaps of the lowest 12 wave functions with the

corresponding energy reported on the right axis. The origin

of the energy scale is set in the GaAs band gap, 60% of the

gap below the bottom of the conduction band, where the

Fermi level of the undoped structure should lie. As men-

tioned above, these single-particle states are obtained within

the envelope function approximation.

In the FCI calculations reported in the following, we

find that only the lowest 6 orbitals (spin-independent real-

space wave functions) have significant population. Taking

into account all 12 orbitals, we can identify two different

types of shells, namely two groups of orbitals well separated

in energy, having the same degeneracy pattern. They show

different preferential localization of the wave functions. The

first shell, ranging from 942.294meV to 943.933meV, con-

tains the first 6 orbitals that accumulate the wave functions

to the wider area around the hexagonal ring, i.e., at the cor-

ners. On the other hand, the second shell from 946.407meV

to 952.342meV tends to localize the maxima of the wave

functions along the edges of the hexagonal system, and con-

sequently, has higher localization energy. Also, as expected,

the number of nodes around the ring increases with increas-

ing energy. In particular, we note that the double-degenerate

first and second excited orbitals have one and two nodal

lines, respectively. The following two orbitals have three

nodal lines. However, they are not degenerate, being the last

orbital of the first shell and the first one of the second shell.

In fact, the electron density is modulated, so that six peaks

are formed: in the first case, they are centered on the six

corners, while in the second case, they are on the hexagon

sides.

V. FEW-ELECTRON STATES

Multi-electron states are computed starting from the

single-particle orbitals of Figure 2 by means of the FCI

approach already described. Electron-density profiles up to

N¼ 7 electrons reveal that Coulomb repulsion tends to local-

ize electrons far from each other in order to minimize the

electrostatic energy of the system, and the electron density

for the lower-energy states accumulates on the corners of the

hexagonal ring. This effect adds to the corner localization of

single-particle states due to the wider area available and

lower kinetic energy. In order to pick out the effect of the

Coulomb interaction, in Figure 3, we report the electron den-

sity versus the position along an edge of the hexagon, for the

multi-particle states up to seven electrons. The distribution is

always higher at the corners, but the steepness decreases as

the number of particles increases up to six, with the single-

particle density higher in the middle of the edge than the six-

particle one. In the latter case, the six electrons are highly

localized on the six corners. This trend changes with the

introduction of a seventh electron: since the lower kinetic-

energy spots are all occupied the additional electron is

FIG. 2. Single-electron states WiðrÞ for the hexagonal GaAs quantum well

are represented, with red (blue) color indicating positive (negative) values.

Due to the hexagonal symmetry, the electronic structure reproduces the ben-

zene degeneracies distribution 1-2-2-1. We find two different wave function

localization patterns depending on the energy: the first 6 states (first shell)

stabilize their energy by accumulating the wave functions in peaks close to

the corners of the hexagon, while the second 6 states (second shell) tend to

localize the wave functions maxima along the edges.
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delocalized on the whole ring. On the right part of Figure 3

we show, as an example, the electron density profiles of the

ground multi-particle states with two, three, and five elec-

trons, together with the schematic representation of the lead-

ing Slater determinant(s) jUni in their configuration Eq. (4),

i.e., the ones with largest jCm
n j

2
. To be specific, the short hor-

izontal lines represent the three lower orbitals of Figure 2,

and the arrows represent electrons with up or down spin.

Despite the similar density profiles, with high charge

density on the six corners for all three cases, peculiar elec-

tronic configurations come into play in the correlated ground

states. The 2-electron system attains a closed first shell as

expected, while the 3-electron case shows an important con-

tribution of electronic configurations, which do not follow

the building-up and multiplicity principles, i.e., Aufbau’s

and Hund’s rules, respectively.22 An unusual leading config-

uration is also found for the 5-electron ground state, where

electrons distribute in pairs in the two degenerate first-

excited single-particle states forming a closed shell, while an

unpaired electron lies in the first shell. However, we must

stress that the above states are highly correlated, and in gen-

eral, the higher the number of particles, the higher the effect

of correlation. In fact, the weight of the leading Slater deter-

minant for the two-particle state is 63%, while it is only 19%

for the five-particle case.

We also quantify the relative stability of the N-electron

ground state by computing the addition energy, which is

obtained using the formula

EaddðNÞ ¼ EðN þ 1Þ � 2EðNÞ þ EðN � 1Þ; (7)

where EaddðNÞ is the energy required in order to place an

extra electron into the system that has initially N� 1 elec-

trons. Such quantity, similar to electron affinity in atomic

physics, is calculated by computing the total energy of the

N-electron system ground state E(N) and the total energies

for the hexagon occupied with Nþ 1 and N� 1 electrons,

i.e., E(Nþ 1) and E(N� 1), respectively.

The addition-energy spectrum is reported in Figure 4,

together with the chemical potential, for different numbers

of electrons. It reflects the orbital shell filling for the hexago-

nal symmetry up to N¼ 6. The first shell is identified with

the peak for 2 electrons, where system stabilizes because of

the closed shell configuration. The degeneracy pattern of the

symmetry of the system is observed when comparing 4- and

6-electron peaks. A half-filled shell is involved for the 4-

electron configuration while a closed shell is formed for the

6-electron ground state. The extra stabilization effect for the

closed shell can be detected thanks to the higher peak for six

electrons. This six-electron case corresponds to that of a ben-

zene ring. With seven electrons, the system stability

decreases having a single unpaired electron in the two degen-

erate orbitals above two closed shells, resulting in a negative

addition energy. The chemical potential versus the number

of electrons is also reported on Figure 4.

In order to assess the effects of Coulomb-induced corre-

lation on both ground state and excited states, we perform

FIG. 4. Addition energies and chemical potential for different number of

electrons. Two closed shells are formed at N¼ 2 and N¼ 6. A very stable

configuration is also found for N¼ 4, with the second shell half filled.

FIG. 3. Electron density along an edge

(dashed line on the top right hexagon) for

correlated ground states up to N¼ 7. To ease

the comparison, all the curves are normal-

ized to unity. Most of the electron density is

localized at the corners due to the Coulomb

repulsion and lower kinetic energy. On the

right, the colormap 2D plots for three cases

are reported, together with their leading Sla-

ter determinants. Note that in the 3-electron

case, the ground state is the spin-degenerate

quadruplet S ¼ 3
2
and we plot here the state

with Sz ¼ � 1
2
, which has three leading Slater

determinants entering the linear combination

of Eq. (4) with the same coefficient.
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conditional density calculations for several N-electron states

and report the spatial distribution of the remaining (N� 1)

electrons when one electron is found in a corner. In the

2-electron case, if an electron with spin up is fixed at one

corner of the hexagon, spin down density is localized at the

opposite corner as shown in Figure 5(a) for the 2-electron

ground state. This Coulomb repulsion effect is also observed

for excited states. For example, the double-degenerate sec-

ond excited state is shown in Figure 5(b). Note that in order

to preserve the symmetry of the system, a proper linear com-

bination of the degenerate eigenstates resulting from the FCI

procedure has to be considered. In fact, if a single correlated

state is taken, its real-space density does not maintain the

proper symmetry, as shown in Figure 5(c) and described in

its caption. This is because we take Slater determinants as a

basis and do not employ configuration state functions with

the full system symmetry. In other words, we do not exploit

quantum numbers originating from the hexagonal symmetry.

This choice, although computationally expensive, gives us

the freedom to alter the system geometry arbitrarily, as we

will do in Sec. VI.

Next, we check the effect of electron-electron interac-

tion on the correlation at higher electron densities. If we pop-

ulate the hexagon with three electrons and we fix one of

them in a corner, the other two are mainly found on the other

two corners forming with the first one an equilateral triangle.

This configuration is shown on the right of Figure 6, and it is

the same for the four degenerate ground states forming the

quadruplet with S ¼ 3
2
. As already reported in Figure 3, this

is a remarkable difference with respect to the non-correlated

state, for which the ground state consists of two electrons in

the lower orbital and one in the first-excited orbital, being

this a S ¼ 1
2
state. The latter state will be also the ground one

for the asymmetric system as we will show in Sec. VI. On

the left part of Figure 6, we report the electron density along

an edge, like in Figure 3. However, here, we fix the number

of particles to three and report three different states. The

more energetic the state, the more localized the electrons in

the corners. Although the difference is small, we find that

this effect is general, being present for any number of elec-

trons, at least for the few lower states.

For the 4-electron case, we also address the spin density

distribution. If one electron is fixed in a corner, the remain-

ing particles are distributed along the rest of the system, with

preferential localization in the opposite corner, as shown in

Figure 7(a) for the 4-electron ground state. However, a re-

markable difference is found between electrons with the

same or opposite spin with respect to the fixed one. Let us fix

an electron with spin down in a corner. While the other spin-

down electron localizes as far as possible at the opposite cor-

ner of the hexagon, spin-up density is distributed at the next

sides of the fixed electron, leaving the opposite corner

empty. This is shown in Figure 7(b), on the right and left

plots, respectively. This effect is much less effective in the

excited states. In fact, the first excited state has a density dis-

tribution for same-spin electron (not shown) that resembles

the one for ground state, i.e., in the opposite corner, while

FIG. 6. Three electrons. Left: Density distribution along a hexagon edge for

three different states. The higher the energy, the more localized the density

in the corners. Right: Conditional density for the ground state when an elec-

tron is fixed in a corner. The other two electrons localize in two corners to

form an equilateral triangle configuration.

FIG. 5. Two electrons. Conditional densities, when one electron is fixed in

one corner (small circle) for the ground state (a) and the double-degenerate

second-excited state (b)-(c). While (b) shows the density of a proper linear

combination of the two degenerate states yielding a correct symmetry, (c)

shows the charge density of one of the states, as computed by our FCI

approach. For each density plot, the leading Slater determinants composing

the correlated state are reported on the right.
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opposite-spin electrons tend to localize at the opposite corner

too, as shown in Figure 7(c).

Finally, the energy balance for a 5-electron system has a

strong kinetic contribution. Electron density is high enough

to distribute electrons all over the corners of the hexagon in

the ground state, as shown in Figure 8(a) for the opposite-

spin case (the same-spin case is similar). This is not true for

the first excited state, where the density for the spin with the

same orientation as the fixed particle is mainly localized at

the opposite corner (Figure 8(b) on the right), while the

opposite-spin density is distributed close to the fixed particle

(Figure 8(b) on the left). It should be noted that here we find

a ground state that does not follow Aufbau principle since in

the leading Slater determinant, only one electron occupies

the ground single-particle state. The correlated state corre-

sponding to the non-interacting ground state is the first-

excited one, shown in Figure 8(b). To assess the effect of

larger electron number, the conditional spin distribution of

Figure 8(b) should be compared with the ground 4-particle

state in Figure 7(b). The behavior is qualitative similar, how-

ever in the 5-electron case, spin distributions are more

spread, and for the opposite-spin case, the two spin-up peaks

are in the two nearest-neighbor corners. This a Coulomb

effect. In fact, the two remaining spin-down electrons are

localized not only on the opposite corners but also spread

across the other two corners as shown on the right of

Figure 8(b).

VI. ASYMMETRIC HEXAGON

In this section, we analyze the case with one segment of

the hexagonal ring thicker than the others. In fact, the experi-

mental synthesis of semiconductor CSNWs achieved a very

high control on the width of the overcoating semiconductor

shells, as already described in the Introduction, with a nano-

metric precision. However, even a small deviation from the

perfect symmetry of the six edges is expected to have a deep

influence on the energy spectra and charge distributions of

our hexagonal system. Therefore, we consider convenient to

show the system’s behavior when an asymmetry is intro-

duced. Specifically, we take one edge of the hexagon up to

2 nm thicker than the others, while maintaining its inner bor-

der in the same position. We will refer to this kind of irregu-

lar system as an asymmetric hexagon.

At the single-particle level, the asymmetric spatial con-

finement is responsible for the breakdown of the degenera-

cies found in the symmetric case of Figure 2. The electron

density of the lower states is now concentrated in the large

edge and the energy of those states decreases dramatically.

We report the energy spectrum of the first eight states as a

function of the additional thickness of the hexagon top edge

in Figure 9. As the thickness increases, more and more levels

leave the energy of the symmetric case and decrease linearly.

Moreover, levels from the upper shell (only two of them are

shown in the graph) decrease as well, and join the lower

shell. States with energy below that of the first shell of the

symmetric system are mainly localized in the large edge. In

fact, we focus on a specific case, with an extra top edge

FIG. 7. Four electrons. (a) Conditional density for the ground state and its

leading Slater determinants. (b) Ground-state conditional spin density for

electrons with different (left) or same (right) spin as the fixed one. (c) Condi-

tional spin density of the first-excited state (and its leading Slater determi-

nant) for electrons with opposite spin with respect to the fixed one.

FIG. 8. Five electrons. (a) Conditional spin density for the ground state (and

its leading Slater determinant) with spin opposite to that of the fixed particle.

(b) Conditional spin density for the first excited state for both opposite-spin

(left) and same-spin (right) cases. The leading Slater determinant of the first-

excited state has lower energy than that of the ground state, this being an

effect of Coulomb correlation. Spin distributions for the ground (first-

excited) 5-electron case should be compared with the first-excited (ground)

ones of the 4-electron case of Figure 7, where the shell-filling order is

preserved.
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thickness of 0.8 nm, i.e., 7.6 nm of total width, indicated by

the dashed vertical line in Figure 9. The bottom panel shows

the wave functions of such case, with increasing energy from

left to right. Correspondingly, in the upper graph, we have

three states with low (and linearly decreasing) energy.

Indeed, the first three wave functions are localized in the top

edge. The wave functions with higher energy have strong

occupation in the rest of the hexagon and show an increasing

number of nodal lines as in the symmetric case.

When including electron-electron interaction, the den-

sity profiles of the multi-electron states reflect the preferen-

tial localization in the top edge of the single-particle ones.

However, Coulomb interaction tends to increase as much as

possible the inter-particle distance. As a consequence, the

density distribution is a balance between those effects, tai-

lored by the number of electrons in the system. As an exam-

ple, we show in the upper part of Figure 10, the charge

density for three electrons (left) and seven electrons (right).

In the first case, the particles are almost completely localized

in the top edge, while in the second case, the larger electron

density gives a high density also on the other four corners. In

fact, with seven electrons, three of them are located in the

top edge, and the remaining four are in the other corners,

approximately. The effect of Coulomb correlation can be

exposed by observing the conditional density for the 3-

electron and 7-electron ground states (bottom graphs in Fig-

ure 10). While the conditional distribution for three electrons

is what one would expect from a mean-field perspective,

with the bottom part unchanged and a large density in the

top edge around the opposite corner with respect to the fixed

particle, the conditional density for seven electrons is fully

located on the three opposite corners, in spite of the lower

confining energy of the top ones.

Although the 3-electron conditional density resembles a

mean-field solution, it results to be strongly spin-polarized,

as shown in the top part of Figure 11. In fact, if we fix in a

corner of the large edge a spin-down particle, we find that

the charge localized on the other side of that edge has oppo-

site spin, while the other spin-down electron is spread in the

bottom edge and corners. We stress that the ground state is

double spin-degenerate and that we are considering the state

with Sz ¼ � 1
2
. It means that a crossing between S ¼ 3

2
and

FIG. 10. Charge density (top) and conditional charge density (bottom) for

the ground 3-electron (left) and 7-electron (right) state of the asymmetric

hexagon described in Figure 9. In the lower-density case, the particles are

completely localized in the large edge, while in the higher-density case, par-

ticles are also found in the other four corners. The conditional density distri-

bution of the latter state shows nonlocal effects typical of strong correlation.

FIG. 9. Single-particle energies as a function of the

additional thickness of the upper edge with respect

to the symmetric hexagon. The lower panel shows

several single-particle wave functions, in ascending

energy order from left to right, for an extra thick-

ness of 0.8 nm (dashed vertical line), i.e., with the

larger edge 7.6 nm thick. Note that contrary to the

multi-particle case, the part of the hexagon with a

smaller thickness is occupied already from the third

excited state.
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S ¼ 1
2
states occurs with the increase of the top edge thick-

ness. In order to find some charge density in the two middle

corners for the 3-electron case, we have to consider a high-

energy state, namely the sixth excited, shown in Figure 11

together with its leading Slater determinant. This means that,

while a system with higher electron density has all the cor-

ners occupied already in the ground state, a low-density

asymmetric state not only localizes the charge mainly in the

large edge, but completely removes electrons from the two

middle corners.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a numerical study of multi-electron

states in hexagonal rings. We showed that the six corners are

sites of preferential localization for electrons at both single-

particle and correlated-particle levels. This makes our hexag-

onal system qualitatively similar to a benzene ring, where,

according to its standard picture, six carbon atoms act as

Coulomb centers, and six electrons are delocalized on a con-

tinuous p bond across the ring.23 We find that in the artificial

benzene system considered here, electron states are in gen-

eral strongly correlated, and a picture of a single orbital delo-

calized on the whole ring is not appropriate.

We specifically considered an hexagonal quantum ring

made by GaAs on an AlAs matrix, in analogy to CSNWs,

but with an additional confinement along the axial direction.

A number of ground and excited states have been addressed

by analyzing their charge and spin density profiles. As the

number of electrons populating the conduction band

increases, stronger charge localization forms at the corners

of the hexagon. However, the 7-electron ground state reveals

that one electron is completely delocalized in the structure,

above a closed, very stable, shell with one electron on each

corner. As a consequence, the localization trend with elec-

trons in the corners gets stronger up to six particles, then for

seven particles, the density profile spreads substantially also

along the edges. Although we do not find a general rule, we

expose several specific ground and excited states with spin

localization by considering opposite/same spin densities in

conditional density calculations. We observe that opposite-

spin densities tend to distribute as far as possible in order to

minimize the energy of the system.

When the hexagonal symmetry is broken by the increase

of an edge width, two effects are evident on the single-

particle states: first, the 1-2-2-1 degeneracy pattern is broken,

second, in low-energy states, the electron is mainly found in

the large edge. On one hand, the above effects are not sur-

prising, on the other hand, their consequences on the multi-

particle states are of interest. For example, in the 3-electron

case, we find a ground-state crossing between the symmetric

(S ¼ 3
2
) and the asymmetric (S ¼ 1

2
) systems, while we find a

highly correlated state for the 7-electron system, with con-

sistent charge density on the corners opposite to the thick

edge of the asymmetric system.

The understanding of correlation effects and the tailor-

ing of charge localization patterns with the electron density,

with asymmetries of the semiconductor structure or with

external fields, are the first step towards an engineering of

electronic and optical properties of semiconductor hexagonal

rings. In fact, the study of artificial benzene, beside being of

basic interest due to its analogy to a benzene ring, can expose

the potentiality of such system for novel applications. Our

methodology is the basis for both the calculation of intraband

electronic and interband excitonic spectra. In fact, the calcu-

lation of multi-electron states alone can be useful to describe

the far infra-red intraband spectra, but it cannot give hints on

the optical properties of a nanosytem (related to interband

near-UV and visible transitions). Exicton and multi-exciton

spectra can be obtained once holes are also included in the

calculations. However, in our paper, we focus on the multi-

particle correlation in hexagonal geometry, and both the cal-

culation of the far infra-red spectrum and the inclusion of

holes are beyond the scope of our work and will possibly be

a subject of future investigation.

Concerning the possible experimental fabrication of arti-

ficial benzene, we already mentioned in the Introduction

how it could be obtained from a “slice” of a CSNW. In fact,

while the length of CSNWs is only limited by their capabil-

ity of sustaining themselves vertically while growing on a

substrate and can reach several micrometers, their orthogonal

shape depends on the crystallographic arrangements of their

materials. In particular, most III-V NWs with a diameter less

than about 400 nm grow as hexagonal crystals exposing the

six 110 vertical facets normal to the (111) plane. For exam-

ple, InAs/InAsP CSNWs grown on Si(111),24 GaAs/AlAs

CSNWs grown on GaAs(111)B,2 and GaP/GaAs CSNWs

grown on Si(111)25 show a very neat hexagonal section in

electron microscopy scans, even after a few overcoating

processes. The overgrowth of different materials on the

exposed facets leads to a prismatic heterostructure that con-

fines eventually the free carriers either at the heterointerface

or in the lower-gap semiconductor layer.26 The two

FIG. 11. Top: Conditional spin density for the ground 3-electron state of the

asymmetric hexagon described in Figure 9. Two electrons with opposite

spin form a two-particle state in the large edge while the other electron is

completely localized in the two corners at the opposite edge. Bottom: The

sixth excited state is the first one showing nonzero occupancy of the two lat-

eral corners. The lower kinetic energy needed to occupy the larger edge also

induces a preferential localization on the opposite edge and high energy is

needed to occupy the remaining sites.
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confinement mechanisms are equivalent to that at the basis

of planar two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) formation in

high-electron-mobility-transistors27 and in rectangular quan-

tum wells,28 respectively. As a result, a 2DEG wrapped on

the surface of an hexagonal prism can be formed.29,33–36 The

introduction of a strong confinement along the CSNW axis

(e.g., via material modulation) would lead to a hexagonal

ring.

Finally, we mention that the real-space electron distribu-

tion could be exposed though a near field spectroscopy.

However, our hexagonal rings should lie on a substrate rather

than being embedded in a CSNW in order to use such prob-

ing technique. In fact, experiments and simulations on Cu

hexagonal vacancy islands clearly showed standing-wave

patterns reflecting the hexagonal geometry.30–32 Although

the latter works could not reveal correlation effects due to

the metallic nature of the nanometric system addressed, they

demonstrated that spin polarization can be experimentally

manipulated. A similar approach could be able to tailor few-

particle spin-polarized states in hexagonal quantum rings.
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C
olloidal semiconductor nanocrystals,

currently synthesized in various forms

such as quantum dots (Qdots), quan-

tum rods (Qrods), and more recently even

nanosheets, have been intensively investi-

gated for their peculiar opto-electronic

properties related to the quantum confine-

ment effect.1�9 Among them, cadmium-

based II�VI colloidal nanocrystals have re-

ceived most of the attention, due to the

well-established synthesis routes, a photo-

luminescence (PL) peak that is tunable over

the entire visible spectrum, and a high

photoluminescence quantum efficiency,

exceeding 50% in core/shell systems.10,11

Next to the linear optical properties, quan-

tumconfinement also allows controlling the

nonlinear absorption coefficient. More spe-

cifically, Qrods can exhibit a large two-photon

absorption (2PA) cross section,12,13 and the

concomitant efficient sub-band-gap excita-

tion of the photoluminescence is of great

interest for applications in photonic andopto-

electronic devices. Consequently, several

studies have proposed them as suitable can-

didates for two-photon-pumped biolabels14

or as active materials in lasing15�17 and

optical data storage.18,19

Experimental and theoretical studies that

focused on an improved fundamental un-

derstanding of 2PA in colloidal nanocrystals

have revealed that in the limit of strong

confinement, for instance experienced by

small PbS and PbSe nanocrystals, quantum

confinement may also weaken the optical

selection rules, giving rise to one-photon-

allowed transitions in 2PA spectra and vice

versa.20,21 Surprisingly, two-photon-induced
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ABSTRACT The spectral dependence of the two-photon absorption in CdSe/CdS core/shell

nanocrystal heterorods has been studied via two-photon-induced luminescence excitation

spectroscopy. We verified that the two-photon absorption in these samples is a purely

nonlinear phenomenon, excluding the contribution frommultistep linear absorption mediated

by defect states. A large absorption cross section was observed for CdSe/CdS core/shell

quantum rods, in the range of 105 GM (1 GM = 10�50 cm4 s phot�1), scaling with the total

nanocrystal volume and thus independent of the core emission wavelength. In the two-photon

luminescence excitation spectra, peaks are strongly blue-shifted with respect to the one-

photon absorption peaks, for both core and shell transitions. The experimental results are

confirmed by k 3 p calculations, which attribute the shift to both different parity selection rules that apply to one-photon and two-photon transitions and a

low oscillator strength for two-photon transitions close to the ground-state one-photon absorption. In contrast with lead chalcogenide quantum dots, we

found no evidence of a breakdown of the optical selection rules, despite the presence of band anisotropy, via the anisotropic hole masses, and the explicitly

induced reduction of the electron wave function symmetry via the rod shape of the shell. The anisotropy does lead to an unexpected splitting of the

electron P-states in the case of a large CdSe core encapsulated in a thin CdS shell. Hence, tuning of the core and shell dimensions and the concurrent

transition from type I to quasi-type II carrier localization enables unprecedented control over the band-edge two-photon absorption.

KEYWORDS: II�VI nanocrystals . quantum dots . two-photon absorption . optical selection rules . k 3 p calculations .

effective mass approximation
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photoluminescence excitation (2PPLE) spectra for cad-

mium chalcogenides have been less investigated.

Blanton et al.22 already showed more than 15 years

ago that for spherical CdSe Qdots data are in fact well

reproduced by k 3 p calculations, which was confirmed

on CdTe Qdots in more recent years.23,24 Additionally,

despite well-established synthesis routes for various

cadmium-based core/shell nanocrystals, only a few

reports exist on multiphoton absorption in hetero-

structured nanocrystals.13,25,26 It is however well

known that moving from a single-composition CdSe

Qdot to a heterostructured system can present several

advantages. In our case for instance, CdSe/CdS quasi-

type II heterorods are efficient emitters, with an emis-

sion wavelength that can be controlled almost inde-

pendently from the growth of the CdS shell, which

constitutes the major contribution to the absorption

process. Moreover, the large shell volume can reduce

the luminescence reabsorption, a common issue in

optically thick samples, and the rod shape itself is

known to provide linearly polarized absorption and

emission.27,28

In this work we have explored the 2PA properties of

core/shell Qrods and compared them to spherical CdSe

core-only Qdots. Fromapractical perspective, theQrod

PL is more resistant to photobleaching than CdSe

Qdots, and the growth of a long CdS Qrod shell over

the CdSe core conveniently allows decoupling the PL

emission spectrum from the enhanced 2PA at higher

energies. More importantly however, the spectral

dependence of the 2PPLE yields a significant blue shift

for optical transitions in both the CdSe core and CdS

shell spectral region. Experimental data are confirmed

by k 3 p calculations, taking into account both the effect

of band anisotropy (anisotropic hole masses) and the

reduced symmetry of the confining potential, due to

the rod shape of the CdS shell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two-Photon Absorption Cross Section. In Figure 1a, we

compare the luminescence spectrum of typical CdSe/

CdS Qrods, excited under one- and two-photon con-

ditions, respectively. There are no remarkable differ-

ences in the luminescence induced by the two

different types of excitation. The 2PA-induced spec-

trum shows a red shift of the intensity maximum of

1.7 ( 0.1 nm, which can be explained by a slight

difference in temperature of the sample, probably

induced by the more intense irradiation during the

nonlinear PL measurements. More importantly, a single-

exponential PL decay is observed under both types of

excitations (Figure 1b, sample HB2), with no remark-

able difference in decay time. We obtained 12.1 ( 0.2

and 12.0 ( 0.1 ns for the one-photon and two-photon

decay times, respectively (Figure 1b), with 2PA-

induced decay times in the range 8�15 ns found for

the other core/shell Qrods. These are all comparable

with the typical decay times reported for CdSe/CdS

Qrods;17,29 hence our findings are in agreement with

the hypothesis that the 2PA creates a single electron�

hole pair that relaxes via nonradiative intraband transi-

tions to the band-edge, where it recombines predomi-

nantly radiatively.

The amplitude of the PL signal was well fitted with a

quadratic dependence on the input power (Figure 1c).

Such behavior was observed for all Qdot and Qrod

samples, under both nanosecond and femtosecond

excitation, with a power-law fit giving a value varying

between 1.8 and 2.1. In order to further confirm that

the 2PA of the sample is due to a pure nonlinear

process rather than mediated by linear absorption via

intermediate long-living trap states, an autocorrelation

experiment was performed under femtosecond pulsed

excitation (Figure 1d). In the experiment, two portions

of the 800 nm laser beamare superposed in the sample

cell, but their relative delay is varied. Since long-lived

trap states in CdSe nanocrystals have a decay time of

more than 100 ns (see Supporting Information, Figure S1),

i.e., far longer than the 100 fs pulse duration, the

autocorrelation peak width supports a purely non-

linear effect not mediated by real states. The slightly

larger full-width at half-maximum the measurement in

the sample can be explained by a dispersion-induced

temporal broadening of the pulse crossing the 1 mm

sample thickness and by an increase of the region in

Figure 1. (a) Normalized fluorescence spectra of a typical
CdSe/CdS Qrod sample, excited under one-photon (black
curve, at 400 nm) and two-photon conditions (red curve, at
800 nm). The slight difference in the peak position can be
ascribed to a small temperature increase of the sample
under 2PA pumping. (b) Normalized fluorescence decay
traces of CdSe/CdS Qrods (sample HB2), excited with nano-
second pulses. The one-photon-induced decay (red curve,
excitation at 425 nm) compares well with the two-photon-
induced decay (blue curve, excitation at 850 nm). The black
curve gives the time response of the detector (equal to 1.8
ns). (c) Typical dependence of the 2PPLE on the input power
(sampleHB2). The line is a quadraticfit to thedata points. (d)
Femtosecond autocorrelation measurements at 800 nm for
the laser pulses (red curve) and fluorescence of a CdSe/CdS
Qrod sample (black curve). A Gaussian fit yields a peak
width of 276 fs (full-width at half-maximum) for the latter,
comparable to the laser pulse autocorrelation of 104 fs.
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which the two pulses are superposed inside the cu-

vette. Importantly, the results also allow us to safely

extend the pulse duration to the ns-domain (as done

for the measurement of the 2PA spectrum and cross

section); as for 2PA, the pulse duration of the excita-

tion laser merely influences the absolute amplitude

of the two-photon-induced PL and does change the

2PA cross section.

At 800 nm, the 2PA cross section of our CdSe/CdS

Qrods lies in the range of 105 GM (Figure 2a, see

TableS1 in theSupporting Information for structuralparam-

eters of the Qrods). From a single-Qdot point of view,

the results found here are consistent with those of Li

et al.12 andXing et al.;13 they reported a value of 2� 105

GM (CdS Qrods) and (0.3�14) � 105 GM (CdSe/CdS

Qrods), respectively. We observed an enhancement of

about 2 orders of magnitude for the 2PA cross section

compared to a spherical CdSe Qdot sample, where we

find a value of 2 � 103 GM. Except for CdTe Qdots,30

data on spherical CdS,12 CdSe,30 and CdSe/CdS

Qrods,13 including the ones presented here, all show

a linear dependence of the cross section on the

nanocrystal volume (Figure 2a). The strong enhance-

ment of 2PA cross sections for CdS and CdSe/CdS

Qrods is thereforemainly due to the increased volume.

Indeed, once normalized over the volume, results for

the different CdSe/CdS Qrods measured lead to an

average value of 150 ( 50 GM/nm3, and data agree

well with previous results obtained at 800 nm on

CdS,12 CdSe,30 and CdSe/CdS heteronanocrystals.13

They observed an average 2PA cross section of 100( 7,

150 ( 25, and 180 ( 30 GM/nm3, respectively.

A comparison of the data for CdS Qdots, CdS Qrods,

and CdSe/CdS Qrods suggests that the volume-

normalized 2PA cross section is slightly larger for aniso-

tropic Qrods than for spherical Qdots, which might be

due to a reduced average screening of the electric field

in rod-shaped nanocrystals. More importantly how-

ever, it should be stressed that the CdSe/CdS hetero-

nanocrystals present the advantage of decoupling the

emission wavelength from the nonlinear absorption

provided by the CdS shell. Hence we can enhance the

2PA cross section for any predefinedwavelength, while

in single-composition Qdots and Qrods a large 2PA

cross section can be obtained only in nanocrystals of

higher volume, with concomitantly reduced quantum

confinement and red-shifted emission. Furthermore,

due to the growth of a CdS shell, the CdSe/CdS Qrods

are much more resistant to photobleaching when

exposed to continuous illumination, as their 2PA-induced

PL typically does not vary bymore than 10%, even after

90 min of excitation (Figure 2b). CdSe core Qdots on

the other hand lost in some cases up to 70% of their

initial PL after the same amount of time.

Two-Photon-Induced Excitation Spectrum. The large 2PA

cross section at 800 nm combined with the control

over the emission wavelength already highlights the

Figure 2. (a) 2PA cross section per particle for different
samples (open symbols: literature results, full symbols:
present data). The 2PA cross section increases linearly with
particle volume in all cases. (b) Decay of two-photon-
induced PL. Two typical examples of CdSe Qdots (open
symbols) are compared to CdSe/CdS Qrods (full symbols),
which show only a 10% drop in PL after 90 min of contin-
uous illumination. Lines added as guide to the eye.

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of the absorbance (full line) and
2PPLE (symbols) spectra for a sample of 2.9 nm CdSe Qdots.
A blue shift of 85 nm is observed for the first transition.
(b) Absorbance (full line) and 2PPLE (symbols) spectrum for
CdSe/CdS Qrods HB5. A blue shift of 72 nm is measured.
Inset: Detail of the band-edge absorption. All samples,
consisting of different core diameters and rod diameters
and lengths, showedsimilar results (seeSupporting Information,
Figure S4).
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advantage of using heterostructured nanocrystals.

Nevertheless, as we excite close to the CdS band edge,

only the spectral dependence of the 2PA can reveal

which wavelengths are most suitable for two-photon

excitation. Moreover, the spectrum can yield a better

understanding of the underlying opto-electronic band

structure.22�24,31 Figure 3 shows a typical 2PA spec-

trum (all measurements performed in tetrachloro ethy-

lene, TCE, using ns-pulses) obtained on a sample of

core/shell Qrods (b), compared to a spectrum for a

typical CdSe Qdot suspension (a). In both cases, the

one-photon absorption spectrum is shown in the same

graph aswell. The 2PA spectra obtained on CdSeQdots

with diameters varying from 2.5 to 4 nm (see Support-

ing Information, Figure S3) are comparable with pre-

vious literature reports. They show a first 2PA peak at

an energy that is higher with respect to the energy for

the first one-photon absorption peak. The blue shift of

85 nm agrees perfectly with values reported in similar

measurements at 5 K.22,32 Remarkably, similar results

are obtained on the Qrod samples: the nonlinear

absorption of the core is strongly blue-shifted com-

pared to the linear spectrum, and also in the region of

the CdS shell transitions, the onset of 2PA starts at an

energy that is noticeably higher than the corresponding

absorption edge observed under one-photon excitation.

It is well known that the differences in the one- and

two-photon absorption spectra arise from the different

selection rules that these transitions have to obey. In

the dipole approximation, only transitions coupling

electron and hole states characterized by the same

angular momentum are allowed via one-photon ab-

sorption (1PA), while different selection rules apply for

2PA, which leads to different absorption peaks in the

spectra.22,32 For spherical Qdots, the first peak is gen-

erally blue-shifted in the case of 2PA. In fact, additional

transitions observed for PbSe and PbS Qdots, resonant

withdipole-allowed1PApeaks, triggereda long-standing

debate in the literature whether they were due to a

reduced symmetry of the confining potential in these

crystals or if the results could be explained by band

structure anisotropy, with a substantial amount of

experimental evidence and theoretical calculations

supporting both hypotheses.20,33�35 The data suggest

that, although band anisotropy cannot be neglected,

as it gives rise to additional transitions due to a splitting

of the electron and hole P-states, only the inclusion of

symmetry breaking leads to an enhancement of 2PA at

the spectral position where the first one-photon transi-

tion is observed.21

k 3 p Calculations. To obtain a better understanding of

the selection rules that govern the blue shift of the 2PA

spectrum in anisotropic CdSe/CdS Qrods, and the

nature of the transitions at wavelengths below the

CdS 1PA onset, we used one-band k 3 p calculations.

We modeled three different structures and compared

their theoretical 1PA and 2PA with the experimental

values: (i) a core-only Qdot with diameter 4.4 nm; (ii) a

heterorod with a small core (sample HB1, see Table 1);

and (iii) a heterorodwith a large core (sample HB5). The

corresponding low-lying energy levels are plotted in

Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively.

Because all three structures have axial symmetry,

the electron and hole states can be labeled as (n,m)j,

where n= 1, 2, 3, ... is themain quantumnumber,m= 0,

(1, (2, ... is the envelope angular momentum projec-

tion, and j = e, h stands for electron or hole. For states

confined to the core, we also give the conventional

notation of spherically symmetric states, nLj, where

L = S, P, D, ... represents the envelope angular momen-

tum. Owing to the anisotropic holemasses, the Ph shell

is split into Ph ) and Ph^. Instead, the conduction band is

nearly isotropic, so the Pe shell does not split. This is in

contrast with PbSe and PbS Qdots, where both the

conduction and valence band are anisotropic.21

We note that strictly speaking there are no states truly

confined to the core or the shell, as there is always

some part of the wave function leaking into the entire

heterostructure. However, we find that some electron

and hole states are mainly confined to the spherical

core, even at energies exceeding the respective band

offsets. In Figure 4, we label these states using both

axial and spherical notation. One can see that the Qrod

HB1;where the core is only 2.5 nm;behaves as a

quasi-type II heterostructure, with only the ground

state of electrons (1Se) and a few of the lowest lying

states of holes (1Sh and 1Ph) confined to the core and

the other states delocalized over the rod. By contrast, in

HB5 the core is 5 nm, and it can host also 1Pe and

higher excited electron and hole states.

The vertical arrows in Figure 4 show the dipole-

allowed 1PA (red, solid lines) and 2PA (black, dashed

lines) transitions. For spherical Qdots the selection

rules are usually understood in terms of conservation

of the even/odd parity with respect to the inversion

symmetry.21 When the symmetry is lowered to C¥v, as

in our Qrod heterostructures, the only selection rule

remaining is related to the conservation of the azimuthal

angular momentum m. For 1PA processes the selection

rule is givenbyΔm=me�mh=0, and for 2PAprocesses

it is given by Δm = 0, (1.

When analyzing the absorption spectra, one finds

that many allowed transitions turn out to have very

weak intensity. This can be understood by considering

TABLE 1. Structural Parameters of the CdSe/CdS Qrods

Used for the 2PPLE Spectra, As Determined by TEM

sample core diameter, nm rod diameter, nm rod length, nm

HB1 2.5 4.5 20

HB2 3.8 5.8 35

HB3 3.8 5.8 23

HB4 3.4 4.2 22

HB5 5.0 5.2 28
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that the potential felt by low-energy states confined to

the core is essentially that of a sphere with inversion

symmetry. Parity is then an approximate quantum

number. The same occurs with high-energy states of

the rod that barely feel the core potential. This adds

new restrictions to the selection rules above. Namely,

for 1PA (2PA) transitions the parity of the initial and

final states must be the same (different). Figure 5 shows

the calculated 1PA and 2PA for the three structures

under study compared to the experimental measure-

ments. Some of the main transitions are labeled by the

quantum numbers of the initial (hole) and final

(electron) state, using spherical notation for states

localized in the core.

Figure 4. Near-gap energy levels and 1PA (red, solid arrows) and 2PA (black, dashed arrows) dipole-allowed transitions for
(a) a core-only quantum dot with a diameter of 4.4 nm, (b) a heterorod with a small core (sample HB1 in Table 1), and (c) a
heterorod with a large core (sample HB5). The states localized near the core are labeled with both axial and spherical
symmetry notations.

Figure 5. 1PA (top) and 2PA (bottom) experimental and calculated spectra for the CdSe Qdots (left), CdSe/CdS Qrods HB1
(middle), and CdSe/CdS Qrods HB5 (right). To facilitate the comparison between linear and nonlinear resonances, the
wavelength in the horizontal axis has been set equal to the photon wavelength for the 1PA spectra and to half the photon
wavelength for the 2PA spectra. The calculated absorptions are colored according to the location of the initial and final states
involved in the transition: dot�dot (red), dot�rod (blue), and rod�rod (green). Black lines represent the experimental data.
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We start by analyzing the absorption spectrum of

the spherical Qdots (left panels). The 1PA spectrum

shows that the low-energy experimental resonances

can be explained fairly well by the 1Shf 1Se, 1Phf 1Pe,

and 1Dh f 1De transitions. Only the second absorp-

tion peak (near λ∼560 nm) misses a clear assignment.

Previous studies have predicted the 2Sh f 1Se transi-

tion next to the fundamental one.22,36 This transition is

suppressed in our model by the spherical symmetry

and strong confinement, which leads to nearly ortho-

gonal 2Sh and 1Se states. However, recent experimen-

tal data suggest that this transition is influenced by

both the Qdot crystal structure and organic ligands;37

hence surface functionalization and related atomic

rearrangements of the nanocrystal surface, which are

not captured by our theoreticalmodel,may change the

2Sh f 1Se oscillator strength. In the 2PA spectrum, the

low-energy peaks can be well described by the transi-

tions between 1P and 1S states of electrons and holes.

Themost important result here is that the experimental

blue shift between the first intense 1PA and 2PA peaks

is in good agreement with the theoretical shift between

1Sh f 1Se and 1Sh f 1Pe transitions (Δλ ∼87 nm, see

figure). Interestingly, there are dipole-allowed 2PA

transitions at lower energy (namely 1Ph^ f 1Se and

1Ph ) f 1Se), which would translate into smaller blue

shifts. However, these turn out to bemuchweaker than

the 1Sh f 1Pe transition. This can be understood from

the denominator in the perturbational estimate of the

transition rate, W2PA (see eq 2). The strongest 2PA

transitions are those where the intermediate state

energy is close to that of the resonant photon, Ei ≈

(Ev þ Ec)/2. As illustrated in Figure 6a, the 1Sh f 1Pe
transition takes place mainly through the intermediate

states 1Se and 1Ph, while the 1Ph f 1Se transition

(Figure 6b) takes place mainly through 1Sh and 1Pe.

Because electron states have a larger energy splitting,

one can easily see that the intermediate state 1Se is

closest to the resonance condition (dashed line).

Next, we analyze the absorption of heterorods.

Central panels in Figure 5 show the spectra of sample

HB1. The 1PA peaks are well reproduced by the theo-

retical transitions. Because the core of this structure is

2.5 nm, only the lowest energy transition involves

states localized in the core (1Sh f 1Se). Most of the

higher energy peaks arise from states essentially loca-

lized in the rod. Since the longitudinal confinement of

the rod is weak, there are bunched groups of states

with similar energy, which share the same angular

momentum m but have different n (i.e., number of

nodes in the growth direction). This gives rise to

branches of transitions for each m, e.g., those domi-

nated by (4,0)hf (2,0)e, starting at λ≈ 490 nm, or those

dominated by (3,1)h f (1,1)e, starting at λ ≈ 430 nm.

The 2PA spectrum of HB1 is more complicated than

that of the simple Qdot because the CdS shell provides

a high density of intermediate states. The fundamental

transition is now 1Ph^ f 1Se, because the 1Pe state is

no longer localized in the core. The blue shift of this

transition with respect to the fundamental 1PA one

is ∼53 nm, slightly reduced compared to the shift

observed in core-only CdSe Qdots, and again close to

the experimental value. A significant shift is also

observed in the CdS shell absorption region between

the sharp onset of the high-energy 1PA absorption and

the most intense 2PA transitions, consistent with the

experimental data. In this region, the intensity of 1PA

transitions increases swiftly whenever the resonant

photon reaches a new m shell, which translates into a

steep increase of the 1PA spectrum. Conversely, the

increase of the 2PA intensities is more gradual,

explaining the gentler slope of this spectrum.

The fact that the (3,1)hf (1,2)e transition dominates

the 2PA;giving rise to the shell blue shift with respect

to the 1PA spectrum;may be surprising because

there are other symmetry-allowed two-photon transi-

tions at lower energy. Yet, the oscillator strength of

these transitions is much weaker. The reason is similar

to that argued in Figure 6 for the CdSeQdot transitions.

Namely, transitions between states near the band edge

necessarily imply intermediate states with large values

of Ei � (Ev þ Ec)/2. These imply large denominators in

W2PA and are generally inefficient. However, if the

initial or final states are excited, intermediate states

close to (Ev þ Ec)/2 become available and W2PA is

greatly enhanced.

Right panels in Figure 5 show the absorption spec-

tra of the system HB5. Even though there are a few

discrepancies when comparing to the experimental

measurements (for example, for 1PA the strong 1Ph^f

1Pe^ transition is not observed at the predicted energy),

the general features are again consistent. In particular,

due to the reduced confinement in HB5 (core diameter

5.0 nm) compared toHB1 (core diameter of 2.5 nm), the

Figure 6. Most important excitation paths contributing to
the 2PA transition rate of (a) 1Sh f 1Pe and (b) 1Ph f 1Se
absorptions. Red and blue arrows are used for different
paths. The bright arrow shows the transition to the inter-
mediate state in each case.
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1Ph^ f 1Se and 1Ph ) f 1Se 2PA transitions are clearly

closer to the fundamental 1Se f 1Sh 1PA transition

(31 nm blue shift). However, the larger CdSe core

diameter also gives rise to electron P-states confined

to the core, yielding additional strong 1Sh f 1Pe 2PA

transitions in the CdSe band-edge spectral region.

Moreover, in HB5 the core diameter is similar to that

of the rod. Unlike for HB1, the energy scales of the core

and rod states are comparable, leading to mutual

interactions and a spectrum that is not just the direct

sum of the two parts of the heterostructure. As a result,

the 1Pe state splits into 1Pe^ and 1Pe ), not because of

the mass anisotropy (as was the case for holes) but

because of the asymmetric shell. Consequently, the

fundamental 2PA transition is not simply 1Shf 1Pe, as

expected for core-only structures (left panels). Instead,

we calculate a low-energy 1Sh f 1Pe ) transition and a

high-energy 1Sh f 1Pe^ transition at λ ∼575 nm and

λ ∼555 nm, respectively. As the oscillator strength of

the 1Sh f 1Pe ) transition is 3 times weaker than the

1Sh f 1Pe^, the resulting 68 nm blue shift between

the fundamental 1Sh f 1Se 1PA transition and the

1Sh f 1Pe 2PA manifold is again in good agreement

with experimental data. Clearly, compared to single-

compositionQdots, quasi-type II heterostructures, with

a varying number of states localized near the core

region depending on the extent of quantum confine-

ment, provide an interesting additional mechanism to

control the 2PA absorption spectrum (in casu the large

blue shift between the fundamental 1PA and 2PA

transitions).

Also in the spectral region of the shell absorption,

the similar core and shell diameter gives rise to syner-

gistic effects. Here, the spectrum comprises not only

rod-to-rod transitions (colored green in Figure 5) but

now also dot-to-rod (blue) and even dot-to-dot (red)

ones. In fact, transitions between high-energy states of

the core have a non-negligible contribution to the

high-energy absorption. Altogether, dot-to-rod and

dot-to-dot absorptions amount up to 21% of the total

1PA in the CdS shell absorption region (resonant

energies above the CdS band gap). This percentage

increases up to 42% in the case of 2PA, of which 22%

corresponds to high-energy dot-to-dot transitions.

Figure 7 illustrates the states involved in the three

types of high-energy absorptions. The most intense

rod-to-rod transitions take place between states loca-

lized mainly in the shell (Figure 7a). These exhibit

negligible tails in the core, which gather most nodes

to warrant orthogonality with the lower lying core

state(s) with the same azimuthal symmetry. By con-

trast, the relevant dot-to-rod transitions (Figure 7b)

may involve a delocalized state that spreads uniformly

throughout the entire heterostructure. These transi-

tions gain significance in the nonlinear spectrum ow-

ing to the participation of intermediate states, thus

overcoming the small overlap between the initial and

final states that limits their contribution to the linear

absorption. But perhaps themost striking finding is the

presence of intense dot-to-dot transitions at energies

exceeding the CdS band gap. The reason is that one

(typically the electron) or even both states involved in

the transition can lie above the corresponding band

offset and yet remain mainly localized in the core

region. This counterintuitive result can be understood

by considering that, owing to (i) the similar diameter of

the core and the shell and (ii) the large anisotropy of

the confining potential, the lowest lying states of each

symmetrym can be described in the adiabatic approx-

imation. Thus, the weak longitudinal confinement can

be reasonably assumed to be decoupled from the

strong in-plane one. The electron (or hole) in a given

in-plane state of motion moves then in an effective 1D

heterorod potential, but that is offset from the corre-

sponding band edge by an amount given by the

energy of the in-plane motion. As a consequence, at

Figure 7. Typical examples of the longitudinal profiles of
the initial and final states involved in the three types of
absorptions arisen in CdSe/CdS Qrod HB5 beyond the CdS
gap: (a) rod-to-rod, (b) dot-to-rod, and (c) dot-to-dot transi-
tions. Vertical dashed lines indicate the Qdot spatial limits.
The Qdot and Qrod nomenclature refers only to the region
where the corresponding states of the system are mainly
localized.
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least the ground state of each symmetrym turns out to

be mainly localized in the core region regardless of the

associated in-plane energy, which can easily overcome

the band offset.

Figure 7c shows the states involved in a typical dot-

to-dot transition showing up above the CdS band gap.

It is worth noticing that the electron wave function

shows an asymmetric leakage into the rod region, a

feature also shared by the ground and lowest lying

electron states below the band offset. Despite such

asymmetry, neither the experimental nor the simu-

lated data reveal signatures of parity symmetry break-

ing in these states.38 The reason is connected with the

strong localization of the hole in the dot. Only the

region where the electron and hole wave functions

overlap contributes to the transition rates (see matrix

elements in eqs 1 and 2), and inside the Qdot core the

electron wave function is almost symmetric (see

Figure 7c). Hence, despite the explicit presence of an

anisotropic electron wave function induced by the

electron delocalization in the shell, our experimental

and theoretical data on the different CdSe/CdS core/

shell Qrods do not reveal any spectral evidence for

symmetry breaking. Experiments thus suggest that it

has amaterial-dependent origin, being stronger in PbS

and PbSe Qdots, compared to cadmium-based materi-

als such as the CdSe Qdots and CdSe/CdS Qrods.

Since in CdSe the exciton Bohr radius is around

5.5 nm, while for PbS and PbSe it is 4 and 8 times

higher, respectively, the lower extent of quantum

confinement in CdSe/CdS Qrods may lie at the origin

of the differences observed.

CONCLUSIONS

We have measured 2PPLE spectra on CdSe Qdots

and CdSe/CdS core/shell Qrods having different

lengths and rod and core diameters. We observed that

2PA in nanocrystals is an intrinsically nonlinear phe-

nomenon; that is, it does not involve transitions

through long-living interband trap states. The absolute

values of the cross section are in the range of 105GM in

the heterostructured Qrod samples, consistent with

results on similar Qrod samples in the literature12,13

and with the clear advantage of independent control

over the emission wavelength and the 2PA absorption

cross section. It suggests a large potential for such

structures in multiphoton excitation applications such

as bioimaging or as nonlinear gain media. 2PA spectra

from our CdSe/CdS heterorod samples show transi-

tions that are blue-shifted in energy. We did not find

evidence of selection rule violations, despite the ex-

plicit inclusion of a reduced symmetry of the confining

potential via the anisotropic shape of the quasi-type II

Qrod. This reinforces the hypothesis that the breaking

of the optical selection rules is observed only under

conditions of exceptionally strong quantum confine-

ment, as is the case in lead chalcogenide Qdots, rather

than merely an asymmetrical shape of the crystal.

The numerical simulations of the dipole-allowed

transitions based on effective mass models show a

good agreement with the experimental data and

corroborate that the observed blue shifts are a con-

sequence of (i) the different selection rules that apply

to 1PA and 2PA transitions despite the valence band

and confinement anisotropies and (ii) the reduced

oscillator strength of low-energy two-photon transi-

tions. Furthermore, the blue shift can be controlled by

the degree of quantum confinement in quasi-type II

Qrods, more specifically by localizing also the electron

P-states near the CdSe core region, which gives rise to a

strong 1Sh f 1Pe transition.

The calculations finally reveal a rich interplay be-

tween the core and shell transitions of the heterorods.

This becomes apparent in the high-energy absorption,

which comprises not only rod-to-rod but also dot-to-

rod and evendot-to-dot transitionswith a non-negligible

contribution. The latter ones involve electron and hole

states which are mainly localized in the spherical core

despite energetically exceeding the band offset, a

result that can be understood only by considering

the heterorod as a unique system, more complex than

the mere sum of its constituents.

METHODS

CdSe core Qdots and CdSe/CdS core/shell Qrods were synt-
hesized according to established literature methods. The Qrod

diameter and length were determined by transmission electron

microscopy (TEM), giving lengths ranging from 20 to 60 nm and

diameters spanning 4 to 7 nm (average values, obtained by

measuring the dimensions of at least 100 particles). Properties

of the Qrod samples used for the 2PPLE measurements are

summarized in Table 1. After synthesis, they were dispersed in

toluene or TCE, depending on the 2PA wavelengths examined

(toluene shows distinct absorption peaks beyond 1100 nm,

requiring the use of optically transparent TCE). Typical Qdot/

Qrod concentrations in the optical experiments varied between

5 and 20 nM for the rods and between 20 and 200 nM for the

dots. The concentration was determined using the absorption

of the Qdot/Qrod solution at 295 nm, according to methods

described in ref 39. Briefly, it is calculated taking into account

the different local field factors associated with their respective

size and shape and using the optical constants of bulk CdSe40

and CdS.41

For the 2PPLE spectroscopy, we used a laser beam coming
from an optical parametric oscillator operating in the nano-

second regime (Vibrant IIE, OPOTEK, 410�2000 nmwavelength

range, 10 Hz repetition rate, maximum energy per pulse of

6 mJ). The beam was focused to a diameter of approximately

1 mm in the center of a 10 mm thick quartz cell. Two-photon-

induced PL from the sample was collected at a 90� angle with

respect to the excitation. Alternatively, an amplified Ti:Sapphire

laser (Coherent, 800 nm wavelength, 1 kHz repetition rate,

maximum energy per pulse of 30 μJ) was used in the same

geometry. Again, the excitation beamwas focused in the optical

cell, here to a spot size of approximately 0.5 mm.
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The PL was collected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT) coupled
to an oscilloscope. The PMTwas continuously calibrated against
a reference photodiode that collected part of the incoming
beam using a 5% beamsplitter. The photodiode response itself
was quantified with a power meter for the femtosecond laser
and with an energy meter for the nanosecond laser, placed just
in front of the sample position. In each measurement series, to
ensure that samples were unaffected by the strong excitation
intensity, we verified that luminescence spectra and decay
lifetimes of the Qrods, obtained via 2PA at 800 nm, were
comparable to the luminescence spectra obtained by one-
photon-induced PL employing a 400 nm light source.
At all wavelengths, we verified the quadratic dependence of

the 2PA by measuring the PL signal as function of input power.
To determine the absolute 2PA cross section of the Qrods, the
2PA cross section of rhodamine B in methanol was used as a
reference.42 Luminescence signals were normalized over the
respective concentrations of the samples and over the emission
quantum efficiency of samples and reference dye.
Numerical simulations of 1PA and 2PA transition rates were

obtained from first- and second-order Fermi golden rules:

W1PA ¼
2π

p
∑
c, v

jÆcje 3 pjvæj
2δ(Ec � Ev) ð1Þ

and

W2PA ¼
2π

p
∑
c, v

�

�

�

�

�

∑
i

Æcje 3 pjiæÆije 3 pjvæ

Ei � Ev � hν

�

�

�

�

�

2

δ(Ec � Ev � 2hν) ð2Þ

where hν is the photon energy, e is the polarization vector of the
light, c and v are the final (conduction band) and initial (valence
band) states, and i labels the intermediate states of the two-
photon transition, which are the one-photon accessible states in
the valence or conduction bands.
Electron and hole states in eqs 1 and 2were calculated within

the k 3 p formalism in the single-band, single-particle approx-
imation. This simple model captures the effect of the confine-
ment strength and symmetry, which suffices to explain the
experimentally observed blue shifts.43 In cylindrical coordinates
and atomic units, the corresponding three-dimensional effec-
tive mass Hamiltonians read44

Hj ¼ �
1

2F

D

DF

F

m�
j, F(F, z)

D

DF

 !

�
1

2

D

Dz

1

m�
jjj(F, z)

D

Dz

þ
m2

j

F2m�
j^(F, z)

þ Vj(F, z) ð3Þ

In eq 3, j = e, h denotes the electron and hole, respectively,mj is
the azimuthal angular momentum, and Vj(F,z) is the spatial
confinement potential. At the CdSe/CdS interface, Vj(F,z) pre-
sents a step-like profile determined by the corresponding band
offset.m*j^(F,z) andm*j )(F,z) are the position-dependent trans-
versal and longitudinal effective masses, respectively. The
valence band anisotropy of both CdSe and CdS leads to
anisotropic hole masses, which are heavier along the long-
itudinal (growth) direction. We used m*h ) = 1.19m0 and
m*h^ = 0.48m0.

45 In contrast, the electron effective mass can
be considered isotropic in the conduction band, though differ-
ent for core (m*e,CdSe = 0.13m0) and shell (m*e,CdS = 0.17m0)
materials.45,46 The CdSe core was modeled as a sphere em-
bedded in a cylindrical CdS shell, 2 nm away from its base
(see insets in Figure 4). The valence band offset at the hetero-
junction is 0.44 eV, and the conduction band offset is 0.3 eV.6,45,46

The whole structure is surrounded by a 4 eV potential barrier. By
means of a finite differences scheme, the Hamiltonians in eq 3
were integrated numerically to obtain electron and hole energies
and wave functions. Finally, the energy gap was taken so as to fit
the fundamental 1Sh f 1Se transition with the energy of the first
experimental 1PA peak.
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1. CdSe PL spectrum and temporal decay 

 

Figure S1: (a) CdSe core-only absorbance (red) and PL (blue) spectrum. (b) PL decay traces are 

collected at the band edge (570nm, red) and at the trap emission band (800nm, black). The decay is 

multi-exponential in both cases, with an average decay time of 355 ns for the trap emission. This value is 

far larger than the femtosecond and even nanosecond pulse duration. 

 

2. Calculated auto-correlation trace in presence of trap states 

 

Figure S2: Asymmetric broadening of the two-photon fluorescence autocorrelation, due to finite lifetime of 

a possible trap state. A fist laser pulse (blue curve, pA) populates a mid-gap state, with a density of states 

given by ntrap and a finite lifetime, symbolized by the purple curve ftrap(t). After the absorption of the first 

laser pulse, the density of occupied trap states is therefore given by the convolution of the temporal 



profile of the laser pulse, with ftrap(t). A second laser pulse (pB) promotes the carriers from the trap state to 

the final excited state, from which the two-photon fluorescence f(t) is then detected. The two-photon 

fluorescence autocorrelation is then determined by the convolution of the second laser pulse (pB) with the 

time-dependent density of trap-states ntrap, hence shows a tail clearly extending beyond the laser 

autocorrelation time. 

 

3. CdSe/CdS Qrod structural parameters, samples used for the absolute 2PA cross 

section. 

type Core 
diameter 

Rod 
diameter 

Length 

  nm nm nm 

CdSe Qdots 2.8 -- -- 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 2.8 4.3 57 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 3.5 4.1 36 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 3.5 7.1 29 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 4.9 4.9 31 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 4.9 5.0 37 

CdSe/CdS Qrods 5.2 5.5 17 
 

Table S1: Structural parameters of the CdSe/CdS Qrods used for the measurement of the 2PA cross 

section, as determined by TEM. 

 

4. CdSe Qdot and CdSe/CdS core/shell Qrod 2PA spectra. 

 

Figure S3: One-photon absorbance (full lines) and 2PPLE (open symbols) spectra for 2.7 nm (bottom, 

blue) and 3.9 nm (top, red) CdSe Qdots. An 85 nm blue shift of the first 2PPLE transition is observed in 

both cases. Top spectra are offset for clarity. 



 

Figure S4: CdSe/CdS Qrod absorbance (full lines) and 2PPLE (open symbols) spectra of sample HB1 

(a), HB2 (b), HB3 (c), and HB4 (d). Both in the region of core and shell absorption, strong blue shifts are 

observed for the 2PPLE spectra. 



5. Longitudinal profile of the electron and hole wave functions involved in the 

transitions assigned in figure 5.  

Dashed lines indicate the Qdot core spatial limits. 

 

Core-only structure 

 

Figure S5: Wavefunctions for a 4.4 nm core CdSe Qdot.



  

 

Figure S6: Wavefunctions for core/shell Qrod HB1.  



 

Figure S7: Wavefunctions for core/shell Qrod HB5. 



6. Effect of Coulomb energy and electron-hole correlation on the simulated spectra. 

Full configuration-interaction (CI) calculations of the lowest excitonic states in both HB1 and 

HB5 samples were conducted in order to determine the influence of Coulomb effects on the 

predicted blue shifts. The excitonic states were built as linear combinations of a large number of 

Hartree products of the single-particle electron and hole states. The results revealed negligible 

electron-hole correlations in the core states, owing to the small dot sizes. Indeed, the 

contribution of the 1Sh1Se configuration to the HB5 ground excitonic state was above a 99%, 

and similar contributions were obtained for the 1Ph┴1Se or 1Sh1Pe┴ configurations in their 

respective states. Likewise, the Coulomb matrix elements corresponding to 1Xh1Ye 

configurations with X and Y = S, P turned out to differ by less than 15 meV, which, in particular, 

translates into an increase of the predicted shift between the 1Sh → 1Se and 1Ph┴ → 1Se 

transitions of barely 10 nm. Since the above configurations determine the lowest energy range 

of the 1PA and 2PA spectra we conclude that Coulomb effects do not affect significantly the 

reported blue shifts. 

Regarding the high-energy range of the spectra, non-negligible electron-hole correlations are 

expected as a result of the relaxed confinement in the rod direction, which could eventually 

mould the intensity of rod-to-rod and dot-to-rod absorptions. Further, Coulomb energies are 

expected to be somewhat weaker than in core states, which would translate into a slight blue 

shift of dot-to-rod and rod-to-rod absorptions with respect to the single-particle ones. At any rate, 

compared with the large kinetic energy yielded by the strong lateral confinement these effects 

are presumably so small as not to affect qualitatively the agreement between the experimental 

and the simulated spectra.  

 

7. Effect of the conduction band offset 

Recent studies on the band alignment in wurtzite CdSe/CdS core/shell nanocrystal heterorods 

reported experimental measurements consistent with a conduction band offset of 0.3 eV at the 

heterojunction.[1-3] Such a value implies the localization of the ground electron wave function 

mainly in the CdSe seed (type I band alignment), though quasi-type II behavior, linked to the 

degree of the electron delocalization in the shell, could be obtained by increasing temperature 

and/or decreasing the core size.  

In the present case, the conduction band offset is crucial to determine the asymmetry of the 

electron wave function, and thus the breakdown of the parity selection rules. Thus, to probe the 

robustness of our conclusions we performed additional calculations employing a lower band 

offset of 0.1 eV. Results are shown in figure S8 for both HB1 and HB5 samples. As can be seen, 

the fitting with the experimental data is less accurate than using 0.3 eV, although the qualitative 

interpretation of the spectra is essentially the same. Only in the sample with smaller core (HB1) 

minor differences stand out, as e.g. in the assignment of the fundamental 2PA transition. Now, 

the 1Ph┴ → 1Se transition rate is lower because of the large leakage of the 1Se electron in the 

rod (see figure S9), and the main peak corresponds to the 1Sh → (3,1)e dot-to-rod absorption. 

As can be observed in figure S9, the asymmetry of the electron wave function in these 



transitions is clearly enhanced compared to the case with 0.3 eV, yet without appreciable 

consequences for the profile of the spectra.  

 

Figure S8: 1PA (top) and 2PA (bottom) experimental and calculated spectra for the HB1 (left) and HB5 

(right) core/shell Qrods, using a conduction band offset of 0.1 eV at the heterojunction. To facilitate the 

comparison between linear and non-linear resonances, the wavelength in the horizontal axis has been set 

equal to the photon wavelength for the 1PA spectra and to half the photon wavelength for the 2PA 

spectra.  



 

Figure S9: Longitudinal profiles of the initial and final states involved in some of the 1PA and 2PA 

transitions assigned in figure S8. Vertical dashed lines indicate the limits of the CdSe core. 

 

8. Limitations of the k·p model 

In this work we have used single-band effective mass Hamiltonians. This model provides a 

simple, yet accurate description of the electronic structure of quantum dots in the low energy 

region, as determined by the bulk effective masses of the charge carriers, and the quantum 

confinement of the nanostructure.[4] As we have shown, the model captures the main features 

of the 1PA and 2PA spectra of the heterostructures under study, including the blue shift between 

the two absorption peaks, the symmetry selection rules ensuing from the nanocrystal shape and 

the physical origin of the low oscillator strength of some dipole-allowed transitions. 

However, as mentioned in the manuscript, a few experimental transitions lack an assignment 

(e.g. the second peak of the 1PA spectrum in figure 5) and a few theoretical transitions lack an 

experimental counterpart (e.g. the 1Ph → 1Pe transition in the 1PA of HB5 in figure 5). Also, the 

agreement between theory and experiment is gradually reduced as we explore the high energy 

(shell) region. These disagreements reflect the inability of the k·p model to properly account for 

band mixing and valley mixing effects in the high energy region,[5] as well as the absence of 

possible interface and surface irregularities which would lower the symmetry of the system.[6] 

Further atomistic tight-binding and pseudopotential calculations could contribute to understand 

these details. 
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Core-multishell nanowires with an unconstrained lon-
gitudinal direction and different material composition
along the orthogonal plane (radial direction), may be-
come an effective 2D system when a proper material
modulation along the growth axis generates a strong
confinement of carriers in that direction.1–4 Most III-V
nanowires with a diameter less than about 400 nm have
a very neat hexagonal section even after a few overcoat-
ing processes.5–10 They can eventually be cut to form
an hexagonal flat quantum ring that can confine the
free carriers on a square-well type potential in the radial
direction.11 In a recent paper12 we presented a theoret-
ical study of correlated multi-electron states of hexag-
onal semiconductor rings populated with N = 1 up to
N = 7 electrons and found that charges get more local-
ized in the corners as the number of electrons increases
up to N = 6, where we found a maximum of localiza-
tion. The result evidences the deficiency of a picture
based on orbitals delocalized on the whole ring, i.e., that
electron correlation becomes crucial. In this Letter we
investigate the response of this system to an externally
applied axial magnetic field. Specifically, we focus on
the different response in comparison to circular quantum
rings (QRs).13–19 By increasing the strength of an exter-
nally applied axial magnetic field, oscillations of the QR
ground state energy occur. The period and amplitude of
the oscillations depends on the electron population and it
is referred to as fractional Aharanov-Bohm (AB) effect.20

The first unambiguous experimental evidence of this ef-
fect may be traced back to the work by Keyser.21 Soon
after, Emperador et al.22 related this fractional response
to a low kinetic energy and a phenomenon of electronic
localization. Full configuration interaction (FCI) calcu-
lations by Niemelä et al.23 of QRs populated up to four
electrons revealed the crucial role of electron-electron in-
teraction on the decrease of the period and amplitude
of the ground state energy and its fractional character.
Liu et al.24 extended the FCI calculation to QRs pop-

ulated with N = 5 and N = 6 electrons as a function
of the magnetic field and the QR radius, thus yielding a
phase diagram with a rich variety of ground states. The
fractional character of the AB effect was though fully
explored earlier using the empirical Hubbard model,25

where it was concluded that fractional AB oscillations
arise for small values of the factor α = N t/(U L), where
N is the number of electrons in the QR, t is the tun-
neling integral, U the repulsion one and L the number
of sites along the QR where the single-particle functions
are located. For α to be small the ratio two-electron/one-
electron integrals, U/t, must be large, i.e., a low kinetic
energy and a strong electron-electron interaction is re-
quired. Also, since α is proportional to N , a low-density
regime is needed. Additionally, L introduces the possible
role of symmetry lowering: the larger L the sooner the
Hubbard model reaches the fractional AB regime.
In our work, we consider an hexagonal quantum ring
since, as pointed out above, most III-V multishell thin
nanowires have a neat hexagonal section and they can
eventually be cut to form an hexagonal flat quantum ring.
In particular, we deal with the same AlAs-GaAs-AlAs
hexagonal QR studied in ref. 12, where all physical pa-
rameters, namely effective masses, conduction-band off-
set and dielectric constant can be found. We carry out
calculations for N = 2 up to N = 7 interacting electrons
in the low-density regime. This system may be related
to the L = 6 Hubbard model, and in fact, we recover
the main trends predicted by this and more sophisticated
models. Additionally, we theoretically demonstrate the
complete suppression of the AB effect when the hexago-
nal ring is in the low-density regime and it is populated
with N = 6 electrons. This suppression translates into
a smooth magnetization profile that should be observed
experimentally. We show that this symmetry-related re-
sponse is specific of the low-density regime.

We perform an exact diagonalization of the multi-
particle Schrödinger equation via a FCI procedure. As a
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first step, the single-particle orbitals φi and energies ǫi of
the conduction band are computed for the AlAs-GaAs-
AlAs hexagonal QR, through a real-space numerical so-
lution of the eigenvalue equation of the effective-mass
Hamiltonian,

h = −
1

2
(p+A)

1

m∗(r)
(p+A) + V (r) (1)

where r is the 2D coordinate on the hexagonal domain,
m∗(r) is the isotropic material-dependent effective mass
of electrons, A is the potential vector and V (r) is the con-
fining potential. This equation is numerically integrated
using the finite-elements method on a regular triangu-
lar mesh with hexagonal elements. The grid reproduces
the symmetry of the system thus avoiding numerical ar-
tifacts originated by discretization asymmetries of the
six domain boundaries, as would be the case, e.g., us-
ing a rectangular grid. Unless otherwise indicated, the
employed geometry is the same as in ref. 12, i.e., a reg-
ular hexagon domain with edges 66.5 nm long including
a GaAs well of 6.8 nm wide with uniform thickness all
around the 37.3 nm AlAs core, covered by a 13.5 nm
AlAs capping layer (see inset in Figure 1).
Finally we diagonalize the multi-particle Hamiltonian

H =
∑

iσ

ǫie
†
iσeiσ +

1

2

∑

ijkl

∑

σσ′

Uijkle
†
iσe

†
jσ′ekσ′ejσ (2)

where eiσ (e†iσ) is the annihilation (creation) operator for
an electron in the orbital state i and with spin σ. For
all the calculations we use 24 spin-orbital single-particle
states, giving

(

24
N

)

Slater determinants, with N being the
number of electrons.
We find that in a large range of low-lying N-electron

states only the lowest 6 orbitals (spin-independent real
space wave functions) have significant population. Tak-
ing into account all 12 orbitals, we can identify two dif-
ferent types of shells, namely two groups of orbitals well
separated in energy, having the same degeneracy pattern
(see figure 1). The behavior, quite different from the one
of a circular QR, originates in the symmetry lowering go-
ing from circular to hexagonal. In the first case we have
an infinite number of irreducible representations which
associated orbital can cross, while the hexagonal ring has
only six irreducible representations and the anticrossings
between orbitals with the same symmetry yield different
non-crossing shells where states with different symmetry
repeatedly cross as the magnetic field increases (see figure
1).
In figure 2 we summarize the behaviour of the energy

of lowest-lying few-electron states vs. the magnetic field.
The represented energies are relative to the N-electron
ground state energy in the absence of magnetic field (hor-
izontal red line). The few-electron states are labeled ac-
cording to the C6 symmetry group and spin multiplicity
of states. Figure 3 displays the corresponding magneti-
zation in meV/T. A main feature emerges for the case
N = 6 in both figures: the complete supression of the

FIG. 1. Orbital energies vs. magnetic field, labeled according
to the C6 symmetry group. Two well-separated shells com-
posed by 6 orbitals can be identified, with an 2 meV energy
gap between them. Inset: Schematics of the system. The
GaAs ring is wrapped around an hexagonal AlAs core and
capped by an additional AlAs shell. The free electrons are
confined in the GaAs region.

AB oscillation that turns into a completely flat magne-
tization profile. Also, we can see that for N = 2 and
N = 3 a perfect fractional AB is observed. For N = 4
and especially for N = 5 the oscillation amplitude pat-
tern is not regular. When the hexagonal QR is populated
with N = 6 electrons a complete suppresion of the AB
effect occurs, while the system with N = 7 shows a pe-
riod similar to N = 1. Except for the case N = 6, the
observed behavior is consistent with the abovementioned
calculations on QRs. In particular, the behavior vs. N is
consistent with an increasing α factor that prevents the
fractional behavior of the AB oscillations.25

In order to understand the peculiar behavior of the
N = 6 system, we repeated the set of FCI calculations
but introducing a scaling factor f that multiplies the
electron-electron interaction integrals. For f = 0 we ob-
tain the non-interacting particle spectrum (not shown)
with a crossing, at about 1/2 of flux, of two configura-
tions namely, a2(e+1 )

2(e−1 )
2 and (e+1 )

2a2(e+2 )
2. The first

one is the lowest-lying configuration at B = 0 while the
second one represents a highly excited configuration at
this magnetic field. When the electron-electron repulsion
is included the string of symmetry-labels of the orbitals
cannot be used as good quantum numbers, since the con-
figuration interaction takes place. Then, only the total
symmetry and total spin are good labels. However we
can still identify these configurations as dominant, with a
large contribution in the case of small f factors. The full
orbital occupancy and the products of orbital symmetries
yield the same total symmetry and total spin, 1A, for
both configurations. Then, the corresponding states an-
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FIG. 2. Energy of low-lying few-electron states, labeled ac-
cording to the C6 symmetry group and spin multiplicity, vs.
the magnetic field. The six panels show the cases of N = 2
to N = 7 electrons, as indicated. Zero energy, indicated by
the straigth reference line, corresponds to the ground state
energy without magnetic field.

FIG. 3. Magnetization of the N -electron hexagonal QR vs.
the applied magnetic field, for N = 1 (bottom) up to N = 7
(top). For the sake of clarity, the different magnetization
profiles have been offset by 2 meV/T.

ticross, the anticrossing being larger as electron-electron
interaction increases (see figure 4).

To asses the role of the regime of density, we carried
out calculations for an hexagonal QR three times smaller
than the above sample. Simulations of magnetizations
are reported in Fig 5. In this case, we can observe frac-

FIG. 4. Lowest-lying magnetic states for N = 6 for increasing
Coulomb interaction. In the three panels from left to right,
Coulomb repulsion is scaled by a factor of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5.
Red lines correspond to the states which anticrossing is re-
sponsible of the suppression of the AB effect and of the flat
magnetization profile.

tional behavior only for N = 2. As expected, by using
a factor f larger than unity (not shown) multiplying the
electron-electron interaction integrals we can reach frac-
tional behavior for increasing number of electrons. As
far as the N = 6 case is concerned, figure 5 reveals that
in this density regime the magnitude of the anticrossing
between 1A states cannot overcome the relative stabi-
lization of the triplet 3B state coming from the exchange
integrals (see figure 4) so that 3B emerges as the ground
state in a narrow window around one half of flux, yielding
an irregular discontinuity in the magnetization profile, as
reported in figure 5.

FIG. 5. Magnetization of the small hexagonal QR for N = 1
(bottom) up to N = 7 (top). For the sake of clarity, the
different magnetization profiles have been offset by 2 meV/T.

In summary, the complete suppression of the AB effect
in an hexagonal QR populated with N = 6 electrons is a
symmetry-related response that can only emerge in the
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low-density regime. This suppression translates into a
flat magnetization profile that should by detectable in
experiments.
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